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Multivariate frequency distributions are being increasingly recognized for their role in 
hydrological design and risk management. The conventional multivariate distributions are 
severely limited in that all constituent marginals have to be from the same distribution family. 
The copula method is a newly emerging approach for deriving multivariate distributions which 
overcomes this limitation. Use of copula method in hydrological applications has begun only 
recently and ascertaining the applicability of different copulas for combinations of various 
hydrological variables is currently an area of active research. Since there exists a variety of 
copulas capable of characterizing a broad range of dependence, the selection of appropriate 
copulas for different hydrological applications becomes a non-trivial task. This study evaluates 
the relative performance of various copulas and methods of parameter estimation as well as of 
recently developed statistical inference procedures. Potential copulas for multivariate extreme 
flow and rainfall processes are then identified. 
 Multivariate hydrological frequency analysis typically utilizes only the concurrent parts 
of observed data, leaving a lot of non-concurrent information unutilized. Uncertainty in 
distribution parameter estimates can be reduced by simultaneously including such non-
concurrent data in the analysis. A new copula-based “Composite Likelihood Approach” that 
allows all available multivariate data of varying lengths to be combined and analyzed in an 
integrated manner has been developed. This approach yields additional information, enhancing 
the precision of parameter estimates that are otherwise obtained from either purely univariate or 
purely multivariate considerations. The approach can be advantageously employed in limited 
hydrological data situations in order to provide significant virtual augmentation of available data 
lengths by virtue of increased precision of parameter estimates. 
 The effectiveness of a copula selection framework that helps in an a priori short listing of 
potentially viable copulas on the basis of dependence characteristics has been examined using 
several case studies pertaining to various extreme flow and rainfall variables. The benefits of the 
composite likelihood approach in terms of significant improvement in the precision of parameter 
estimates of commonly used distributions in hydrology, such as normal, Gumbel, gamma, and 







1.1 Statistical Modeling in Hydrology 
Statistical modeling continues to play a vital role in planning, designing, and risk management of 
hydraulic infrastructure. Despite significant advances in physically-based hydrological modeling 
in recent years, interpretation and inference based on statistical analysis of historical 
hydrological data are still both pertinent and useful. Whereas physically-based hydrological 
models have been efficient in addressing the uncertainties in prediction and estimation of the 
hydrological cycle’s land-phase processes to a greater extent, they are yet not as effective in 
quantifying the variations in medium-range weather and long-term climatic processes. As most 
hydraulic infrastructure designs are primarily guided by the features of significantly stochastic 
atmospheric and land phases, e.g., average and extreme precipitation amounts, river flows, and 
atmospheric temperatures, they continue to benefit from statistical modeling. Moreover, in these 
times of phenomenal growth in computing ability, newer methods, based on pattern recognition 
and statistical inference, are being explored for discovering and describing the inherent spatial 
and temporal variability, and relationships among individual and multiple hydrological variables. 
Hydrological variables are characterized by a significant stochastic component and 
therefore most hydrological designs and management strategies are based on the frequency 
analysis of relevant variables. Owing to the dominant role of a single variable, hydrological 
designs and management plans have invariably been based on univariate analysis. Univariate 
design procedures have been prevalent, in part, also due to computational limitations and 
difficulties faced in having easily amenable multivariate procedures. There is a growing 
realization that hydrological design and risk management procedures can benefit from the 
multivariate consideration of the involved processes. Multivariate treatment provides a 
comprehensive view of the associated stochastic processes and renders greater efficiency to 
hydrological design and management strategies. 
1.2 Multivariate Hydrological Frequency Analysis 
Most hydro-meteorological processes exhibit multivariate characteristics and thus a complete 





distributions. The decision to employ univariate, bivariate or multivariate procedure is, however, 
made primarily on the basis of the objectives of any particular application. The objectives of the 
study help identify variables that are relevant and accordingly the dimensionality of the analysis 
is decided. For example, for a preliminary assessment of regional water availability, a univariate 
frequency analysis of annual areal precipitation may suffice even when annual precipitation is a 
multivariate process, having other important features, such as annual number of rainy days, 
precipitation amounts in different months of the year, length of the longest dry period in the year, 
etc. On the other hand, if statistical estimates of precipitation in specific months are required to 
be made on the basis of long-range forecast of the annual precipitation amount, then analysis of 
joint and conditional distributions of annual and monthly precipitation would be suitable. 
Similarly, for risk assessment for a small to moderate sized flood protection structure, a 
univariate flood frequency analysis of annual flood peaks may suffice. On the other hand, in 
situations where storage has significant effect on flood attenuation, flood duration and/or volume 
would require consideration along with the peak flood discharge. Such an analysis may be 
helpful in determining the spillway capacity and associated maximum water levels for proposed 
dams, as well as for assessing the adequacy of spillways of existing dams. Thus, wherever failure 
probability or variables of interest are a function of two or more hydrological variables, a 
multivariate consideration is desirable. The following section enumerates a few examples of 
hydrological applications wherein multivariate consideration would be relevant. 
1.2.1 Example Applications of Multivariate Hydrological Analyses 
A large number of studies have emphasized the importance of multivariate hydrological 
frequency analysis. These studies have involved storm or flood variables, such as storm depth, 
duration, average intensity, maximum intensity, time to peak, inter-arrival period, and number of 
storms in a specified period; or flood volume, duration and peak flow and time to peak flow, 
among a few others. Studies involving storm characteristics have been carried out for purposes 
such as simulation of rainfall field, rainfall-runoff modeling, and deriving frequency distributions 
for flood, urban storm volume, or annual precipitation. Similarly, studies with flow variables 
have been done for a variety of application, including checking the adequacy of dam spillway, 
risk assessment of levees and embankment, designing retention basins, deriving flood frequency 





estimates of frequency distributions. A few of these applications, with minimal referencing, are 
enumerated here in order to highlight their usefulness. 
(a) Derived flood frequency distributions: Physically-based analytically derived flood 
frequency distributions are employed in situations where rivers are unguaged and limited 
rainfall information is available. These derived flood frequency distribution models 
require joint distribution of storm intensity and duration as one of the inputs (Diaz-
Granados et al., 1984). Such joint distributions are obtained by fitting suitable functions 
to independent bivariate data of storm intensity and corresponding duration.  
(b) Spillway design: Contemporary design flood guidelines are based on univariate 
consideration of flood peak flow. A structure is deemed to have failed when the peak 
flow surpasses the design flood and the probability of such exceedance is a measure of 
inherent risk. However, spillway design and determination of maximum attainable water 
level require routing of flood hydrograph that involves flood peak flow, flood volume and 
duration. Benefits of such multivariate considerations have been emphasized by De 
Michele et al. (2005).                
(c) Regional water resources and risk estimation: A regional water supply scheme that 
depends on abstractions from multiple rivers can benefit from a multivariate model in 
determining the capacity of the scheme and its risk of failure (Clarke, 1994). Evolving 
optimal regional flood disaster management program is important in order to provide 
cost-effective emergency preparedness services. The likelihood of simultaneous 
occurrence of major floods in one or more river basins or counties or states in a region is 
an important consideration for sizing emergency facilities. Assessment of such likelihood 
can be made by developing multivariate flood frequency models involving flood records 
from different rivers in the region (Renard and Lang, 2007). 
(d) Record augmentation and uncertainty reduction: In situations where annual flood records 
are insufficient, use of information from one or more neighboring river gaging stations or 
basin precipitation records can be used to extend flood records (Clarke, 1994). Through 
the multivariate approach, reduction of uncertainty in parameter estimates of shorter data 
series can also be achieved by utilizing information from one or more associated longer 





(e) Drought characterization: Drought condition in a region is characterized by its duration, 
severity and areal extent. A comprehensive frequency analysis of drought phenomenon 
can be done by employing a multivariate drought duration-severity-areal extent analysis 
(Kim et al., 2003).  
(f) Design of retention basins and management of reservoirs: Assessment of flood volumes 
conditioned on flood peaks is a key element in determining the design capacity of 
retention basins (Sackl and Bergmann, 1987). A bivariate frequency distribution of 
correlated peak flow and volume data also provides important information for 
management of reservoirs (Favre et al., 2004).  
(g) Assessment of flood damages and disruption of services: Flood flows beyond the 
designed capacity are indicative of failure of drainage facility. However, the actual 
property damage and period of disruption of drainage, transportation and other services 
are also functions of volume and/or duration of the excessive flows. Multivariate 
frequency distributions involving flood peak flow, volume and/or duration (Todorovic, 
1978) can provide probabilistic estimates of expected damages and extent of disruptions 
that may also be useful for the insurance industry.  
(h) Frequency analysis of annual precipitation: Annual precipitation frequency analysis is 
usually done on the basis of 30 years or longer period of record. However, an indirect 
derivation of probability distribution of annual precipitation can be done by utilizing the 
bivariate nature of storm inter-arrival times and storm depths (Eagleson, 1978). Use of 
such bivariate storm characteristics is a viable alternative, e.g., in ungauged basins, even 
when precipitation records for only a short period of 5-10 years are available.  
(i) Water quality studies: Water quality variables have significant dependence on hydro-
meteorological factors, such as rainfall, flow rate, and water temperature. There also 
exists considerable interaction among different pollutants. Allowable limits of certain 
pollutants (such as nitrates, nitrites, ammonia, etc.) vary depending upon the presence or 
absence of certain other pollutants. In all such cases it is advantageous to perform 
multivariate frequency analysis of concerned water quality variables in order to arrive at 
expected pollutant levels conditioned on the levels of correlated other variables. 





Chowdhary et al. (2008) studied effectiveness of best management practices (BMPs) for 
streams affected by effluents from rice fields, using copula-based method involving 
comparison of return periods of exceedance of the prescribed turbidity and total 
suspended solids levels conditioned on common flood flow values. 
(j) Regression relationships: One of the benefits of multivariate frequency modeling is to 
establish relationships among related variables through joint distribution rather than by 
assuming linear, quadratic or other functional forms. Although Tiago de Oliveira (1974) 
found linear regression more efficient than the general regression established on the basis 
of joint distribution of bivariate extreme value and Gumbel distributions, the general 
regression may render more generalized solutions for building relationships. 
The above is not an exhaustive list of applications employing multivariate hydrological 
distributions and more types of applications can be found in the literature. However, the focus of 
most of these studies has been to arrive at a valid bivariate or multivariate hydrological model 
involving two or more variables from the sets of precipitation, flow, or drought related variables 
or combinations thereof, such as: 
o Storm mean intensity, depth, duration, peak intensity, and/or time-to-peak intensity. 
o Storm depth, number, and time interval between storms 
o Annual maximum storm depth (or intensity) and corresponding mean intensity (or depth), 
duration, and/or time-to-peak intensity. 
o Annual maximum flood peak flow (or volume) and corresponding volume (or peak flow), 
duration, time-to-peak flow, rate or rise and/or rate or recession. 
o Drought severity, duration, and/or inter-arrival time. 
1.2.2 Limitations of Conventional Multivariate Frequency Analysis 
Traditionally, bivariate normal, lognormal, exponential, or Gumbel (called mixed Gumbel) 
distributions or their trivariate extensions have been applied for hydrological applications. These 
multivariate distributions are restrictive in many ways, such as: 
(a) Marginals from the same family of distributions: The available multivariate distributions 
require that the marginals are from the same distribution family. However, hydrological 





Transformation to normal distribution and consequently fitting multivariate normal 
distribution has often been resorted to but this brings the usual disadvantages of 
transformation process.  
(b) Misleading inference of dependence structure: Most conventional multivariate 
formulations involve Pearson's linear correlation measure, either directly or indirectly 
through its relationship with the association parameter. Pearson's linear correlation 
coefficient is not appropriate for deriving the inter-variate dependence characteristic as it 
is not invariant to non-linear monotonic transformations. It depicts a linear correlation 
rather than the functional association and may also not be even estimable in certain 
situations involving heavy-tailed distributions (Genest and Favre, 2007a). 
(c) Restrictions on admissible dependence: Several multivariate distribution formulations are 
available that do not allow for a full coverage of possible dependence between different 
variables. However, hydrological variables may exhibit dependence beyond what is 
admissible by such multivariate distributions.  
(d) Generation of multivariate random numbers: In the absence of multivariate distribution 
functions of mixed marginal types, it is obvious that there are no easy solutions for 
generating random numbers for situations involving arbitrary marginals. For purposes of 
simulation, this poses a major inability to generate random data for such 
multidimensional processes. 
(e) Difficulties with complex marginals: The absence of multivariate distributions admitting 
bimodal or complex marginal distributions, such as finite mixtures of distributions (Favre 
et al., 2004), is yet another limitation in dealing with heterogeneous processes. 
A recently developed copula-based multivariate distribution approach overcomes these 
restrictions by allowing a combination of arbitrarily chosen marginal types, providing a wider 
choice of admissible dependence structure as compared to the conventional approach and having 
the desirable feature of invariance to non-linear monotonic transformations.  
1.3 Copula-Based Multivariate Distributions 
Copulas are functions that “couple” standard uniform probabilities to their joint probability 





dimensional uniformly distributed random vector ( )dUUU ,..., 21=U , the joint probability 
distribution function ( )XXF  of arbitrarily distributed random variables diX i :1=∀  can be 
expressed, through the inverse probability integral transformation ( )iXi UFX
1−= , in terms of 
their respective marginal probability distributions as ( ) ( )[ ]iX XFCF iθX X = . Here θ  is the 
association parameter vector that characterizes the dependence structure of U  or X . Such 
conceptualization of a copula, adapted from Favre et al. (2004), is schematized in Figure 1.1. The 
parameters of copula-based distributions are related to the non-parametric dependence measures 
Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau that represent functional association among the random 
variables under consideration. There are several copula classes and a multitude of families within 
each class. Although not every copula family is comprehensive enough, admitting the whole 
range of dependence space, availability of a large variety of copula types provides the scope for 
representing any dependence structure through one or more alternatives. As copulas allow 
arbitrary marginals, including complex mixture distributions, generation of any combination of 
associated random variables is a comparatively easier process. Thus, copulas overcome many of 
the limitations faced by conventional distributional forms and offer new possibilities for a variety 
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The copula theory has been in vogue for some time now, especially with respect to actuarial 
science and finance applications (Frees and Valdez, 1998; Cherubini et al., 2004), but its 
application to hydrological engineering has begun recently (Genest and Favre, 2007a). Though a 
vast variety of available copula families provides a wider choice of dependence structure, it 
makes the selection of appropriate copulas for different hydrological applications a non-trivial 
task. Graphical and analytical statistical inference procedures for ascertaining the suitability of 
copula models are beginning to evolve and are being developed and tested, and presently there is 
limited experience of their usage. Overall, the topic of copula is still in the initial phase of 
development in general, its usage in hydrological engineering, in particular, is an area of active 
research. 
 Besides providing remarkable flexibility of combining arbitrary marginals for deriving 
their joint distributions, copula method offers a unique opportunity of its use in reducing 
uncertainty in estimates of frequency distribution parameters. Multivariate hydrological 
frequency analysis typically utilizes only the concurrent parts of the available observed data, 
leaving a lot of non-concurrent information unutilized. Intuitively, the unutilized non-concurrent 
data of the longer series may contain valuable information about the associated shorter series. 
Such non-concurrent data could be leveraged for increasing the information content of the 
shorter series, and in turn, for reducing uncertainty of its frequency distribution parameter 
estimates. The copula approach can be advantageously employed in such limited hydrological 
data situations in order to provide significant virtual augmentation of available data lengths by 
virtue of increased precision of parameter estimates. 
1.4 Objectives 
In view of the limitations of conventional multivariate hydrological frequency methods, as 
mentioned above, and the possibilities offered by the copula-based methods, the following 
objectives are specified for this study: 
(a) To evaluate applicability of different copula families to common multivariate 
hydrological problems involving extreme flood flow and rainfall variables. 
(b) To investigate effectiveness of a framework of copula selection process, including 
usefulness of tail dependence information, in order to a priori shortlist potential copula 





(c) To employ different methods of parameter estimation for copula models and evaluate 
their relative performance. 
(d) To employ the recently proposed statistical inference procedures for testing suitability of 
commonly used copula models for hydrological variables and to assess their usefulness. 
(e) To develop an approach for applying copula-based methods to multivariate data sets with 
missing data, with the aim of reducing uncertainty in frequency distribution parameter 
estimates. 
(f) To quantify gains in precision of parameter estimates obtained from copula-based 
approach to multivariate datasets with missing data for a few commonly used frequency 
distributions and copula models in hydrology. 
1.5 Dissertation Organization 
The dissertation has been organized in seven chapters. Chapter 1 provides general background 
for multivariate hydrological frequency analysis, limitations of conventional distribution 
approach and opportunities offered by the new copula-based multivariate method. A review of 
past hydrological multivariate studies, covering hydrological and hydrometeorological variables, 
employing both conventional and copula-based approaches is presented in Chapter 2. The 
necessary theoretical details of copula-based multivariate method, including various copula 
selection criteria, parameter estimation techniques, and graphical and analytical inference 
procedures are provided in Chapter 3. Three case studies involving extreme flow variables of 
flood peak flow, and associated volume and duration, given in Chapter 4, illustrate the efficacy 
of the copula selection framework and provide useful insight into the usage of a number of 
graphical and formal goodness-of-fit statistical tests. Chapter 5 provides three case studies 
involving extreme rainfall variables maximum intensity, mean intensity, and duration of annual 
maximum storms. A new copula-based “Composite Likelihood Approach” developed for 
reducing uncertainty in estimates of parameters of frequency distributions, including 
quantification of precision enhancement, is elaborated in Chapter 6. Conclusions of the study are 
presented in Chapter 7. Appendices A to C provide algebraic steps of derivation of certain 
formulae used in Chapters 3 and 6 respectively. The historical hydrological datasets used in case 




2.1 Multivariate Distributions in Hydrology 
Stochastic properties of hydrometeorological and hydrological processes are important 
determining factors in the design of hydraulic infrastructure. The main thrust of research on 
hydrologic design procedures, in the past several decades, has been on univariate consideration 
of the dominant design variables. Average or extreme, seasonal or annual precipitation, flow, and 
evaporation are a few examples of such key variables. From time to time, some studies have 
emphasized importance and usefulness of simultaneous consideration of dominant and associated 
variables. A majority of these studies have involved a variety of important features of storms or 
floods, such as storm depth, duration, average intensity, maximum intensity, time to peak, inter-
arrival period, and number of storms in a specified period; or flood volume, duration and peak 
flow and time to peak flow, among a few others. Studies involving storm characteristics have 
been with different objectives, such as simulation of rainfall field, rainfall-runoff modeling, and 
deriving frequency distributions for flood, urban storm volume, or annual precipitation. 
Similarly, studies with flow variables have been for purposes such as checking the adequacy of 
dam spillway, risk assessment of levees and embankment, designing retention basins, deriving 
flood frequency distribution at a station downstream of a confluence, and improving the 
efficiency of parameter estimates of frequency distributions. While many of the earlier studies 
considered independence, the latter studies incorporated dependence features inherent among 
associated variables being analyzed simultaneously. A brief account of these studies done in the 
past employing conventional and copula-based approaches is presented here. 
2.1.1 Hydrometeorological Applications 
One of the earliest works on frequency distributions for rainfall variables is that of Grace and 
Eagleson (1966) in which variables, such as storm depth, storm duration, and inter-storm time 
duration were studied on the basis of 2-5 years of 10 minute rainfall data from two stations in the 
United States. As the study involved small basins, the design storm was expected to be due to 
sudden and intense summer thunder storms and therefore data from only four months, from May 
to August, was considered. Raw rainfall data was processed to get separate storms by 
considering a minimum inter-storm time period such that the rank correlation coefficient was 
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insignificant and consecutive storms independent. 2-parameter Weibull (W2) distributions were 
fitted to both between-storm duration and storm duration. The correlation between inter-storm 
duration and storm duration was found to be insignificant. On the other hand, storm depths were 
found correlated with storm durations. Instead of a bivariate distribution for these two correlated 
variables, Grace and Eagleson (1966) established simple linear regression relations between the 
two variables, separately for “trace”, “moderate”, and “peaked” storm categories. As the 
residuals in these relationship showed correlation with depth or duration, the scaled residuals, 
having a range from 0 to 1, were modeled using an integral beta (IB) distribution. The scaling of 
residuals was done on the basis of 1000-year 24 hour storm depth extrapolated from the 
intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves, published by the U.S. Weather Bureau as Technical 
Paper No. 40 (Hershfield, 1961). For simulating a sequence of several storms, it was proposed to 
randomly generate alternate sequences of inter-storm and storm durations by the probability 
integral transformation of the fitted Weibull distributions. The storm depths were then obtained 
from the regression equation between the depth and storm duration and adding randomly 
generated residuals from the fitted integral beta distribution. 
Todorovic and Yevjevich (1969) investigated the process of precipitation intensities 
through the study of probability distributions of six descriptors: (a) number of storms in a fixed 
interval of time, (b) number of storms producing a given amount of precipitation, (c) time 
elapsed between a reference time and the end of a storm, (d) total precipitation of a given number 
of storms, (e) precipitation of a particular storm from a sequence of storms, and (f) total 
precipitation in a specified time interval. The parameters of the number of storms per time unit 
and of the inverse of the average yield per storm were derived as periodic functions of time 
inside the year. Considering the sampling error, the derived theoretical probability distributions 
compared well with the observed frequency distributions for the four examples given in the 
study. In this, individual storm depths were fitted with exponential distribution, with a mean 
depth that was annually periodic. The distribution for the inter-arrival rate of storm events was 
derived from the first principles and found to be Poissonian in nature.  
Besides storm depth and duration data that are important for purposes of simulation of 
storm events and rainfall-runoff modeling another feature that is important is the extreme rainfall 
depth for a given duration. Such depth-duration data are the basis for the widely known and used 
depth-duration-frequency (DDF) or IDF curves, important for engineering designs such as of 
drainage facilities in small watersheds. Eagleson (1970) highlighted the subtle but important 
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difference between the nature of these two depth-duration data and called such conditional 
rainfall depth as “event depth”. It is important here to note that whereas the usual depth-duration 
data feature storms as a whole, the event depth-duration data refer to “any rainfall event” of a 
given duration. It is obvious that such event depth-duration data will invariably correspond to a 
portion of a single storm or to a group of subsequent storms. Numerous formulae have been 
developed expressing relationships between these event depth-duration data in probabilistic 
forms. Univariate distributions have also been employed for modeling such conditional 
probabilities. 
While deriving the peak flood frequency distribution from climatic and catchment 
variables together with the functional relationships provided by the kinematic wave method of 
hydrograph forecasting, Eagleson (1972) fitted univariate exponential distributions to storm 
intensity, depth and duration. Although storm depth and duration were considered strongly 
correlated by Grace and Eagleson (1966), these two variables were assumed independent by 
Eagleson (1972). Carlson and Fox (1976) adapted the derived flood frequency distribution 
(DFFD) model of Eagleson (1972) for snowmelt-flood frequency model. The storm duration, 
defined in the model as the number of days of continuous snowmelt, was considered 
exponentially distributed. Similarly, the average snowmelt storm intensity was also taken as 
exponentially distributed. These two variables were considered mutually independent while 
arriving at their joint distribution. Carlson and Fox (1976) mentioned that a run test by Sokal and 
Rohlf (1969) earlier had demonstrated this independency at a 5% significance level. 
In another interesting study, Eagleson (1978) derived the distribution of annual 
precipitation from the joint distribution of storm inter-arrival time and storm depth. The storm 
inter-arrival time was modeled through exponential distribution, in the backdrop of Poissonian 
arrival process, and precipitation depth was assumed to be 2-parameter gamma (G2) distributed. 
The inter-arrival times and depths were considered mutually independent and it was noted that 
even a few years of storm event data was sufficient for obtaining the distribution of annual 
precipitation, also having lesser variance as compared to the one obtained using a long-term 
annual precipitation record. Eagleson (1978) also emphasized the linkages of evapotranspiration 
with inter-storm duration, start and end of infiltration process with storm duration, and 
infiltration and runoff with storm depths.   
The derived distribution technique of Eagleson (1972) was also employed by Chan and 
Bras (1979) for obtaining a probability distribution of urban storm volume above a specified 
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threshold. The cumulative distribution function required that flood volume was shown to be 
linked to the integration of the flow producing portion of the joint bivariate density function of 
effective storm intensity and storm duration. Similar to that used by Eagleson (1972), the 
effective storm intensity and duration were considered independent and exponentially 
distributed. Cordova and Bras (1981) employed this same technique in order to derive the 
probability distribution of the infiltration volume. Similarly, Diaz-Granados et al. (1984) used 
the same storm characteristics for deriving flood frequency distribution based on 
geomorphoclimatic instantaneous unit hydrograph (GcIUH) theory. Again, in both these studies, 
storm intensity and duration were considered exponentially distributed and mutually 
independent. Diaz-Granados et al. (1984) considered such independency on the basis of “a 
common and adequate assumption.”  
Turning away from the common perception of mutual independence among storm 
intensity and duration, Cordova and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1985), while obtaining the probabilistic 
structure of storm surface runoff, concluded that the correlation between the two variables had 
important effects and that it was not advisable to a priori assume independence. It was stated that 
in most cases there existed a positive correlation between these variables. The storm intensity 
and duration were considered bivariate exponentially distributed as per the distribution proposed 
by Nagao and Kadoya (1971). It was shown that significant correlation between storm intensity 
and duration, at higher soil moisture content, increased the probability of occurrence of storm 
surface runoff. Bacchi et al (1994) employed a bivariate exponential model, earlier proposed by 
Gumbel (1960a), for modeling extreme storm intensity for given durations. Assuming storm 
arrival as a Poissonian process, the derivation of distribution of maximum rainfall intensity, for 
given durations, (i.e., the IDF curves) involved integration of relevant region of intensity-
duration space and approximation of the resulting function by a Gumbel distribution. However, 
only one set of model parameters was obtained for each rainfall station by pooling the data of a 
few specific durations (1, 3, 6, 12, and 24 hours) and this had been mentioned as one of the 
limitations in the study. On the basis of results of optimization, it was also inferred that a 
correlation coefficient of -0.404 between storm intensity and duration, a value equal to the 
admissibility limit in the bivariate exponential model, was the one that provided a better fit. In a 
study similar to that of Cordova and Rodriguez-Iturbe (1985), Kurothe et al. (1997) also 
employed the bivariate exponential model for rainfall intensity and duration while deriving flood 
frequency distribution using GcIUH theory. This bivariate exponential distribution, proposed 
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earlier by Gumbel (1960a) and applied later by Bacchi et al. (1994), admitted only negatively 
correlated random variables. Though the actual correlation between intensity and duration was 
not quantified in the study, it was shown that 100-year flood flow quantiles varied hugely 
between independent and maximally negative correlated (correlation coefficient equal to -0.404) 
cases. 
Goel et al. (2000) extended the work of Kurothe et al. (1997) on the DFFD model by 
employing the model proposed by Nagao and Kadoya (1971) that admitted both positive and 
negative correlation among rainfall intensity and duration. Their results from four Indian 
watersheds and one U.S. watershed showed significant differences in various quantiles from 
positive and negative correlations. It may however be noted that the DFFD model results less 
than satisfactorily matched the conventional log-normal extreme flood distribution fitting results. 
Yue (1999) mentioned that standing rain fronts and typhoons in Japan make annual 
extreme storms, both in terms of peak daily storm intensity and total storm volume, and cause 
major damages. Extending the works of Sackl and Bergmann (1987) and Goel et al. (1998), he 
modeled daily peak storm intensity and storm volume using bivariate normal distribution by first 
transforming the marginals to normality. The methodology was shown to give good results for 
data from two rainfall stations from different climatic regions in Japan. In other studies, Yue 
(2000a; 2001a; 2002) employed bivariate mixed Gumbel, Gumbel logistic, and lognormal 
models, respectively, for the same two variables and, using the method of moments, reported a 
satisfactory representation of Japanese data from one rainfall station. It is important however to 
note here that as daily observed rainfall data was used in the study, the peak daily intensity of the 
storm (i.e., peak daily rainfall) may have been far less critical to be a consequential factor for 
damages due to the storm. 
In all of the above studies, either the same types of distributions had been assumed for the 
marginals or they had been transformed to normal distributions. In practice, however, rainfall 
variables may have different distributions. In hydrological literature, bivariate distribution with 
specified marginals, as given by Finch and Groblicki (1984), was first applied by Singh and 
Singh (1991). The nature of this bivariate distribution is given as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ }yFxFyfxfyxf YXYXYX ,1,, ρ+=  
Here ( )yxf YX ,,  is the bivariate density, ( )xf X , ( )yfY  and ( )xFX , ( )yFY  are the densities and 
probabilities of the two marginals, and ( ) ( )[ ]yFxF YX ,ρ , called a 0-marginal on the unit square 
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with a lower bound of -1, is a sort of correlation factor indicating dependence between X  and 
Y . Singh and Singh (1991), however, considered the two rainfall variables, intensity and total 
depth, to be exponentially distributed. The study involved using 332 pairs of intensity and depth 
data for particular durations (5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 120, 180, 240, 300, 360, 420, 480, 600, 
and 720 minutes), obtained from 22 storms from about two years data from Singapore. It may be 
mentioned here that such rainfall intensity and depth pairs corresponding to particular durations 
would have resulted in a mix of differently conditioned data and fitting a bivariate distribution to 
such dataset may not be preferable. Long and Krzysztofowicz (1992) noted that these densities 
belonged to Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM) and Farlie polynomial densities that were 
applicable for weakly associated variates only (with product-moment correlation 31≤ρ ) and 
may thus be of limited use in hydrological applications. 
In order to find greater applicability, a bivariate distribution must be able to fully 
represent the possible dependence range and that any required marginal should be specifiable. 
Towards this end and expanding the scope of bivariate densities proposed earlier, admitting a 
wider range of dependency (with Spearman’s correlation of 1127 ≤≤− sρ ), Long and 
Krzysztofowicz (1995) constructed a newer family of bivariate probability density functions with 
specified marginals. The dependence structure served as a density weighting function that 
described dependence within the Fréchet bounds and involved probability integral transforms of 
the two variates. The ability to control the shape of bivariate density independently of the degree 
of association was cited as the advantage of the method. Furthering this work, Kelly and 
Krzysztofowicz  (1997) constructed a meta-Gaussian bivariate density involving the normal 
quantile transform (NQT) of the two variates that can belong to any arbitrary marginals and have 
any possible dependence. The method was illustrated by taking examples of exponential and 
exponential combined with Weibull marginals, with extended dependence range. This work was 
among the first in bivariate frequency analysis that considered different marginal distributions 
with flexible covariance structures. Based on this methodology, the study also included two 
methods for generating bivariate random numbers. In fact, such use of meta-Gaussian bivariate 
density was proposed even much earlier by Moran et al. (1970) while designing experiments to 
ascertain if average rainfall in an area increased by cloud seeding. The two random variables, 
rainfall amounts with and without cloud seeding, were both assumed to be gamma distributed. 
Herr and Krzysztofowicz (2005) also derived the bivariate distribution of point or areal 
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precipitation amounts at two stations or areas using a meta-Gaussian distribution and 
demonstrated its application in real-time forecasting.  
2.1.2 Hydrological Applications 
Flood frequency analysis has been the focus of hydrological research in the last half a century. 
The common approach has been to make selection of a flood frequency distribution based on the 
“best curve fit” of observed largest flood peaks, mainly aimed at satisfying the operational needs. 
In his pioneering work on flood frequency, Gumbel (1958) applied the classical extreme value 
theory to the complete duration series. This classical derivation of the asymptotic expression 
involved assumptions of daily flows to be exponentially distributed and independent in nature. 
However, realizing the number of actual independent daily values insufficient (much less than 
365) for the expected asymptotic behavior, Gumbel (1958) hinted at the requirement of 
development of a physically more meaningful flood frequency theory. The first attempt at such 
theoretical development from the properties of the streamflow was that of Zelenhasic (1970) and 
Todorovic and Zelenhasic (1970). While obtaining an exact expression for the distribution 
function of the largest flood, based on the idea of nearly instantaneous hydrograph peaks in 
certain time intervals (Kirby, 1969), they employed the concept of partial duration series and 
assumed that individual exceedances formed a sequence of identically distributed independent 
(iid) random variables. As the assumption of identically distributed exceedances seemed weaker, 
in light of variable characteristics of flow in different seasons, Todorovic and Rousselle (1971) 
extended the work of Todorovic and Zelenhasic (1970) to differently distributed exceedances in 
two or more seasons within the year.  
Consequent to the above development of univariate functions for largest flood 
exceedances, Todorovic (1971) introduced another important feature of time of occurrence of 
extreme flood. This may be regarded as the beginning of the bivariate or multivariate 
consideration in the field of flood frequency analysis. Significance of time of occurrence of 
extreme flood event during any year was highlighted by Todorovic and Woolhiser (1972), 
linking it to the variable within-year flood damage function. A synthesis of the above approach 
was presented by Gupta et al. (1976) in which distributions of largest exceedances and the 
corresponding times of occurrences were obtained as marginals of their joint distribution, 
assuming the two variables to be independent. The use of this methodology for two U.S. rivers in 
demonstrated the applicability of the bivariate approach but did not show a significant 
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improvement over the approach presented by Todorovic (1971) and applied by Todorovic and 
Woolhiser (1972). In further development and generalization of his and his co-workers’ work, 
Todorovic (1978) highlighted various properties of flood events, such as peak flow and 
corresponding duration, volume and times of occurrence, arising out of a partial duration series 
(PDS). The number of peak-over-threshold floods, in any specified time period, was 
characterized as a time-non-homogenous Poisson process. Distributions of peak flood flow, its 
time of occurrence and flood volume were derived on the basis of characteristics of these 
processes rather than by assuming any standard forms. 
Ashkar and Rousselle (1982) utilized the multivariate nature of the flood process for 
deriving distributions of flood duration and flood volume for three river stations in Canada. For 
flood duration, they assumed independence between durations of rising and falling parts of the 
flood hydrograph, and for flood volume, hydrographs above a particular threshold were assumed 
triangular in shape. Time of flood occurrence and peak flow were modeled through a two-
dimensional non-homogeneous stochastic trigger model by Kavvas (1982). In this model, the 
flood occurrences were first considered as the primary events in time as one-dimensional non-
homogeneous Poisson process. These events then trigger flood peaks at a secondary level that 
was modeled as a two-dimensional non-homogeneous Poisson process. Using the principle of 
maximum entropy (POME), Krstanovic and Singh (1987) derived bivariate Gaussian and 
exponential distributions for flood peak and volume, with constraints  specified in  terms  of 
variance, covariance, and cross covariance. Consideration of flood volume and duration for flood 
risk assessment, in conjunction with the flood peak flow, was also advocated by Correia (1987). 
The number of flood events in the partial duration series (PDS) was considered to be a 
Poissonian process. Flood risk assessment was done by considering flood peak and 
corresponding duration to be both independent and linearly dependent. Flood peak and duration 
were considered exponentially distributed for the former case, while the flood peaks conditioned 
on duration were assumed Gaussian for the latter. Taking a more objective view, Sackl and 
Bergmann (1987) indicated the usefulness of a bivariate model of direct runoff flood peak and 
volume for design of retention basins. They proposed that the design volume could be obtained 
by modeling normalized flood peak and volume as a bivariate normal distribution. In an indirect 
approach, Rosbjerg (1987) obtained the frequency distribution of annual maximum flood from 
successive peak floods, employing the Marshall-Olkin bivariate exponential distribution 
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(Marshall and Olkin, 1967) that considered the Poissonian occurrence times and admitted 
positive dependence only. 
Applicability of the method of derived distributions for flood volume and flood peak 
using the SCS and rational methods, respectively, was demonstrated by Haan and Wilson (1987). 
In this study, flood events from rainfall volumes in excess of one inch were considered and the 
distribution for flood volume was obtained by transformation of joint distribution of rainfall 
volume and the abstraction term in the SCS relationship. Rainfall volume and abstraction were 
assumed mutually independent and extreme value type I and lognormally distributed, 
respectively. Similarly, the distribution of flood peak was obtained by transformation of joint 
distribution of rainfall intensity and the constant term in the rational formula. Again, mutually 
independent extreme value type I distribution for rainfall intensity and beta distribution for the 
constant term were used. It was opined that better estimates of design quantiles can be obtained 
by such derived distribution method as it involved a consideration of the inherent randomness in 
the abstraction term of the SCS method and the constant term in the rational formula. 
Establishing the viability of such an alternative procedure can also be important for its 
application for ungauged regions. 
In an interesting study Raynal-Villasenor and Salas (1987) employed logistic and mixed 
bivariate extreme value distributions, as given by (Gumbel, 1960b), for estimating the 
parameters of the underlying extreme value marginals with better relative asymptotic 
information ratios. They also used this approach for extending the extreme value data at stations 
with shorter period of data with those with longer period of information. Further, the approach 
was applied for obtaining flood frequency distribution downstream of a confluence, based on the 
flood information from two upstream data in the form of a convolution equation given by 
Woodroofe (1975). Extending the work of Escalante and Raynal-Villasenor (1994) and Raynal-
Villasenor and Salas (1987), Escalante-Sandoval (1998) demonstrated the suitability of a 
multivariate extreme value distribution with mixed Gumbel marginals for modeling marginals in 
incomplete multivariate datasets from 42 gaging stations in northern Mexico. The results were 
compared with purely univarite analysis employing normal, 2-parameter lognormal, 3-parameter 
lognormal, 2-parameter gamma, 3-parameter gamma, log-Pearson type 3, Gumbel, two-
component extreme value, and generalized extreme value distributions. 
Stating the importance of understanding flood events as a whole, the bivariate 
distribution of flood peak and volume data of a partial duration series, from an Indian river, was 
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also studied by Goel et al. (1998). They used a two-step power transformation procedure to 
normalize the flood peak and flood volume data and obtained the bivariate normal distribution. 
The distribution of extreme annual flood was then obtained as per the formulations given by 
Zelenhasic (1970) and Correia (1987). For the risk assessment of levees and embankments, the 
conditional probability of failure function based on flood peak and duration was studied by 
U.S.A.C.E. (1999). Adopting an approach similar to that taken by Goel et al. (1998), Yue et al. 
(1999) employed a bivariate Gumbel mixed model, originally proposed by Gumbel (1960), for 
obtaining pair-wise joint and conditional probabilities for flood peak, volume and duration data 
from a Canadian river and reported satisfactory results. Yue (2000 and 2001) also applied the 
bivariate lognormal distribution and bivariate extreme value distribution for multivariate flood 
frequency analysis. 
Overall, bivariate normal, lognormal, exponential, or Gumbel (called mixed Gumbel) 
distributions have typically been applied for hydrological variables, such as flood peak, and 
associated volume and duration. Almost all of the above multivariate distribution applications, 
except for the meta-Gaussian method of Kelly and Krzysztofowicz (1997), had limitations of 
admitting marginals from the same families only. However, different hydrological applications 
may involve multiple variables, not all of which may belong to the same distribution type. 
Transformation to normal distribution and consequent fitting of multivariate normal distribution 
has often been resorted to in such situations. Extensive efforts, spanning decades of research in 
the area of flood frequency analysis, have resulted in the identification of some plausible 
candidate distribution functions. The lack of multivariate distributions featuring marginals from 
different distributions restricts the ability to directly utilize and fit such suitable univariate 
distributions. Choulakian et al. (1990) noted that such restriction makes migration from 
univariate to multivariate flood frequency analysis sub-optimal. Furthermore, several 
multivariate distributions also do not allow for a full coverage of possible dependence between 
different variables, e.g., the bivariate exponential and bivariate Gumbel distributions. The 
bivariate exponential distribution imposes a critical restriction of the variables to be negatively 
associated, such that Pearson’s correlation coefficient is between -0.404 and 0. On the other 
hand, the bivariate exponential distribution studied by Nagao and Kadoya (1971) admits the full 
positive correlation coefficient. Although both these formulations complement each other, they 
are not comprehensive enough individually. Similarly, the bivariate extreme value distribution 
given by Gumbel (1960) admits only a partial positive range of Pearson’s correlation coefficient 
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to the extent of 0 to 2/3. Although not applied for hydrological variables, the Farlie-Gumbel-
Morgenstern (FGM) family of distributions, as applied for rainfall variables by Singh and Singh 
(1991) and studied later by Long and Krzysztofowicz (1992), are applicable for only weakly 
associated variates having Kendall’s tau between -2/9 and 2/9 and  may thus be of limited use in 
hydrological applications. Another concern, while using conventional multivariate formulations, 
is that of the association measure, directly or indirectly, linked to Pearson's linear correlation 
measure. Pearson's linear correlation coefficient is not invariant to non-linear monotonic 
transformations and depicts linear correlation rather than the functional association and may also 
not be even estimable in certain situations, involving heavy-tailed distributions (Genest and 
Favre, 2007a). The copula concept, overcoming some of these restrictions posed by the 
conventional multivariate distributions, is emerging as a new way of multivariate frequency 
distribution analysis. In recent years, copula approach is being increasingly applied for 
hydrological applications and its applicability and advantages are being studied. 
2.2 Copula-Based Hydrological Applications 
Copulas are essentially the mapping functions that combine uniformly distributed marginals in 
representing joint distributions and dependence structures of arbitrarily distributed dependent 
variables. This theory has been in vogue for some time now, especially with respect to actuarial 
science and finance applications, and in recent years has also been applied in the field of 
hydrological engineering. Among the first copula-based hydrological studies, De Michele and 
Salvadori (2003) indicated the suitability of Frank copula for joint distribution of negatively 
associated storm intensity and storm duration data. Favre et al. (2004) employed FGM, Clayton, 
and Frank copulas for two applications; the first involving peak flow for a run-of-river power 
station that was modeled as a combination of peak flows from an upstream dam and the 
intermediate watershed, and the second for a better assessment of the joint and conditional 
processes of peak flow and volume. The Frank copula was adjudged marginally better than the 
Clayton copula. A comprehensive account of definitions and formulae for various types of return 
periods, viz., conditional and secondary return periods in the context of different types of 
bivariate events, and copula-based frequency analysis was presented by Salvadori and De 
Michele (2004). De Michele et al. (2005) employed the Gumbel-Hoogaurd (GH) copula for 
generating a large number of pairs of generalized extreme value distributed annual peak flow and 
volume data in order to assess the adequacy of dam spillway capacity. The suitability of a fully 
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nested asymmetric Frank copula over symmetric Frank copula and 3-dimensional Gumbel 
logistic distribution for flood peak, volume and duration was established by Grimaldi and 
Serinaldi (2006a). Grimaldi and Serinaldi (2006b) employed several trivariate copulas for 
determining joint and conditional distributions among design hyetograph variables, such as 
critical depth, total depth and time to peak. Shiau et al. (2006) presented explicit relationships 
between joint return periods and univariate return periods for flood peak and volume data by 
considering the Ali-Mikhail-Haq (AMH), Clayton, Frank, Galambos, GH, and Plackette copulas. 
Zhang and Singh (2006) reported that from the four Archimedean copulas — AMH, Clayton, 
Frank and GH — GH copula provided a better fit for the pair-wise distributions among flood 
peak, volume and duration and that the fit was also better than the conventional bivariate Gumbel 
mixed and bivariate normal distributions. 
An elaborate review and illustration of copula estimation and inference procedures 
provided by Genest and Favre (2007a) is helpful for the end users in applied fields, such as 
hydrology. Among a multitude of possible copula types they found five copulas — GH, 
Galambos, Husler-Reiss, BB1, and BB5 — to be plausible candidates for flood peak flow and 
volume data. The advantage of meta-elliptical copulas over Archimedean copulas with respect to 
the admittance of different and/or negative dependencies among flood variables has been 
demonstrated by Genest et al. (2007b). For the trivariate case of peak flow, volume and duration 
variables, that are important for inundation and flood management practices, they illustrated 
various estimation and inference methods by considering eight meta-elliptical copula types. 
Salvadori and De Michele (2007) discussed alternative trivariate copula models for 
characterizing temporal properties of storms, involving mean intensity, and wet and dry period 
durations. Alongwith a comprehensive review of storm models available in the literature they 
presented a bivariate copula-based storm volume distribution model involving storm intensity 
and storm duration. Serinaldi and Grimaldi (2007) highlighted the difference of symmetric and 
asymmetric dependence structures in fitting the Archimedean copulas to trivariate flood and 
trivariate sea wave data. Singh and Zhang (2007) employed Frank copula for obtaining intensity-
duration-frequency (IDF) curves on the basis of probabilities of rainfall depth, conditioned on 
duration. It was, however, mentioned by Chowdhary (2009) that since storm depth-duration data 
did not confirm to the requirements of the IDF curves, the proposed procedure may not be 
applicable. Earlier, while obtaining intensity-duration-frequency (IDF) curves in the form of 
frequency distributions, Koutsoyiannis et al (1998) had reiterated that the duration in the IDF 
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relations was a parameter for the intensity rather than a random variable, rendering the derivation 
univariate in nature. Zhang and Singh (2007a; 2007b) fitted bivariate (AMH, Clayton, Frank and 
GH) and trivariate (GH) Archimedean copulas to rainfall intensity, depth, and duration data, 
respectively. Zhang and Singh (2007c) also employed GH copula for obtaining the trivariate 
distribution of flood peak flow, volume and duration data. It may, however, be mentioned here 
that the use of single parameter GH copula for a trivariate case, having both positive and 
negative pair-wise associations, may pose limitations in light of the  inadequacy of single 
parameter trivariate copulas to represent such differing pair-wise associations (Grimaldi and 
Serinaldi, 2006a; Kao and Govindaraju, 2008). Furthermore, Chowdhary (2008) indicated that 
for this particular case, a bivariate distribution may suffice as the mean rainfall intensity was 
functionally related to the other two variables. 
Kao and Govindaraju (2007a) employed survival copula to derive zero-runoff probability 
involving exponentially distributed rainfall intensity and duration data in order to obtain a 
probabilistic structure of rainfall excess using the SCS method. It was opined that the 
probabilistic structure of storm surface runoff was highly sensitive to the dependence between 
intensity and duration and the copula method provided easier estimators for the same. Kao and 
Govindaraju (2007b) presented a copula-based description of the dependence for annual extreme 
rainfall events selected on the basis of three criteria — annual maximum volume (AMV), annual 
maximum peak intensity (AMI), and annual maximum cumulative probability (AMP). Four 
Archimedean copulas — AMH, Clayton, Frank, and Genest-Ghoudi (GG) — were explored for 
plausible alternatives out of which the Frank copula performed better than others. Renard and 
Lang (2007) presented case studies that utilized Gaussian copula-based multivariate hydrological 
distributions for field significance determination, regional risk estimation, discharge-duration-
frequency (QdF) curves, and for regional frequency analysis. Nikoloulopoulos and Karlis (2007) 
applied a model averaging approach in order to reduce the effects of copula misspecification for 
testing the seismic gap hypothesis involving dependence among two geophysical variables — 
earthquake intensity and elapsed time. 
Tail dependence characteristics constitute important features that differentiate extreme 
value copulas from other copula structures. Employing extreme value copulas when tail 
dependence properties indicate otherwise, or vice versa, can lead to serious overestimation or 
underestimation, respectively. Poulin et al. (2007), while selecting copulas for joint distribution 
of flood peak flow and volume, emphasized this need by considering seven copulas from three 
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copula families — Archimedean, extreme value and meta-elliptical. They found that non-
extreme value copulas significantly overestimated the return periods and thus can result in unsafe 
designs. Along with citing benefits of copulas, Dupuis (2007) also cautioned against ignoring the 
tail dependence characteristics by illustrating the consequences of misspecification of copulas by 
employing a simulation technique involving six copula families — normal, student-t, Frank, 
Clayton, Gumbel, and associated Clayton. Simulation results showed that the Frank copula 
performed relatively well when the true copula was any of the other five copulas. Another 
important conclusion reported in the study was that bivariate modeling led to a small gain in 
parameter estimation efficiency as compared to the univariate approach. Renard and Lang (2007) 
also cautioned against using the Gaussian copula when extrapolation was involved and data 
exhibited an asymptotic dependence. 
Kao and Govindaraju (2008) showed the applicability of Plackett copula family for a 
trivariate hydrological application involving AMP-based extreme rainfall variables. They stated 
that for three or more dimensional distributions, the Plackett copula family has an advantage 
over the Archimedean copulas in that they allow for retention of pair-wise dependencies. 
Karmakar and Simonovic (2009), while obtaining pair-wise joint distributions among flood peak 
flow, volume and duration variables using the AMH, Clayton and GH copulas, found better 
representation by the GH copula. Wang et al. (2009) reported a satisfactory application of the 
copula approach for obtaining flood quantiles downstream of a confluence, assuming 
concurrence among annual flood peaks in two upstream tributaries. They selected the Frank 
copula on the basis of better Akaike information criterion (AIC) values from three Archimedean 
copulas — Clayton, Frank, and GH. Exploring possibilities of its applicability, Huard (2006) 
presented a Bayesian technique-based copula selection method. The Bayesian method has the 
advantage that it is not conditioned on parameter estimates.  Silva and Lopes (2008) also 
employed the Bayesian method for estimating marginal and dependence parameters utilizing a 
deviance information criterion among a few others. 
There is a multitude of copula types, broadly categorized in four classes — Archimedean, 
extreme value, elliptical, and other miscellaneous class. Copulas may also be categorized as 
single parameter or vector parameter copulas, depending upon the comprehensiveness with 
which the dependence structure can be defined. Joe (1997) and Nelsen (2006) provide a 
theoretical background and properties of a large number of copula types. Salvadori et al. (2007) 
makes a useful reference for the end users working on copula applications in the field of 
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geosciences, as it includes necessary theoretical details besides providing pertinent examples 
from the fields of hydrology and geophysics. 
2.3 A Note of Caution on Use of Copulas 
The last couple of decades have witnessed a tremendous interest in copula-based applications in 
the financial sector, and the field of hydrology has also attracted a lot of attention towards its use 
recently. Most research articles suggest that this methodology is a big step in the field of 
multivariate frequency distribution modeling that overcomes many restrictions of conventional 
methods. Various copula-based hydrological frequency modeling studies have reported 
satisfactory applications and its advantages over conventional methods. However, there has also 
been a word of criticism and caution from Mikosch (2006a), contesting some of the benefits of 
the copula approach. He mentioned that dependence structure in copula methods is really not 
independent of the marginals, as is normally claimed to be, and that the use of empirical 
marginal probabilities result in statistically biased dependence estimates. He also contended that 
there was no particular advantage of the copula approach over the conventional methods and that 
there was no procedure in place to objectively select a particular type of copula from a wide 
range of possible copula families for any specific problem at hand. Furthermore, he stated that 
copula approach does not fit in the framework of stochastic processes and time series analysis. 
There has been a mixed response to this criticism, in the form of discussion articles by 
Embrechts (2006), Genest and Rémillard (2006b), Joe (2006), Segers (2006), and Vries and 
Zhou (2006), among others. Embrechts (2006) held the view that multivariate frequency 
modeling often requires two stages: modeling of marginals and adding dependence 
considerations to it, especially when a single-step global and dynamic multivariate modeling 
approach is not known. However, Segers (2006) acknowledged the non-efficient nature of 
pseudo-likelihood estimate of dependence parameter which is one of the copula methods that 
renders estimation of dependence independent of the marginals. Joe (2006) stated that copulas 
can be useful in situations where marginal distributions are well understood and where the 
mutual dependence was required to be modeled. In fact, this logic strongly supports copula usage 
for hydrometeorological and hydrological applications as distributions of variables involved in 
these fields have been extensively researched and this experience can be directly useful while 
transitioning from univariate to multivariate applications. Joe (2006) also pointed out that if the 
objectives did not include making inferences about the joint tail probabilities or extreme values 
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then the multivariate normal distribution (or with variables transformed to normal) was often the 
best choice since certain existing parametric multivariate copula families have restrictive range 
of dependence. He also agreed with Mikosch (2006a) that copula approach did not fit with 
continuous time series and stochastic processes but stated that it could be used for discrete time 
series. In their discussion paper, Genest and Rémillard (2006b) disagreed with most of the claims 
of less usefulness of copulas theory. In particular, they stated that copula approach was useful in 
describing space-time dependence structures and that consistency of copula goodness-of-fit 
estimators has already started to be established for the broad classes of copulas and the present 
copula selection procedure was a good starting point. In his rejoinder article, Mikosch (2006b) 
maintained that dependence and marginals were inextricable from one another, selection of 
copula type was not linked to the data at hand and that the Archimedean copulas had limitations 
due to their exchangeable character. 
This exchange of ideas is useful for the practitioners in the hydrological field in that they 
must critically examine the adequacy, suitability and advantages of copula approach as compared 
to conventional distributions. On the whole, the copula approach offers the opportunity to revisit 
multivariate hydrological applications made in the past, for possible improvements and to 
explore possibilities for a variety of newer applications such as improving precision of 





COPULA-BASED MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS 
3.1 Copula Concept 
Conventional multivariate frequency distributions are typically not explicitly expressed in terms 
of the constituent marginal probabilities. Copula-based distribution models, on the other hand, 
are expressed in terms of marginal probabilities and more advantageously in terms of uniform 
marginals. Although the development and application potential of copulas is a topic of current 
research, it is rooted in the theorem due to Sklar (1959). According to this theorem, the joint 
distribution function of any randomly distributed pair ( )YX ,  may be written as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] RyxyGxFCyxH ∈= ,,,,  (3.1) 
Here, ( )xF  and ( )yG  are marginal probability distributions and taking [ ]1,0=I , III →×:C  a 
mapping function, is the “copula”. It also means that a valid probabilistic model for ( )YX ,  is 
obtained whenever the three constituents, XFC,  and YG , are chosen from given parametric 
families, viz., 
 ( ) ( ) ( )θηδ ;,,;,; vuCyGxF   
where δ  and η  are the parameter vectors of the marginal distributions, θ  is the dependence 
parameter vector, and u  and v  are the quantiles of the uniformly distributed variables 
( )XFU =  and ( )YGV = , respectively. 
The copula ( )vuC ,  is termed a 2-copula as it involves two variates and possesses 
properties that are consistent with the requirements of a joint cumulative distribution function 
(c.d.f.). For any I∈vu, , it is grounded on the lower and left sides and is bounded by uniform 
marginals on the other two sides, such that 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) vvFvCuuFuCvCuC VU ====== ,1,1,,0,0,00,  
It is also considered 2-increasing, for all I∈2121 ,,, vvuu  and 21 uu ≤  and 21 vv ≤ , such that 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0,,,, 11211222 ≥+−− vuCvuCvuCvuC  
A copula surface has an important property of being bounded by the Fréchet-Hoeffding bounds, 
corresponding to the perfect negative and positive dependence, respectively. The copula families 
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that allow for the representation of full range of dependence, from perfectly negative to perfectly 
positive, are termed as comprehensive copulas. The range of dependence parameter θ , in real-
valued parameter bivariate copulas, corresponds to the range of dependence it can represent. A 
copula 1C  is considered smaller than another copula 2C  if ( ) ( )vuCvuC ,, 21 ≤  for all values of 
I∈vu,  and is written as 21 CC p . This concordance is point-wise partial ordering as every pair 
of copulas of the two copula families may not be comparable. The copulas that are totally 
ordered are called positively ordered, if βα CC p  whenever βα ≤ , and negatively ordered if 
βα CC f  whenever βα ≤ . The Fréchet-Hoeffding lower and upper bounds, usually denoted by 
( )vu,W
(
 and ( )vu,M , for every ( )vu, , satisfy the inequality 
 ( ) ( ) ( )vuvuCvu ,M,,W ≤≤
(
 
The product copula, denoted by ( ) vuvu =Π , , is another important copula that corresponds to 
the independence among ( )vu,  and lies between the two Fréchet-Hoeffding bounds. These three 
special copulas are given as 
 ( ) ( )0,1max,W −+= vuvu
(
, ( ) ( )vuvu ,min,M = , and ( ) vuvu =Π ,  
Figure 3.1 shows graphs of c.d.f.s of these copulas in 3-dimensional form as well as level curves. 
The property of copula level curves to correspond to u  or v  values at their intersection with the 
upper axis or the right axis, respectively, allows omitting their labeling. 
3.2 Copula Classes 
There is a multitude of copula types, broadly categorized in four classes — Archimedean, 
extreme value, elliptical, and other miscellaneous class. Copulas can also be categorized as 
single parameter or vector parameter copulas, depending upon the comprehensiveness with 
which the dependence structure is defined. Furthermore, for any copula, three more copulas can 
be derived by using simple relationships and these are called associated copulas. Joe (1997) and 
Nelsen (2006) provide a theoretical background and properties of a large number of copula 
types. Salvadori et al. (2007) makes a useful reference for the end users working on copula 
applications in the field of hydrology, as it includes necessary theoretical details besides 
providing pertinent examples from the fields of geosciences and geophysics. The overview of 
copula estimation and inference procedures given by Genest and Favre (2007a) provides details 
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of several important aspects of copula modeling, including the recently proposed goodness-of-fit 






























Figure 3.1 Cumulative distribution functions of (a) minimum W
(
, (b) product Π , and (c) 
maximum M  copulas in 3-dimensional form (left panel) and as level curves (right panel). 
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3.2.1 Archimedean Copulas 
The Archimedean copula is an important class of copulas that have been widely employed owing 
to their easy construction, wider range and a variety of admissible dependence and several other 
nice properties (Nelson, 2006). Of the several copula families, the Archimedean family has also 
been frequently applied in the field of hydrology. This copula family has the form 
 ( )[ ] ( ) ( )vuvuC φφφ +=,   
where a continuous, strictly decreasing and convex mapping function ( ) [ ]∞→ ,0: Itφ , with 
( ) 01 =φ , is called a generating function. This, in turn, satisfies the requirement of convexity of the 
c.d.f. level curves and results in a valid copula. The copula probability is obtained as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ){ }vuvuC φφφ += − ]1[,  (3.2) 
Here, function [ ]( ) [ ] I→∞− ,0:1 tφ  is the pseudo-inverse of the generating function. It is 
continuous and non-increasing on [ ]∞,0  and strictly decreasing on ( )[ ]0,0 φ  and is given by  
















φ  (3.3) 
The generator is termed “strict” and the resulting copula a strict copula when ( ) ∞=0φ . The 
dependence parameter θ is hidden in the generating function ( )tφ , e.g., for Frank copula, the one 
that has been employed for several hydrological applications, the generating function involves θ 
in the form 




















ln ,     ( ) { }0\,∞∞−∈θ     
The pseudo-inverse of this strict generating function is given by 




Employing the above generating function, its inverse and the form of the Archimedean copulas 
given in Eq. (3.2), the bivariate c.d.f. ( )vuC ,θ  for the Frank copula is obtained as 





















,  (3.4) 
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Double differentiating this copula probability, the copula density is obtained as  
 ( ) ( )
( )


























For Archimedean copulas, the joint probability function for the bivariate random variable ( )YX ,  
in its original domain, using Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), can be written as 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }yGxFyGxFCvuCyxH φφφθ +=== − ]1[,,,  (3.6) 
The joint probability density function (p.d.f.) for ( )YX , , taking ( )xf  and ( )yg  as marginal 
densities, can be obtained as 
 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )



































  (3.7)       
For the Frank copula, the joint c.d.f. for ( )YX , , using Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6), is obtained as 
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,   
Similarly, its joint p.d.f., using Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7), is obtained as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )[ ]













Thus, through the Archimedean copula concept, as given in Eq. (3.6), it can be stated that the 
joint distribution function ( )YXH ,  is the inverse transform of the generating function of the sum 
of generating function transforms of the probability integrals of X  and Y . This is schematically 
illustrated in Figure 3.2, through a plot of the generating function. 
The Archimedean copula is a fairly large class, owing to easier evolution of newer 
copulas by coining valid generating functions as defined by Eq. (3.2). The inverse of the Laplace 
transform of the distribution function is an important source of Archimedean 2-copulas 
(Salvadori et al., 2007). Nelsen (2006) enumerated 22 single-parameter bivariate Archimedean 
copulas along with their generating functions, probability distribution functions and admissible 
dependence ranges. Some of these copulas are associated copulas. Ali-Mikhail-Haq (AMH), 
Clayton, Frank, Genest-Ghoudi (GG), Gumbel-Barnett (GB), Gumbel-Hoogaurd (GH), and Joe 
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are some of the commonly used Archimedean copulas. Figure 3.3 illustrates the nature of 
Clayton, Frank, and GH copulas through 500 randomly generated pairs of ( )vu,  for three 
different dependence strengths, equivalent to Kendall’s tau of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75. These three 
values indicate increasing strength of association between u  and v  that is apparent from the 
scatter plots. The difference in the nature of the three copulas for lower dependence value such 
as 0.25 is difficult to be perceived graphically. For larger values of Kendall’s tau such as 0.50 
and 0.75 the difference becomes increasingly apparent and the scatter plots start depicting 
features that are specific to these copulas. Expressions for the generating function, copula 













Figure 3.2 Illustration of Archimedean copula concept through the generating function. 
By considering a strict generator ( ) tt ln−=φ , I∈t  for which [ ]( ) ( ) tett −−− == 11 φφ , and 
using Eq. (3.2), it can be shown that the product copula is also an Archimedean copula as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]{ } ( )vuvuvuvuC ,lnlnexp, Π==−+−−=  
Similarly, by considering a non-strict generator ( ) tt −= 1φ , I∈t  for which 
[ ]( ) ( )0,1max1 tt −=−φ , it can be shown that the Fréchet-Hoeffding lower bound is also an 
Archimedean copula as 
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of the nature of Clayton, Frank, and GH copulas through random bivariate 
samples of ( )VU ,  of  size 500 for increasing strengths of association. The left, middle, and right 
panels correspond to Kendall’s tau τ  values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. The numbers 
following copula names are dependence parameter θ  and corresponding τ  values. 
3.2.2 Extreme Value Copulas 
The extreme value copulas are suitable when associated random variables of interest are formed 
by component-wise maxima. A copula *C  is considered an extreme value copula if there exists a 
copula C  such that  
 ( ) ( )nnn
n
vuCvuC 11* ,lim, ∞→
=      
Here C  implies a copula representing a set of independent and identically distributed random 
variables ( ) niYX ii :1;, = , and *C  is the joint distribution of their component-wise maxima 
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( )nX  and ( )nY . 
Commonly used extreme value copulas are GH, Galambos and Husler-Reiss (HR). It may 
be noted that GH is also an Archimedean copula, besides being an extreme value copula. 
Expressions for the copula probability and parameter space for GH and Galambos copulas are 
given in Table 3.1. The generating function is not applicable for Galambos copula as it does not 
belong to the Archimedean copula class. In fact, the independent and Fréchet-Hoeffding upper 
bound copulas are also extreme value copulas (Salvadori et al., 2007) as  
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Table 3.1 Generating function, probability function, and parameter space for a few copula 
families. v-vu-u ln~ andln~ == have been used in a few expressions. 
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Galambos n.a. ( )[ ]θθθ 1-- v~u~ exp −+vu  [ )∞,0  
















11  [ )∞,1  
GB ( )tln1ln θ−  ( )vuvu lnlnexp θ−  ( ]1,0  
GH ( )θtln−  ( )[ ]θθθ 1v~u~ exp +−  [ )∞,1  
Joe ( )[ ]θt−−− 11ln  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] θθθθθ 1v-1u-1v-1u-1 1 −+−  [ )∞,1  
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3.2.3 Meta-Elliptic Copulas 
The elliptical copulas aree elliptically contoured distributions, such as normal, Student-t and 
Cauchy copulas. The marginals of these distributions are also from same distribution families 
and elliptical in nature. When marginals of different types and possibly non-elliptic nature are 
used with multivariate elliptical copulas then they are termed as meta-elliptical copulas. 
Denoting the inverse normal probability transform by 1−Φ  and with [ ]1,1−∈θ , the bivariate 
Gaussian copula is given as 

































Similarly, the bivariate t-Student copula for 2>ν  degrees of freedom, taking its probability 





































3.2.4 Miscellaneous Copulas 
The Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern (FGM), Plackett and Raftery copulas fall under the 
miscellaneous copula class. The copula probability and parameter space for FGM copula is given 
in Table 3.1. The generating function is not applicable for FGM copulas as it does not belong to 
the Archimedean copula class. The FGM copula is not comprehensive as copulas of this family 
only have a dependence range of Kendall’s tau of 9292 ≤≤− τ  or Spearman’s rho of 
3131 ≤≤− sρ . The limited range of admissible dependence restricts the use of this family for 
hydrologic applications to only weakly associated variables. The Plackett family of copulas were 
proposed by Plackett (1965) based on the assumption of a constant cross-product ratio 0≥θ  for 
a given ( )vu,  as 
 
[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ]
( ) ( )[ ]















Considering a contingency table with ( )vu,  as the point of demarcation, the numerator in the 
above equality represents the product of probabilities of occurrence in the positive diagonal 
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quadrants, whereas the denominator is the product of probabilities of occurrence in the negative 
diagonal quadrants. Thus, values of 1>θ  indicate positive dependence and 1<θ  represent 
negative dependence. This is a comprehensive copula as values of 0=θ  and ∞=θ  represent 
perfectly negative and positive dependence, respectively. A value of 1=θ  indicates 
independence. The copula probability can be expressed explicitly by solving Eq. (3.10) as 
 ( ) ( )( )
( )

















vuC  (3.11) 
Salvadori et al. (2007) provides further details about these copulas, including the Raftery copula. 
3.2.5 Associated Copulas 
Three more associated copulas can be derived for any copula family from any of the above 
copula classes (Michiels and Schepper, 2008). These are obtained as   
 ( ) ( )vuCuvuC −−= 1,,'  (3.12a) 
 ( ) ( )vuCvvuC ,1,'' −−=  (3.12b) 
 ( ) ( )vuCvuvuC −−+−+= 1,11,  (3.12c) 
The first two transformations reverse the nature of dependence in positive and negative 
quadrants and can be employed for obtaining a positive quadrant dependent (PQD) copula from a 
negative quadrant dependent (NQD) copula and vice versa. The third copula is known as the 
survival copula as it involves a joint distribution of ( )VU −− 1,1  that appears related to the 
survival probabilities ( ) ( ) ( )xFxXPxF −=>= 1  and ( ) ( ) ( )yGyYPyG −=>= 1 , respectively. 
Such associated copulas greatly enhance the variety of available copulas.  
Reference may be made to Salvadori et al. (2007) for definitions and construction of 
other copulas in Archimedean, extreme value, meta-elliptical and miscellaneous copula classes. 
3.3 Dependence through Copulas 
The Pearson’s correlation coefficient that is invariably linked to the dependence parameter of the 
conventional multivariate distributions is not invariant to non-linear monotonic increasing 
transformation. In contrast, copulas bring out the true inter-variable dependence structure in a 
multivariate random variable and possess useful property of invariance with respect to strictly 
monotonically increasing transformations. 
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3.3.1 Non-Invariance of Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient 
Most conventional multivariate formulations involve Pearson's linear correlation measure ρ , 
either directly or indirectly through its relationship with the dependence parameter. For example, 
the bivariate normal and bivariate Gumbel probability density functions directly involve the use 
of ρ . Pearson's linear correlation coefficient ρ  is not appropriate for deriving the inter-variate 
dependence characteristic as it is not invariant to non-linear monotonic transformation. This 
invariance may be illustrated by considering a bivariate normal randomly generated sample of 20 
observations for ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]1,7.0;7.0,1,0,0~, BVNYX , i.e., with 7.0, =YXρ , as shown in Figure 
3.4(a). The dependence between X  and Y , in essence, is the amount of information derivable 
about one variable from the knowledge of the other. Pearson’s correlation coefficient ρ  
indicates linear dependence and is a measure of this information transfer. The amount of 
information about one variable derivable from the other variable must remain same when 
variables are transformed monotonically, e.g., exponentially to ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]YXZZ exp,exp, 21 = . 
However, the transformed set ( )21 ,ZZ , plotted in Figure 3.4(b), shows a different type of linear 
dependence that may be depicted by 
21 ,ZZ
ρ . This indicates the problem in using Pearson's linear 
correlation coefficient as the basis of knowing dependence. Simple computations, as given in 
Appendix A, establish the difference between the correlation coefficients for the two bivariate 
random vectors ( )YX ,  and ( )21 ,ZZ  as  
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This difference in the correlation structure for the transformed and the original bivariates is 
depicted in Figure 3.4(c). It may be seen that only for the perfectly correlated or the totally 
independent variables these two correlation coefficients match. In all other cases these are 
different and the severity of deviation is pronounced for larger negative correlations. However, 
this does not mean that the dependence between the untransformed variables ( )YX , , given by 
Pearson's linear correlation, is better than that of the transformed variables ( )21 ,ZZ . In fact, both 
are false or distorted representations of the true dependence, since this measure does not possess 
the desirable invariant property (Genest and Favre, 2007a). Rank-based statistics are candidate 
dependence measures that have desirable invariance property and copula-based distributions 























Figure 3.4 Illustration of variant dependence characteristic of Pearson's correlation coefficient. 
(a) is the scatter plot of sample of size 20 of a bivariate normal random variable ( )YX , , (b) is the 
plot of the corresponding exponentially transformed variables ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]YXZZ exp,exp, 21 = , and 
(c) is the relationship between Pearson’s correlation coefficient for ( )YX ,  and ( )21 ,ZZ  
3.3.2 Invariance Property of Copulas 
Considering any monotonically increasing transformation of ( )YX , , such as ( )XZ ξ=1  and 
( )YZ ψ=2 , and taking ( )21* , zzH , ( )1*1 zFZ  and ( )2
*
2
zGZ  as the new joint and marginal 
distributions of the transformed variables ( )21 , ZZ , the joint distribution in terms of an assumed 
copula *C , using Eq. (3.1), is given as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] RzzzGzFCzzH ZZ ∈= 212*1**21* ,,,, 21  (3.13) 










































Since the transformations are monotonically increasing, the marginals of the transformed 
variables can also be expressed as 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]11111111* 11 zFzXPzXPzZPzF XZ −− =≤=≤=≤= ξξξ  
and similarly, 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]21212222* P.Pr2 zGzYPzYzZzG YZ −− =≤=≤=≤= ψψψ  
From first principles and using copula definition given in Eq. (3.1), the joint distribution of 
( )21 , ZZ  may be obtained as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }
( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]{ }
































From Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) it is apparent that *CC =  and in other words the copula associated 
with random variables ( )YX ,  is invariant to any monotonically increasing transformation of the 
marginals. Further, since copula characterizes the dependence between X  and Y , a faithful 
graphical representation of dependence should exhibit the same invariance property. Among 
various possible statistics, the pair of ranks of the two variables, say ( )ii SR , , is the statistic 
which retains the maximum amount of information. This invariance property is effectively 
depicted in Figure 3.5 by the scatter plots of the ranks of the random variables ( )YX , , 
considered in  Section 3.3.1, and the ranks of the transformed variables ( )21 , ZZ , respectively. 
The scatter plots in Figure 3.5 are considered the most judicious representation of the 
dependence structure and the copula (Genest and Favre, 2007a). Rescaling the axes by a factor of 
( )11 +n  gives a set of points in the unit square [ ]21,0 , forming the domain of the “empirical 
copula” and formally defined as 




























, 1  (3.15) 
Here, 1(A) denotes the indicator function of ( )VU ,  set. The random variable ( )VU ,  can be 
considered just another monotonically increasing transformation of ( )YX ,  by their respective 
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scaled rankings. In fact, this is also equivalent to transforming ( )YX ,  by their respective 
empirical probability integrals, say )(XFn  and )(YGn , given as 
 



























Figure 3.5 Invariant dependence structure depicted by the ranks of the variables. 
(a) is the scatter plot of the ranks of the sample of size 20 of a bivariate normal random variable 
( )YX , , and (b) is the plot of the ranks of the corresponding exponentially transformed variables 
( ) ( ) ( )[ ]YXZZ exp,exp, 21 = . 
3.3.3 Non-Parametric Measures of Association 
In view of the invariant property of the rank-based dependence structure, the two well-known 
non-parametric measures, namely Spearman's rho and Kendall's tau, are employed. The 
Spearman's rho is based on the correlation between pairs of the ranks of the bivariate random 
vector ( )YX , . In that sense it is identical to the Pearson's product-moment correlation coefficient 
of ranks of ( )YX , . Considering ( )SR,  to be the rank vector of ( )YX ,  of length n , the sample 
version of Spearman's rho, after algebraic simplification, is given by 
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ρ  (3.17) 
Under the null hypothesis of independence Π=C:H 0 , 
n
sρ  has a normal distribution with zero 
mean and variance ( )11 −n . Thus, for the α  significance level and with 2αz  as normal 2α  
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quantile, 21 αρ zn
n
s >−  would indicate significant dependence. The population version of 
Spearman's rho, as ∞→n , is given by 
 






































 (3.18)  
Any of the latter three equalities in the above equation provides a means of obtaining the 
relationship between the dependence parameter θ  and the measure of association sρ .  
Similarly, the association measure Kendall's tau is based on the notion of concordance 
and discordance among the pairs of random vector ( )YX , . Two pairs ( )ii YX ,   and   ( )jj YX , , for 
nji :1, ∈ , are concordant when ( ) ( ) 0>−− jiji YYXX  and discordant when 
( ) ( ) 0<−− jiji YYXX . Considering nP  and nQ  as the number of concordant and discordant 
pairs of ( )YX ,  vector of length n , the empirical version of Kendall’s tau is the proportion of the 













































 and iW  is the bivariate probability integral transform (BIPIT) variate given 
by  



















W iinijiji  (3.20) 
Under the null hypothesis of independence Π=C:H 0 , nτ  has a normal distribution with zero 
mean and variance ( ) ( ){ }19522 −+ nnn . Thus, for the α  significance level, significant 
dependence is indicated when ( ) ( ){ } 252219 ατ znnn n >+− . The population version of 



















The latter two equalities provide relationships between dependence parameter θ  and the measure 










τ  (3.22) 
For some copulas these relationships are derivable in closed-form, while a numerical solution is 
obtained for other cases. Table 3.2 provides a few examples of closed-form solutions for 
relationship between dependence parameter θ  and Spearman’s rho or Kendall’s tau coefficients. 
These relationships for Kendall’s tau for six copula families are shown in Figure 3.6. It may be 
noted that specific levels of association invariably correspond to a different dependence 
parameter θ  for different copula types owing to the difference in their construction. For this 
reason, dependence parameters θ  from different copulas are not directly comparable in most 
cases. 
3.3.4 Qualitative Assessment of Dependence 
A qualitative graphical assessment and re-affirmation of the strength of dependence can be done 
by plotting Chi-plots and K-plots as proposed by Fisher and Switzer (2001) and Genest and 
Boies (2003), respectively. Whereas Chi-plots are akin to chi-square statistics for independence 
in a two-way contingency table, K-plots are similar to QQ-plots. Conceptually, a Chi-plot is a 
scatter plot of the measure of distance between an observation and the centre of all observations, 
and the chi-square test statistic for independence in a two-way frequency table generated for the 
four regions delineated by the observation under consideration. Formally, this is a plot of 
( )ii χλ , , where 
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The plot may also include control limits at ordinates of nc p± . A scatter of the Chi-plot 
predominantly within these control limits indicates independence among the variables and vice-
versa. Based on a simulation study, Fisher and Switzer (2001) provided values of 
18.2and,78.1,54.1=pc  corresponding to p-values of 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99, respectively. When 
the scatter is largely on the upper side of the control limit, it indicates a positive dependence, 
whereas when it is on the lower side of the limits, it indicates a negative dependence. It was also 

















Table 3.2 Relationship between dependence parameter θ  and the non-paramteric association 
measures, Kendall’s tau τ  and Spearman’s rho sρ , for six copula families. 
Copula Kendall’s tau τ  Spearman’s rho sρ  
AMH 








































Clayton ( )2+θθ  Closed-form n.a. 
FGM 92θ  3θ  
Frank ( )[ ]141 1 −+ θθ D




1 DD  
Galambos Closed-form n.a. Closed-form n.a. 
GH θ11−  Closed-form n.a. 
Plackett Closed-form n.a. 
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Raftery ( )θθ −32  ( ) ( )2234 θθθ −−  
 
The Chi-plots for the random samples from the Clayton, Frank and GH copulas, considered in 
Section 3.2.1, are given in Figure 3.7. Since these samples pertain to positive dependence, they 




























































Kendal’s tau equal to 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. Two distinct groupings of points on the 
right side are apparent for the Clayton and GH copulas and these characterize differences in 
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Figure 3.7 Chi-plots for random bivariate samples of ( )VU ,  of  size 500 from Clayton, Frank, 
and GH copulas for increasing strengths of association. The left, middle, and right panels 
correspond to Kendall’s tau τ  values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. The numbers 
following copula names are dependence parameter θ  and corresponding τ  values. 
 
K-plots, on the other hand, are scatter plots of the observed order statistics and the expected 
value of the corresponding order statistics of the bivariate probability integral transformed 
(BIPIT) variable ( ) ( )VUCYXHW ,, ==  of the same size, under the null hypothesis of 
independence among its components X  and Y  or U  and V . Formally, Genest and Boies (2003) 
suggested plotting the pairs ( )( )in HW ,:1  for ni :1∈ , where 
 ( ) ( ) ( )nHHH <<< ...21  
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are the order statistics associated with iH  defined for the Chi-plot above in Eq. (3.24). nW :1  is 
the expected value of the thi statistic of the variable W  from a random sample of size n  under 
the assumption of independence between X  and Y  or U  and V . Assuming the c.d.f. and p.d.f 
of W  to be ( )wK 0  and ( )wk0  under the assumption of independence, the p.d.f. of its thi order 
statistic, say 
( ) ( )( )iw wf i , is given as   
 





















The expected value of ( )iw , as reported by Genest and Favre (2007a), is given as 





















nii  (3.26) 
where 
 


























 ( ) ( )wwk log0 −=  
The diagonal line ( ) ni WH :1=  on the K-plot indicates independence, whereas the curve given by 
( ) ( )wwwwK log0 −=  corresponds to a perfect positive dependence. In case of a perfect 
negative dependence all the points would lie on x-axis as all 0=iH . K-plots for the random 
samples from the Clayton, Frank and GH copulas, considered in Section 3.2.1, are given in 
Figure 3.8. Since these samples pertain to positive dependence, they all plot on the left side of 
the diagonal line and are increasingly closer to the perfect positive dependence curve for the 
three cases of Kendall’s tau equal to 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. 
3.3.5 Tail Dependence Characteristics 
The non-parametric measures of association, e.g., Spearman’s rho and Kendall’s tau, provide an 
idea of the overall dependence, considering all regions of I . However, such generalized 
measures fail to differentiate between varying dependence strength in different regions of the 
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domain. Information on dependence strength in the tails, upper-right and lower-left, may be 
important from the perspective of modeling of extremes. For this, the dependence in the upper-
right and lower-left quadrants of I , denoted by upper-tail dependence Uλ  and lower-tail 
dependence Lλ , are quantified specifically. Conceptually, tail dependence quantifies the 
probability of a variable attaining an extreme value given that the other variable occurred with an 
extreme value. Formally, the upper-tail dependence is defined as the conditional probability that 
Y  is greater than or equal to the 100t-th percentile of YF  given that X  is greater than the 100t-th 
percentile of XF  as t approaches 1 (Nelsen, 2006). This can be expressed and obtained in terms 
of copula probability as  
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]
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The lower-tail dependence Lλ  is defined analogously and is given as 
 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ]









































The above expressions are evaluated when the limits exist, providing values of upper and lower-
tail dependences. Nelsen (2006) and Salvadori et al. (2007) provide expressions of tail 
dependence for most of the available copula types. These values for some of the copulas are 
given in Table 3.3.  
Abberger (2005) indicated that the significance of tail dependence can be qualitatively 
established by employing Chi-plots. For this, only those ( )ii χλ ,  pairs that come from either the 
upper-right or the lower-left quadrant are plotted in order to get the Chi-plot pertaining to upper-
tail or lower-tail, respectively. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate such Chi-plots for upper and lower-
tails for the random samples from three copulas considered in Section 3.2.1. A falling trend 
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the case for the upper-tail for the Clayton copula and for both lower and upper-tails for the Frank 
copula. For the lower-tail of the Clayton copula and both lower and upper-tails of the GH copula, 
a significant tail dependence is apparent. The significant tail dependence is also stronger for the 






















Figure 3.8 K-plots for random bivariate samples of ( )VU ,  of size 500 from Clayton, Frank, and 
GH copulas for increasing strengths of association. The left, middle, and right panels correspond 
to Kendall’s tau τ  values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. The numbers following copula 
names are dependence parameter θ  and corresponding τ  values. 
3.4 Parameter Estimation Methods 
The copula dependence structure can be estimated using methods, such as: (a) moment-like 
method (MOM) based on inversion of non-parametric dependence measures; (b) canonical or 
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maximum pseudo-likelihood (MPL) method; and (c) exact maximum likelihood (EML) method. 
The first two methods completely rely on the relative ranks of joint variates and thus render the 
determination of dependence structure completely independent of the choice of marginals. These 
three methods are outlined as follows. 
Table 3.3 Copula test space based on admissible dependence range and tail dependence 
characteristics. The shaded cells imply admissibility of corresponding dependence range. 






































































































































Lλ  Uλ  
Archimedean 
AMH              0 0 




Frank              0 0 
GG              0 
θ122 −
 




GH              0 
θ122 −
 
Galambos              0 θ12−  
Meta-elliptical 
Normal              0 0 
Miscellaneous 
FGM              0 0 
Plackett              0 0 
 
3.4.1 Moment-Like Method (MOM) Based on Inversion of Dependence Measures 
This approach is based on the pretext that bivariate dependence structure is fully defined by the 
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Spearman’s rho sρ  or Kendall’s tau τ  are obtainable from Eqs. (3.18) or (3.21). These 
relationships for some copula families are obtainable in closed-form. For example, for FGM 




ρ =s    and   
9
2θ
τ =   and    for  11 ≤≤− θ  
The above results in a restricted admissible dependence space of 3333.03333.0 ≤≤− sρ  or 
2222.02222.0 ≤≤− τ . Based on these, the sample-based estimates of θ , much like a moment-





















Figure 3.9 Upper-tail characteristics depicted by Chi-plots for only the upper-right quadrant 
samples of the random bivariate samples of size 500 from Clayton, Frank, and GH copulas for 
increasing strengths of association. The left, middle, and right panels correspond to Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 3.10 Lower-tail characteristics depicted by Chi-plots for only the lower-left quadrant 
samples of the random bivariate samples of size 500 from Clayton, Frank, and GH copulas for 
increasing strengths of association. The left, middle, and right panels correspond to Kendall’s tau 
τ  values of 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75, respectively. The numbers following copula names are 
dependence parameter θ  and corresponding τ  values. 
 
The above, results in a restricted admissible dependence space of 3333.03333.0 ≤≤− sρ  or 
2222.02222.0 ≤≤− τ . Based on these, the sample-based estimates of θ , much like a moment-
based estimate, are obtained, respectively, as 
 nsn ρθ 3=
(





θ =  
These relationships for a few copula families are given in Table 3.2. For the cases for which 
closed-forms are not forthcoming, numerical integration is done for relating the dependence 
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parameter θ  with τ  and/or sρ . These relationships also define the dependence space for each 
copula, corresponding to the domain of dependence parameter θ . It may, however, be noted that 
this method is applicable for the single-parameter copula families only. 
Considering general relationships ( )τθ g=  and ( )ρθ h=  that could be established for 
various copula families, the approximate ( )%1100 α−  confidence intervals can be computed for 
nθ
~
  and nθ
(
, respectively, following Genest and Rivest (1993) and Borkowf (2002), as 
 ( )nn gS
n
z τθ α '4
1~
2±    and   ( )nsnn h
n

















  and  ( )nnnnnn EDCBA 2229144 22 ++++−=σ  
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It is likely that values of nθ
~
  and nθ
(
 differ significantly and in such a case either an average 
value or the one with least variance is selected. 
3.4.2 Maximum Pseudo-Likelihood (MPL) Method 
In this method, the dependence structure is tried to be kept completely independent of the 
margins that are represented non-parametrically by the respective scaled ranks. Only the 
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dependence parameter is obtained by maximizing the likelihood function. The log-likelihood 
function, assuming that θC  is absolutely continuous with density θc , is of the form 


































log θθθ  (3.30) 
where ( ) )1(~ += nRxF iX  and ( ) )1(
~
+= nSyF iY  are rank-based non-parametric marginal 
probabilities. In other words, the maximum likelihood estimates of only θ  are obtained in this 
method. 
3.4.3 Exact Maximum Likelihood (EML) Method 
In this classical or exact maximum likelihood method, all parameters appearing in the log-
likelihood function given by 







;,;log,, ηδηδθ θ  (3.31) 
are simultaneously estimated. Here, δ  and  η  are parameters of the marginals ( )δ;xFX  and 
( )η;yFY , and θ  is the dependence parameter vector. Another variant of this approach is referred 
to as “Inference From Margins” (IFM) method, wherein univariate maximum likelihood 
estimates of δ  and η  are first obtained separately and then the estimate of θ  is obtained by 
maximizing the likelihood function. The log-likelihood function for this can be expressed as 









θ  (3.32) 
where ( )δ;xFX
(
 and ( )η;yFY
(
 indicate margins having parameters δ  and η  that are obtained on 
a univariate basis. The IFM approach is advocated for multivariate copulas of larger dimensions 
when estimation through classical approach becomes computationally unwieldy. By this method 
all inferences that are made on univariate level can be taken forward while performing 
multivariate analysis. Furthermore, Joe (2005) found the IFM method to be nearly as efficient as 
the EML method. However, caution has to be exercised while employing IFM method, as 
misspecification of marginals may affect the dependence estimation. It is interesting to note that 
although the classical maximum likelihood approach is more general, smaller mean squared 
errors were reported for the MPL method in a simulation study reported by Tsukahara (2005).  
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3.5 Copula-Based Random Generation 
Copulas facilitate multivariate random number generation, as the procedure based on conditional 
distribution is easily extendable to larger dimensions. The conditional bivariate probability 
( ) ( )uUvuCvcu == |,  considered for generating copula-based bivariate random numbers is 
given as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )



















This conditional probability is itself a cumulative distribution function and therefore the 
transformation ( )VcV u=*  results in )1,0(U~*V  that does not depend on U. Thereby, v  may be 
obtained as ( )*1 VcV u−= . Utilizing this, the following steps may be used for generating bivariate 
random numbers for ( )YX ,  (Nelson, 2006): 
o Generate two sets of n  standard uniform random numbers as iu  and 
*
iv  for i=1:n. 
o As the copula for ( )YX , , ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] ( )vuCyFxFCyxH YXYX ,,,, ==  is known, an 




=  is obtained. From this, an inverse expression )( *1 vcu
−  
can also be obtained. 
o Then the corresponding  iv  is obtained from )(
*1
iui vcv
−= . The set ( )vu,  comprising 
( )ii vu ,  is the randomly generated pairs from copula ( )vuC , . 
o The bivariate random numbers in the original domain ( )YX ,  is then obtained as 
( ) niyx ii :1, =∀ , where ( )iXi uFx 1−=  and ( )iYi vFy 1−= .. 
3.6 Copula Selection Process 
The main objective in the copula selection process is to adequately represent the dependence 
structure of the data under consideration. There is a popular notion that copula method 
overcomes various limitations faced by functional distributional forms, including those of 
restricted dependence space and of difficulty in having their multivariate extensions. However, 
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this is not entirely true, as most copulas also are not comprehensive and cover a limited 
dependence space individually. Their multivariate extensions also invariably come with a variety 
of additional restrictions, e.g., extension to multivariate single-parameter copulas entails all pair-
wise dependence to be equal; and fully nested Archimedean copulas require certain dependence 
compatibility conditions to be met. Another important aspect in copula selection is one of 
ensuring suitability in terms of tail dependence characteristics. Certain copulas may exhibit 
similar overall dependence features while possessing different lower and/or upper tail 
dependence characteristics. The compatibility of copula tail dependence characteristics with that 
exhibited by the process under consideration thus becomes an important goal. Furthermore, 
while functional multivariate distributions lack in terms of variety in their forms, there is a 
problem of a different nature with copulas and that is of a vast solution space (Michiels and 
Schepper, 2008). There are numerous classes and types of copulas, making the identification of 
suitable ones a non-trivial task.  
Intuitively, the copula selection process can be split in two parts. In the first stage, the 
plausible copula types can be screened from the pool of all available copulas on the basis of 
admissible dependence ranges and tail dependence characteristics of individual copula types vis-
à-vis the dependence characteristics of the data under consideration. Parameter estimation and 
goodness-of-fit tests for only those copulas that are screened in the first stage can then follow as 
a second stage, in order to select a final set of suitable copulas.  
The inventory of admissible dependence space for 29 copulas provided by Michiels and 
Schepper (2008) comes handy while screening for the plausible copulas in the first stage. Each of 
these copula types may further have three more associated copulas, making the inventory even 
richer. An adapted and abridged version of this inventory is given in Table 3.3 for 10 commonly 
used copula types. The shaded cells in this table imply admissibility of corresponding 
dependence ranges for different copula types. The table also lists lower and upper tail 
dependence coefficients Lλ  and Uλ  as defined in Eqs. (3.27) and (3.28). On the basis of the 
knowledge of strength of dependence and tail dependence characteristics of the data under 
consideration, a short-listing of plausible copula types can be done. An assessment of 
dependence, along with their p-values, can be made by computing the values of Spearman’s rho 
sρ  and/or Kendall’s tau τ  based on observed data. The tail dependence characteristics of the 
process under consideration can be known from the available knowledge-base about that process. 
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The Chi-plots for the upper and lower-tails as suggested by Abberger (Abberger, 2005) also help 
corroborate the values of tail dependence coefficients Lλ  and Uλ . 
3.7 Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
Generally, there are more than one feasible copula structures that may constitute the copula test 
space. In the second stage, parameters of all the short-listed copula families are estimated using 
one or more parameter estimation methods mentioned above. It is imperative to then ascertain 
the adequacy of the hypothesized copulas. This can be normally accomplished in three ways: (a) 
graphical methods, (b) error statistics, and (c) formal goodness of fit statistics. A randomly 
generated test dataset from the Clayton copula, with Kendall’s tau 5.0=τ , is used to illustrate 

















Figure 3.11 Scatter plot of a random test data set of size 50 from Clayton copula with Kendall’s 
tau of 0.5 or dependence parameter 0.2=θ . The marginal histograms on the sides are nearly 
uniformly distributed. 
A number of graphical approaches can be employed that utilize different features for 
making comparisons. Graphical comparison of the superimposed scatter plots of observed and 
simulated data is an intuitive way of qualitatively assessing the suitability of the hypothesized 
copulas. The data generation method discussed above, employing conditional distribution can be 
employed for simulating a fairly large sample and its scatter plot together with that of the 
observed data provides a valuable comparative picture. It is important to note here that both very 
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small and very large generated sample sizes can provide misleading comparisons. Whereas too 
small sample sizes may not be adequate in reflecting the true nature of the distribution, too large 
sample sizes can result in very dense plotting in some portions, thereby obscuring the actual 
relative frequency of occurrence in those areas. Figure 3.12 illustrates such comparison of the 
Clayton copula test dataset with four copula families — Clayton, Frank, Galambos, and GH. It 
may be seen that the conspicuous lower tail in the test data is better represented by the random 
data from the Clayton copula as compared to other copulas. This method, however, is better 
suited for bivariate cases only as similar comparisons in higher dimensions become difficult. 
Secondly, comparison of the ordered empirical probabilities with corresponding computed 
probabilities can be made, revealing the extent to which the copula surface fits the scaled ranks 
of observed data. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 provide this comparison in two ways. In the former case, 
the empirical and computed probabilities are plotted against the observation numbers that are 
ranked as per the empirical probabilities. In the latter case, the empirical probabilities are plotted 
against the computed probabilities, making the vicinity of the diagonal line as the desirable 
region. From both of these comparative plots, it may be seen that the Clayton copula performs 
better for the test dataset. The other two graphical options are related to the K-plots mentioned 
above. In one option, the empirical and theoretical probability distributions, ( )wK n  and ( )wK nθ , 
of the BIPIT variate ( )VUCW ,=  can be compared — their closeness supporting non-rejection 
of the hypothesized copula. Figure 3.15 illustrates this plot for the test dataset and it may be seen 
that the theoretical probability distributions of W  for Clayton copula better matches the 
empirical distribution, specially in the region of the lower tail. The second option is much like a 
QQ-plot — a scatter plot between the observed order statistics ( ) ( ) ( )nWWW ≤≤≤ ...21  of W  and 
the corresponding expected order statistics based on the hypothesized copula. Again, 
conformation to the line from origin and having unit slope would suggest non-rejection of the 
hypothesized copula. This plot is also referred to as the “generalized K-plot”. Figure 3.16 
illustrates this comparison for the test dataset and it may be seen that the Clayton copula provides 
the best match between observed and expected order statistics of W  as compared to the other 
three copulas. 
A quantitative assessment of the performance of various copula families can be made by 
comparing the maximized log-likelihood or Akaike information criterion (AIC) values. Other 
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mean error (MN-ERR) and maximum absolute error (MX-A-ERR), reflect other important 
characteristics for comparison of empirical and computed probabilities. Considering the 
empirical and computed bivariate probabilities as oiw  and 
o
iw  for ni :1=  in a sample of size n , 


















Figure 3.12 Comparison of Clayton copula test data with sets of 500 generated random samples 
based on dependence parameters obtained by the MPL method. Solid circles in grey color are the 
random samples, whereas “+” symbols represent test data. The numbers following copula names 









































ERRMN  (3.34c) 
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maxERRAMX  (3.34d) 
These error statistics for the test dataset with respect to the MPL method is given in Table 
3.4. As the test dataset belonged to the Clayton copula, the least errors for this copula are 
















Figure 3.13 Comparison of empirical and MPL method based computed probabilities for the 
Clayton copula test data. Lines in black color and solid circles in grey color are empirical and 
computed probabilities, respectively. The numbers following copula names are dependence 
parameter θ  and corresponding τ  values. 
 
Genest et al. (2009) presented a review of the available analytical goodness-of-fit tests for 
copulas, including those proposed by Wang and Wells (2000), Fermanian (2005), and Genest et 
al. (2006a), among others, and recommended a few Cramer-von Mises type test statistics based 
on Rosenblatt’s transformation. The validity of parametric bootstrap procedure proposed by 
Genest et al. (2006a) and for the empirical copula-based test statistics proposed by Fermanian 
(2005) has since been formally established by Genest and Remillard (2008). In this study, three 
goodness-of-fit test statistics, proposed by Fermanian (2005) and Genest et al. (2006a), have 
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been employed to formally test the adequacy of the hypothesized copulas. The first one is the 
Cramer-von Mises type statistic proposed by Fermanian (2005). This is based on the comparison 
of empirical and parametric copula probabilities given by the process ( )
n


















































































Table 3.4 Various error statistics for fitting four copulas to Clayton copula test dataset with 










The other two Cramer-von Mises and Kolmogorov type statistics are given by Genest et 
al. (2006a) as variants of those proposed by Wang and Wells (2000). Providing an objective 
comparison of the empirical and theoretical probabilities of the BIPIT variate W , these are 
based on the process ( ) ( ) ( ){ }wKwKnw
nnn θ
−=K  and can be obtained as 
 















































































































































MPL-based Copula Model 
Copula Family 
RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
Clayton 0.0185 0.0156 0.0149 0.0398 
Frank 0.0244 0.0186 0.0156 0.0645 
Galambos 0.0302 0.0226 0.0199 0.0743 
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Figure 3.14 Comparison of empirical and MPL method based computed probabilities for the 
Clayton copula test data. The diagonal lines represent equivalence of empirical and computed 
probabilities. 
These three goodness-of-fit test statistics for the test dataset are given in Tables 3.5 and 
3.6 with respect to MOM and MPL methods, respectively. Higher p-values for the Clayton 
copula for all the three statistics indicate that it is most viable among the four copulas considered 
for the test dataset. This is obvious as the test dataset came from the Clayton copula itself. The p-
values for nCM  statistic for the Frank copula are also comparatively higher and may be due to 
the fact that both the Clayton and Frank copulas have insignificant upper-tail dependence. In that 
sense this statistics may not have a desirable discriminatory power between the Clayton and 
Frank copulas. The plausibility of Galambos and GH is not indicated by any of the three 
statistics that have extremely low values. 
Overall, the copula selection process can be summarized in the following steps: 
o Get an initial idea of the dependence level from the scatter plot of scaled ranks. 
o Quantify the strength of dependence by computing non-parametric dependence 
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o Reaffirm the significance of dependence using Chi-Plot and/or K-Plot. 
o Observe the significance of tail dependence by using Chi-Plot and compare this with 
the knowledge-base about the process under consideration. 
o Pre-select one or more copula types admitting the dependence level and the tail 
dependence under consideration. 
o Estimate copula parameters by one or more methods. 
o Assess the adequacy of hypothesized copulas on the basis of graphical diagnostic 
plots. 
o Assess the adequacy of hypothesized copulas on the basis of one or more analytical 
goodness-of-fit test statistics. 


















Figure 3.15 Comparison of empirical ( )wK n  and theoretical ( )wK nθ  probability distribution 
functions of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,=  for various copulas. The step 
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Figure 3.16 Generalized K-plots between observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order 
statistics of the MPL method based bivariate probability integral transform variable 
( )VUCW ,=  for various copulas. The line through origin with unit slope indicates equivalence 
between the two order statistics. The numbers following copula names are dependence parameter 
θ  and corresponding τ  values. 
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Table 3.5 Goodness-of-fit statistics for fitting four copulas to the Clayton copula test dataset with 
respect to the inversion of dependence measure (MOM) method. S* implies the critical value of 
test statistic at a significance level of 5% and P-val indicates the p-values of the observed test 
statistic. 
 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
1.725 0.980 1.877 0.956 1.887 0.960 
Clayton 0.777 
2.070 0.990 1.925 0.971 1.903 0.962 
2.080 0.280 2.009 0.240 1.957 0.235 
Frank 1.430 
1.982 0.240 1.964 0.239 1.968 0.234 
1.816 0.070 1.878 0.074 - - 
Galambos 1.780 
1.655 0.040 1.876 0.076 - - 
1.862 0.060 1.862 0.070 1.843 0.063 
nCM  
GH 1.768 
1.981 0.100 1.896 0.063 1.890 0.070 
0.112 0.920 0.121 0.912 0.123 0.892 
Clayton 0.034 
0.130 0.930 0.131 0.910 0.122 0.901 
0.132 0.060 0.120 0.048 0.119 0.044 
Frank 0.122 
0.119 0.050 0.127 0.062 0.118 0.045 
0.150 0.010 0.158 0.007 - - 
Galambos 0.204 
0.157 0.010 0.159 0.012 - - 
0.122 0.020 0.120 0.011 0.117 0.005 
nS  
GH 0.174 
0.120 0.000 0.117 0.006 0.118 0.009 
0.837 0.820 0.876 0.862 0.880 0.856 
Clayton 0.503 
0.884 0.860 0.894 0.843 0.880 0.864 
0.889 0.090 0.849 0.044 0.839 0.035 
Frank 0.864 
0.842 0.020 0.841 0.042 0.835 0.034 
1.098 0.460 1.129 0.486 - - 
Galambos 0.973 
1.102 0.440 1.118 0.468 - - 
1.033 0.060 0.855 0.019 0.857 0.014 
nT  
GH 0.955 
0.800 0.000 0.850 0.013 0.861 0.016 
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Table 3.6 Goodness-of-fit statistics for fitting four copulas to the Clayton copula test dataset with 
respect to the maximum pseudo-likelihood (MPL) method. S* implies the critical value of test 






Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
2.404 0.780 2.552 0.736 2.651 0.753 
Clayton 0.855 
2.332 0.690 2.550 0.753 2.665 0.751 
1.844 0.210 2.033 0.219 1.997 0.210 
Frank 1.493 
2.162 0.200 1.959 0.207 1.994 0.211 
1.833 0.040 1.952 0.028 - - 
Galambos 2.271 
1.754 0.010 1.909 0.020 - - 
1.949 0.040 1.940 0.023 1.915 0.022 
nCM  
GH 2.191 
2.126 0.040 1.880 0.020 1.932 0.025 
0.131 0.840 0.132 0.843 0.137 0.847 
Clayton 0.038 
0.123 0.800 0.132 0.834 0.139 0.839 
0.105 0.030 0.120 0.040 0.120 0.040 
Frank 0.126 
0.114 0.040 0.117 0.034 0.121 0.042 
0.190 0.000 0.184 0.009 - - 
Galambos 0.248 
0.169 0.000 0.189 0.009 - - 
0.141 0.000 0.131 0.004 0.130 0.005 
nS  
GH 0.209 
0.134 0.000 0.127 0.003 0.132 0.007 
0.851 0.770 0.902 0.817 0.911 0.809 
Clayton 0.526 
0.841 0.730 0.931 0.801 0.917 0.803 
0.822 0.020 0.841 0.034 0.835 0.029 
Frank 0.880 
0.815 0.020 0.833 0.029 0.847 0.033 
1.136 0.340 1.148 0.340 - - 
Galambos 1.036 
1.107 0.270 1.156 0.334 - - 
0.918 0.010 0.904 0.007 0.895 0.010 
nT  
GH 1.028 
0.866 0.000 0.890 0.011 0.895 0.012 
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CHAPTER 4 
COPULAS FOR MULTIVARIATE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 
OF FLOW VARIABLES 
4.1 Important Multivariate Flood Variables 
Flood frequency analysis typically involves fitting univariate distributions to annual maximum 
(AM) flows or to peak over threshold (PoT) flows or to successive peak flows observed at a 
location of interest along a river. The main objective of various hydrological designs, e.g., for 
dam spillways, levees, bridges, etc., has been to estimate a flow that shall have an average inter-
arrival period more than a specified design period, also called the return period. Hydrological 
processes, however, exhibit multivariate characteristics and simultaneous consideration of 
various component processes may be crucial and required in certain situations. Flood 
phenomenon is also a multidimensional process, having peak flood flow, corresponding volume 
and duration, time to flood peak, rate of rise and rate of recession as important hydrologic 
features. Multivariate flood frequency analysis, involving flood peak flow, volume and duration, 
has been traditionally accomplished by employing available functional bivariate and multivariate 
frequency distributions that have restriction on marginals to be from the same family of 
distributions. The copula concept overcomes this restriction by allowing a combination of 
arbitrarily chosen marginal types. It also provides a wider choice of admissible dependence 
structure as compared to the conventional approach. A vast variety of copula types is available, 
making the selection of appropriate copula family for different hydrological applications a non-
trivial task. New graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit tests for testing suitability of copulas 
are beginning to evolve and are being developed. Presently, there is limited experience of their 
usage at present, especially in the hydrological field.  
The hydraulic infrastructure along a river, such as dams, levees, bridges, etc., is designed 
in order to safely carry the high flows. For this, simultaneous consideration of the occurrence of 
flood peak flow and the corresponding volume and/or duration is important. This is typically 
done empirically by routing critical observed or synthetic hydrographs and determining spillway 
capacities and/or safer crest levels on the basis of the expected maximum water levels. The 
multivariate statistical frequency analysis of such processes can provide a probabilistic 
assessment of the occurrence of critical events, enabling multivariate risk-based designs. Also, 
many situations, such as design of retention basins, extent of flooding due to levee breach and 
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consequent property damage, serviceability of a highway bridge across a river, etc., warrant a 
simultaneous consideration of multiple flood variables. Such considerations are also important 
for agencies dealing with disaster management and for insurance companies, in order to be aware 
of the actual risk due to flooding and associated damages at a regional scale. Three cases in this 
direction are presented in this chapter, involving pair-wise datasets of flood peak flow, volume, 
and duration. For this, data Greenbrier River in West Virginia in the United States has been 
considered. These three cases are: 
Case I  : Peak flow and volume 
Case II  : Peak flow and duration 
Case III  : Flood Volume and duration 
Considering a larger copula space, suitable copula models applicable to these 
combinations of flow variables are identified. The performance of three estimation procedures 
and several graphical and analytical inference procedures is studied while investigating these 
cases. It is observed that the copula selection framework, involving consideration of overall and 
tail dependence characteristics, is effective in a priori determination of potential copula models 
for each of the applications under consideration. These case studies are discussed in full in 
Sections 4.2 to 4.4, indicating source and preparation of data, elaborating setting up of copula 
test space, estimating parameters, and carrying out various graphical and analytical goodness-of-
fit tests for copula selection. 
4.2 Case I: Peak Flow and Volume 
4.2.1 Dataset 
The Annual peak and average daily flows of the Greenbrier River at Alderson station (USGS 
Station # 03183500) located in West Virginia, obtained from the USGS website, are considered 
for this application. The Greenbrier River is a tributary of the New River in the southeastern part 
of the state and is approximately 165 mi (265 km) long. Through the New, Kanawha and Ohio 
rivers, it is part of the Mississippi River watershed. A river gauging station is located at Alderson 
at latitude 37°43'27" and longitude 80°38'30", commanding a drainage area and contributing area 
of 1,364 square miles. The datum of the gage is at 1,529.42 feet above the sea level. A length of 
110 years of data, from 1896 to 2005, has been considered for this analysis. The preparation of 
annual maximum flood data is an important first step as the selection of maximal events for 
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bivariate data becomes slightly ambiguous. In the study of extreme rainfall events, Kao and 
Govindaraju (2007b) recommended selection of annual maximum cumulative probability (AMP) 
events, arguing that such events would represent a wider range of durations as compared to 
annual maximum peak intensity (AMI) or annual maximum volume (AMV) events. It may, 
however, be noted that as most hydrologic designs have to be safer against the critical events 
rather than the most probable events, such AMP-based events may result in underestimation of 
the risk. Extreme flood events with respect to the safety of drainage system are invariably 
primarily associated with peak flows that cause overtopping of crests of dams or levees, or 
inundation of floodplains. Any high volume or long duration of flow by themselves may not be 
any cause of concern when flows are lesser than the design capacity of the system. Detrimental 
effects of high volume and/or duration of flow are also important but they typically come into 
play only when there is a primary failure due to higher peak flows. Annual maximum flood 
events have therefore been considered in this study on the basis of the annual peak flows and 
associated volumes have been obtained from the record of average daily flows. A base flow of 
2.5x10
3
 cusecs has been subtracted in order to obtain flood volumes. The flood duration is taken 
as the period associated with the annual maximum flow when average daily flows contiguously 
remained above the base flow. This data for annual peak flows and associated volume and 
duration is given in Appendix D1. Time series of these two data sets, PQ  in 10
3
 cusec and PV  in 
10
3
 cusec-days, are given in Figure 4.1. The scatter plots of this bivariate data and of their scaled 
ranks, along with the respective histograms, are shown in Figure 4.2(a) and (b). As scaled ranks 
are empirical probabilities, they are roughly uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
4.2.2 Potential Marginal Distributions 
Several candidate distributions, such as 2 and 3-parameter lognormal (LN2 and LN3), 2-
paramter gamma (G2), Pearson type III (P3), log-Pearson type III (LP3), largest extreme value 
(LEV), are considered for fitting annual peak flow and volume data on a univariate basis. On the 
basis of Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson Darling, and Chi-Squared fit statistics and the overall 
fit of the QQ plots, Pearson Type III and 3-parameter Weibull distributions were selected as 
marginal distributions for annual flood peak and associated volume, respectively. The probability 
density functions (p.d.f.s) for P3 and W3 distributions ( )xf X  and ( )yfY  for flood peak flow 
PQX =  and volume PVY = , respectively, are given as   
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Figure 4.1 Time series of annual peak flows (QP, in 10
3
 cusec) and corresponding flood volumes 
(VP, in 10
3






























Figure 4.2 Characteristics of observed bivariate annual peak flow (QP, in 10
3
 cusec) and 
corresponding flood volumes (VP, in 10
3
 cusec-days) at Alderson on Greenbrier river – (a and b) 
scatter plot and histograms in original domain and of ranks; (c and d) histograms with Pearson 








































































































































































































where  ∞<<∞− Xγ , ∞<<∞− Xα , and 0>Xβ  are location, scale and shape parameters, 











































    
where ∞<<∞− Yγ , and 0, >YY βα are location, scale and shape parameters, respectively and 
+∞<≤ yYγ .  
The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of parameters for these two marginals are 
obtained as 197.6ˆ,601.4ˆ == XX αγ , 101.5ˆ =Xβ , and ,185.122ˆ,361.28ˆ == YY αγ  
326.1ˆ =Yβ . The corresponding standard errors are 365.1,332.4 ˆˆ == XX SeSe αγ , 715.1ˆ =XSeβ , 
and ,907.1ˆ =YSeγ ,093.6ˆ =YSeα   107.0ˆ =YSeβ . The overlay of probability density curves of 
these distributions and the corresponding histograms are shown in Figure 4.2(c) and (d), 
respectively. The corresponding QQ plots, along with 95% confidence intervals, are given in 
Figure 4.3. The narrow confidence bands indicate comparatively lesser uncertainty in parameter 
















Figure 4.3 QQ plots for Case I for peak flow (QP) and volume (VP) data fitted with Pearson type 
III (P3) and 3-parameter Weibull (W3) distributions, respectively. 
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4.2.3 Dependence Structure and Copula Test Space 
The scatter plots in Figure 4.2(a) and (b) indicate a positive association between annual peak 
flow and volume data. The sample estimates of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Kendall’s tau 
and Spearman’s rho 0.466, 0.391, and 0.557 with corresponding p-values 2.9e-07, 1.78e-09, and 
3.0e-10, respectively, corroborate this assertion. A significant positive dependence is also 
indicated by both Chi- and K-plots, given in Figure 4.4. Considering data exclusively from the 
lower-left and upper-right quadrants, as suggested by Abberger (Abberger, 2005), the Chi-plots 
in Figure 4.5 exhibit lower and upper tail dependence features. It is apparent from Figure 4.5(a) 
that there is evidence of lower tail dependence as a few points close to 1=iλ  show significance. 
More importantly, Figure 4.5(b) indicates upper tail independence, as points in the end zone are 
within the control limits for p-value of 0.95. Based on sample Kendall’s tau value of 0.391 and 
the features of lower and upper tail dependence, two Archimedean copulas, Clayton and Frank, 
and two extreme value copulas, Galambos and GH, are selected. In order to appreciate the 
problems that arise due to misspecification, two more copulas, AMH and FGM, are also short-
listed, noting that the sample dependence is beyond the admissible ranges for these copulas. 
Although more copulas could have been considered at this initial screening stage, only these six 









Figure 4.4 Characterization of dependence between annual flood peak flow and volume for   
Case I using (a) Chi-plot and (b) K-plot. 
4.2.4 Estimation of Dependence Parameter 
The dependence parameters for the six copula families under consideration are estimated by (a) 





































p =  0.95
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(MPL), and “inference from margins” (IFM) methods. These point estimates along with standard 
errors and the interval estimates, corresponding to a coverage probability of 0.95, are given for 
these methods in Table 4.1. For MOM method, the estimates are based on the relationship 
between Kendall’s tau τ  and dependence parameter θ  as given in Eq. (3.21), utilizing their 
closed-forms as given in Table 3.2, wherever available. The estimates for AMH and FGM 
copulas are not obtainable for this data set, as the values of τ  are beyond the admissible limits. 
The AMH copula requires τ  to be between -0.1817 and 0.3333, and FGM copula to be in the 
range of -2/9 to 2/9 (or -0.222 to 0.222). This illustrates limitations of these copula families, 
















Figure 4.5 Characterization of (a) lower and (b) upper tail dependence between annual flood 
peak flow and volume for Case I using Chi-plots. 
The dependence parameters, based on maximum pseudo-likelihood (MPL) estimation 
method, are computed by employing the log-likelihood function given in Eq. (3.30). The 
maximized log-likelihood values (LLmax) for the six copula families are included in Table 4.1. It 
may be seen from these results that the standard errors of the dependence parameter estimates 
from this method are much lower than those for the MOM method. It is noted that for AMH and 
FGM copulas the optimal values of dependence parameters lie at the end of the parameter space 
and correspond to much lower values of τ  than that obtained from the sample data set. The 
maximum log-likelihood value for Clayton copula is largest among all. Even though the sample 
Kendall’s tau is much higher than the maximum permissible value for AMH copula, the 
maximized log-likelihood value for this copula is less by only a small amount as compared to 
Clayton copula. 
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Table 4.1 Point and interval dependence parameter estimates for Case I for the six copulas under 
consideration with respect to the three estimation methods. Interval estimates correspond to a 
coverage probability of 0.95. 
 
 
The parameters, based on inference from margins (IFM) estimation method, are 
computed by employing the log-likelihood function given in Eq. (3.32). The maximized log-
likelihood values for the six copula families are given in Table 4.1. Except for AMH and Clayton 
copulas, the standard errors for dependence parameter estimates from this method are similar to 
those for the MPL method. For AMH and Clayton copulas the standard errors are substantially 
lesser for MPL method. It is noted that for FGM copula the optimal value lie at the end of the 
parameter space and corresponds to much lower value of τ  than that obtained from the sample 
data set. The maximized log-likelihood value for AMH copula is highest and is even slightly 
greater than that for the Clayton copula. 
Thus, from the point of view of maximum log-likelihood values it may be stated that 
Clayton copula performs better for MPL method whereas AMH copula is marginally better for 
IFM method. Comparison of standard errors and confidence intervals among different copulas is 
















Clayton 1.283 0.722 1.844 0.286 0.561 - 
Frank 4.036 2.631 5.441 0.717 1.405 - 
Galambos 0.917 0.631 1.202 0.146 0.286 - 
GH 1.642 1.361 1.922 0.143 0.281 - 
MPL 
AMH 0.995 0.900 1.090 0.049 0.095 24.490 
Clayton 1.220 1.031 1.409 0.097 0.189 25.451 
FGM 0.995 0.823 1.167 0.088 0.172 14.811 
Frank 3.970 3.807 4.133 0.083 0.163 19.646 
Galambos 0.800 0.665 0.935 0.069 0.135 16.367 
GH 1.529 1.388 1.670 0.072 0.141 16.118 
IFM 
AMH 0.988 0.852 1.124 0.070 0.136 23.708 
Clayton 1.059 0.605 1.513 0.231 0.454 23.417 
FGM 0.995 0.826 1.164 0.086 0.169 14.533 
Frank 4.043 3.882 4.204 0.082 0.161 19.754 
Galambos 0.739 0.603 0.875 0.070 0.136 14.636 
GH 1.478 1.336 1.620 0.072 0.142 15.089 
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association measures for various copulas. The MPL method, followed by IFM method may be 
preferable over MOM method as they result in significantly lower standard errors for respective 
copulas.  
4.2.5 Assessment of Copula Fitting 
The relative suitability of plausible copula families is ascertained in multiple ways, as outlined in 
Chapter 3, by employing (a) graphical methods, (b) error statistics, and (c) formal goodness of fit 
statistics.  
4.2.5.1 Graphical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
First, the observed data are compared with a set of large number of generated random samples. 
For this application, a set of random samples of size 500 is generated for each of the six copula 
families under consideration, utilizing MOM, MPL, and IFM method-based parameters and 
employing the approach outlined in Chapter 3. As AMH and FGM copulas do not cover the 
expected dependence range for MOM method, they are not included in these plots. This 
comparison of observed and randomly generated samples is shown in Figures 4.6 to 4.8. It may 
be seen from these plots that the general nature of the spread of observed data matches with that 
of random samples. However, a closer look reveals that the Galambos and GH copulas exhibit 
upper tail dependence that does not have similar representation in the observed data. Also, very 
high flows with moderate volumes are not represented by the simulated set. The simulated sets of 
the other four copulas provide adequate representation, except for the differences around the 
lower tail where the AMH and Clayton copulas seem to be performing better. 
Secondly, comparison of empirical probabilities with computed probabilities, as depicted 
in Figures 4.9 to 4.11 for the three parameter estimation methods, reveals the extent to which the 
computed copula surface would fit the empirical copula surface of the scaled ranks of observed 
data. This comparison is shown in two ways: (a) as scatter plots with diagonal line signifying 
equivalence, as in top panels of these figures, and (b) as plots with respect to the ranked 
observation #s, as in the lower panels. The matching for AMH and Clayton copulas, followed by 
Frank copula, is better than the other three copulas, with differences between computed and 
empirical probabilities being minimal for the Clayton copula. 
Thirdly, the comparison of empirical and computed probability distributions of the BIPIT 
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matching is best for Clayton copula, followed by the AMH and Frank copulas. Lastly, the 
generalized K-plots in Figures 4.15 to 4.17 provide comparison of observed and expected order 
statistics of the BIPIT variate. Again, it may be seen that the matching is best for the Clayton 
copula, followed again by AMH and Frank copulas. The graphical fit for Clayton copula is 
clearly the best in all the four graphical methods, among the six copulas considered. The relative 
superiority can however be further established by looking at error statistics and results of the 


















Figure 4.6 Comparison of observed and MOM method-based random samples for Case I for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent 
observed data. Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding 
Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
4.2.5.2 Various Error Statistics of Fit 
A quantitative assessment of performance of various copula families is made by comparing 
maximized log-likelihood values. As all the copula models considered in this study involve 
fitting a single parameter, comparing the maximized log-likelihood value or AIC value would be 
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equivalent. The maximized log-likelihood values for AMH and Clayton copulas, as given in 
Table 4.1, are maximum among the six copulas considered and support the conclusions based on 
the above graphical goodness-of-fit tests. An account of comparison of other error statistics 
RMSE, MN-A-ERR, MN-ERR, and MX-A-ERR described in Chapter 3, is given in Table 4.2. It 
may be observed that the errors for MOM method are lesser as compared to MPL and IFM 
methods. It may be seen that Clayton copula yields lowest errors in all cases except two of the 
three methods of parameter estimation. For MOM method, the FGM copula yields largest errors 
in all these error categories. The reasoning for the poor performance of the FGM copula is 
obvious as this copula admits τ  up to 0.222 only, whereas the sample estimate is much higher at 
0.391. A comparatively better performance of AMH copula than FGM copula may be attributed 
to the fact that although this copula also does not cover the desired range of τ , the shortfall from 
the largest permissible value of 0.333 is not that large. Thus, from the point of view of all these 
error statistics the Clayton copula may be taken to have performed better than all others and this 
is consistent with the inference from graphical results. 
4.2.5.3 Analytical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The formal goodness-of-fit tests are carried out for the three parameter estimation methods by 
evaluating the Cramer-von Mises type statistics nCM , nS , and nT , as given in Eqs. (3.35) to 
(3.37). For this, a parametric bootstrap procedure is employed for simulating random samples of 
sizes 100, 1000, and 10,000. The values of these three statistics, their p-values and the critical 
values at 5% significance level are computed. Simulations are run for each combination of 
sample size, copula model and method of estimation, except for the Galambos copula for which 
run was made for the sample sizes up to 1000 only due to large computational time requirement. 
Results from another set of three simulations for each of these cases for sample sizes 100, 1000, 
10,000 and 100,000 have been presented by Chowdhary et al. (2010). An important observation 
in all these cases was that values of these statistics stabilize sufficiently, even when the sample 
size is 10,000 and this is also in agreement with the observations made by Genest and Favre 
(2007a). Simulation runs with sample sizes of 100,000 were made only as a confirmatory step 
and the results indicated that it can confidently be avoided for actual applications. Tables 4.3 to 
4.5 list the simulation results for the three methods of parameter estimation. These tests were not 
carried for AMH and FGM copulas for MOM and MPL methods and for FGM copula for IFM 
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for all the three statistics from any of the three methods do not provide any evidence for rejecting 
the hypothesis of Clayton copula as a valid model for the peak flow and volume data under 
consideration. For IFM method, the results for AMH copula also do not provide any evidence for 
rejection. Significantly higher p-values leading to this inference have been highlighted. At the 
same time, there is an overwhelming basis for rejection of hypothesis of the Frank, Galambos, 
and GH copulas being viable models at the 5% significance level. Barring a partial support for 
the Frank copula in terms of nT  statistic, this inadequacy of support for these three copulas is 





















Figure 4.7 Comparison of observed and MPL method-based random samples for Case I for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent 
observed data. Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison of observed and IFM method-based random samples for Case I. Solid 
circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent observed data. 
Thus, all the graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit test results indicate non-rejection of 
the Clayton copula as a suitable copula for the flood peak flow and volume data under 
consideration. AMH copula may also be considered equally competitive for this specific dataset 
when IFM method is considered but may not be preferable in general as it admits a limited 
positive dependence only. At the same time, these results also provide sufficient basis for 
rejecting the Frank, Galambos and GH copulas as viable options, at least for this dataset. Taking 
the MPL method-based Clayton copula as the finalized copula model for the joint distribution of 
peak flow and volume data under consideration, the joint probabilities and densities in the 
original domains of the variables are given in Figure 4.18. The left panel provides a perspective 
view of joint probability and density while the right panel gives the corresponding contours. 
Figure 4.18(a) illustrates a close match between computed and empirical probabilities wherein 
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of empirical and MOM method-based computed probabilities for Case I 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.10 Comparison of empirical and MPL method-based computed probabilities for Case I 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of empirical and IFM method-based computed probabilities for Case I 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.12 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MOM method-based estimation for 
Case I for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
4.3 Case II: Peak Flow and Duration 
4.3.1 Dataset and Marginal Distributions 
The flow peak and duration data for Greenbrier river as discussed in Section 4.2.1 and given in 
Appendix D1 is used for this case. The time series of peak flows PQ  in 10
3
 cusec and flood 
duration PD  in days, are given in Figure 4.19. The scatter plots of this bivariate data and of their 
scaled ranks, along with the respective histograms, are shown in Figure 4.20(a) and (b). As 
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Considering several distributions and fit statistics, the associated duration data is also assumed 
represented by P3 distribution. The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of parameters for 
these two marginals are obtained as 197.6ˆ,601.4ˆ == XX αγ , 101.5ˆ =Xβ , and 
,465.8ˆ,879.4ˆ == YY αγ  502.1ˆ =Yβ . The corresponding standard errors are 
365.1,332.4 ˆˆ == XX SeSe αγ , 715.1ˆ =XSeβ , and ,196.0ˆ =YSeγ ,338.1ˆ =YSeα   218.0ˆ =YSeβ . The 
overlay of probability density curves of these distributions and the corresponding histograms are 
shown in Figure 4.20(c) and (d), respectively. The corresponding QQ plots, along with 95% 
confidence intervals, are given in Figure 4.21. The narrow confidence bands indicate 















Figure 4.13 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MPL method-based estimation for 
Case I for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
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Figure 4.14 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for IFM method-based estimation for 
Case I for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
4.3.2 Copula Test Space and Parameter Estimation 
The scatter plots in Figure 4.20(a) and (b) indicate only a weak positive association between 
annual peak flow and duration data. The sample estimates of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, 
Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho 0.238, 0.197, and 0.285 with corresponding p-values 0.012, 
0.002, and 0.003, respectively, corroborate this assertion. This weak positive dependence is also 
indicated by both Chi- and K-plots, given in Figure 4.22. The Chi-plots in Figure 4.23 exhibit 
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show significance and indicate very weak lower tail dependence, if any. More importantly, 
Figure 4.23(b) convincingly indicates upper tail independence, as all points in the end zone are 
within the control limits. Based on the sample Kendall’s tau value of 0.197 and the features of 
lower and upper tail dependence, AMH, FGM, and Frank copulas become obvious candidates. 
Clayton, Galambos and GH copulas are also considered to see how they perform in this case 

















Figure 4.15 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MOM method-based 
estimation for Case I for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
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Figure 4.16 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MPL method-based 
estimation for Case I for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
The point estimates of dependence parameter alongwith standard errors and the interval 
estimates are given for the three estimation methods in Table 4.6. It may be seen from these 
results that the standard errors of dependence parameter estimates from MPL and IFM methods 
are again similar and are much lower than those for the MOM method. For MPL method, the 
maximum log-likelihood value for Clayton copula is largest, followed by AMH copula. Further, 
the maximized log-likelihood value for Clayton copula is significantly lower for IFM method 
and instead AMH copula that has desirable lower and upper tail features performs better with 
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this method. The low maximized log-likelihood values for IFM method are also evident for 
Galambos and GH copulas. These lower values are also associated with lower values of 
dependence parameters and very high standard errors for these copulas for this method, later 
resulting in elimination of these copulas as favorable candidates. In fact, for Clayton copula the 
dependence parameter is extremely low as compared to the sample estimate and standard error is 
extremely high. Thus, from the point of view of maximum log-likelihood values it may be stated 
that Clayton copula performs better for MPL method whereas AMH copula is better for IFM 
method.   
Table 4.2 Various error statistics for Case I for the six copulas under consideration with respect 


















4.3.3 Assessment of Copula Fitting 
The relative suitability of plausible copula families is ascertained in multiple ways by employing 





RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
MOM 
Clayton 0.013 0.011 0.007 0.034 
Frank 0.019 0.016 0.007 0.047 
Galambos 0.022 0.018 0.007 0.059 
GH 0.022 0.018 0.007 0.059 
MPL 
AMH 0.018 0.015 0.014 0.047 
Clayton 0.014 0.012 0.008 0.036 
FGM 0.034 0.029 0.029 0.082 
Frank 0.019 0.016 0.007 0.048 
Galambos 0.025 0.020 0.012 0.068 
GH 0.024 0.020 0.012 0.067 
IFM 
AMH 0.018 0.015 0.014 0.046 
Clayton 0.014 0.012 0.009 0.037 
FGM 0.024 0.020 0.017 0.064 
Frank 0.040 0.035 0.035 0.091 
Galambos 0.032 0.022 -0.017 0.086 
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Figure 4.17 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for IFM method-based 
estimation for Case I for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
4.3.3.1 Graphical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The comparison of observed and randomly generated samples of size 500 is shown for the three 
methods in Figures 4.24 to 4.26. It may be seen from these plots that the general nature of spread 
of observed data matches that of random samples. For MOM and MPL methods, a closer look 
reveals that only Clayton copula has random samples encompassing the high flow low duration 
observed data. The performance of Clayton copula for IFM method is poor as the estimated 























Figure 4.18 3-D and contour plots of (a and b) joint probability functions for Case I along with 
superimposed empirical probabilities in 3-D plot; and of (c and d) joint density functions. 
 
The comparison of empirical probabilities with computed probabilities is given in Figures 
4.27 to 4.29 for the three methods of parameter estimation, respectively. The matching for these 
three cases reflect the performance of copulas with respect to the maximized log-likelihood 
values discussed earlier. The matching is equally good for all copulas for MOM method. For 
MPL and IFM methods, matching for Clayton and AMH copulas, respectively is best among all. 























































































Table 4.3 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case I for MOM method. S* implies critical value of the 
















Table 4.4 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case I for MPL method. S* implies critical value of the 
















Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
Clayton 2.115 3.448 0.480 3.779 0.541 3.828 0.522 
Frank 4.228 3.582 0.010 3.820 0.034 3.838 0.030 
Galambos 6.095 3.431 0.000 3.839 0.003 - - n
CM  
GH 6.051 4.111 0.000 3.583 0.003 3.687 0.001 
Clayton 0.065 0.148 0.510 0.150 0.511 0.153 0.526 
Frank 0.226 0.155 0.000 0.149 0.002 0.156 0.005 
Galambos 0.331 0.155 0.000 0.157 0.000 - - n
S  
GH 0.329 0.165 0.000 0.152 0.000 0.153 0.000 
Clayton 0.706 0.993 0.420 0.958 0.414 0.976 0.429 
Frank 0.964 1.039 0.480 1.040 0.483 1.038 0.506 
Galambos 1.141 1.022 0.000 1.026 0.009 - - n
T  
GH 1.136 1.011 0.000 1.026 0.009 1.029 0.007 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
Clayton 2.356 4.299 0.410 4.900 0.423 4.831 0.428 
Frank 4.277 3.485 0.020 3.915 0.028 3.767 0.026 
Galambos 7.309 5.007 0.020 - - - - n
CM  
GH 7.206 3.586 0.000 3.955 0.000 3.984 0.001 
Clayton 0.076 0.132 0.350 0.158 0.393 0.156 0.401 
Frank 0.230 0.156 0.000 0.159 0.005 0.153 0.005 
Galambos 0.425 0.184 0.000 - - - - n
S  
GH 0.421 0.165 0.000 0.181 0.000 0.177 0.000 
Clayton 0.762 0.857 0.240 0.967 0.270 0.967 0.283 
Frank 0.968 1.048 0.490 1.039 0.481 1.040 0.486 
Galambos 1.310 1.062 0.000 - - - - n
T  
GH 1.304 1.053 0.010 1.066 0.000 1.066 0.001 
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Table 4.5 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case I for IFM method. S* implies critical value of the 

































Figure 4.19 Time series of annual peak flows (QP, in 10
3
 cusec) and corresponding flood 
duration (DP, in 10
3
 days) at Alderson on Greenbrier river (Case II). 
 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
AMH 4.290 6.228 0.220 7.133 0.230 7.259 0.227 
Clayton 3.402 4.906 0.240 5.693 0.244 5.563 0.257 
Frank 4.223 4.141 0.050 3.855 0.032 3.981 0.035 
Galambos 8.488 4.900 0.000 - - - - 
nCM  
GH 8.165 4.428 0.000 4.751 0.001 4.718 0.002 
AMH 0.167 0.240 0.170 0.251 0.179 0.259 0.183 
Clayton 0.123 0.170 0.240 0.191 0.227 0.192 0.226 
Frank 0.225 0.158 0.010 0.152 0.003 0.159 0.005 
Galambos 0.499 0.226 0.000 - - - - 
nS  
GH 0.483 0.183 0.000 0.190 0.000 0.196 0.001 
AMH 1.011 1.109 0.080 1.106 0.121 1.137 0.126 
Clayton 0.917 1.012 0.140 1.061 0.143 1.044 0.145 
Frank 0.964 1.032 0.480 1.033 0.483 1.033 0.495 
Galambos 1.409 1.087 0.000 - - - - 
nT  
GH 1.389 1.080 0.000 1.082 0.001 1.089 0.001 
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Figure 4.20 Characteristics of observed bivariate annual peak flow (QP, in 10
3
 cusec) and 
corresponding flood duration (DP, in 10
3
 days) at Alderson on Greenbrier river (Case II) – (a and 
b) scatter plot and histograms in original domain and of ranks; (c and d) histograms with Pearson 











Figure 4.21 QQ plots for Case II for peak flow (QP) and duration (DP) data fitted with 
Pearson type III (P3) distributions. 
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Figure 4.22 Characterization of dependence between annual flood peak flow and duration for 













Figure 4.23 Characterization of (a) lower and (b) upper tail dependence between annual flood 
peak flow and duration for Case II using Chi-plots. 
 
The comparison of empirical and computed probability distributions of the BIPIT variate 
( )wK n  and ( )wK nθ  is given in Figures 4.30 to 4.32 for the three methods. This comparison 
makes even minor differences apparent and thus is convenient for inter-comparison among 
different copulas. For MOM method, AMH and Clayton copulas are both equally better than 
others. For MPL method, Clayton copula is slightly better as compared to AMH copula and they 
both lead other copulas qualitatively. AMH copula is clearly the best among all for IFM method. 
Again, poor performance of Clayton copula is apparent from the poor matching it has for IFM 
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method. The generalized K-plots in Figures 4.33 to 4.35 provide comparison of observed and 
expected order statistics of the BIPIT variate. These comparisons strongly corroborate various 
inferences made on the basis of previous comparison of ( )wK n  and ( )wK nθ . The relative 
superiority can be further established formally on the basis of error statistics and statistical tests. 
Table 4.6 Point and interval dependence parameter estimates for Case II for the six copulas under 
consideration with respect to the three estimation methods. Interval estimates correspond to a 
coverage probability of 0.95. 
 
4.3.3.2 Various Error Statistics of Fit 
Although the graphical tests for all copulas show good matching for MOM method, it may not be 
preferable owing to very high standard errors and consequent wider confidence intervals. The 
maximized log-likelihood values for AMH and Clayton copulas, as given in Table 4.6, are the 
two highest for MPL method and indicate their superiority over others. For IFM method, none of 
















AMH 0.711 0.353 1.069 0.183 0.358 - 
Clayton 0.497 0.085 0.909 0.210 0.412 - 
FGM 0.895 0.301 1.490 0.303 0.594 - 
Frank 1.851 0.540 3.162 0.669 1.311 - 
Galambos 0.502 0.234 0.771 0.137 0.269 - 
GH 1.248 1.043 1.454 0.105 0.206 - 
MPL 
AMH 0.791 0.622 0.960 0.169 0.086 5.997 
Clayton 0.498 0.344 0.652 0.154 0.079 6.558 
FGM 0.801 0.621 0.981 0.180 0.092 4.198 
Frank 1.938 1.760 2.116 0.178 0.091 4.979 
Galambos 0.477 0.308 0.646 0.169 0.086 4.025 
GH 1.236 1.066 1.406 0.170 0.087 4.610 
IFM 
AMH 0.774 0.602 0.946 0.172 0.088 5.573 
Clayton 0.177 -18.748 19.102 18.925 9.656 2.359 
FGM 0.763 0.583 0.943 0.180 0.092 3.924 
Frank 1.863 1.684 2.042 0.179 0.092 4.679 
Galambos 0.408 -0.930 1.746 1.338 0.683 3.038 
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dependence characteristics quite efficiently for both MPL and IFM method. An account of 
comparison of other error statistics RMSE, MN-A-ERR, MN-ERR, and MX-A-ERR is given in 
Table 4.7. It may be observed that the errors for all methods are about the same for respective 
copulas, except for Clayton, Galambos, and GH copulas for IFM method wherein the method 
fails to capture the correct dependence. Thus, from the point of view of all these error statistics, 
Clayton or AMH copula may be taken to have performed better for MPL method and AMH 






















Figure 4.24 Comparison of observed and MOM method-based random samples for Case II for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent 
observed data. Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding 
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Figure 4.25 Comparison of observed and MPL method-based random samples for Case II for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent 
observed data. Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding 
Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
 
4.3.3.3 Analytical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The formal goodness-of-fit tests are carried out for the three parameter estimation methods by 
evaluating the Cramer-von Mises type statistics nCM , nS , and nT . Tables 4.8 to 4.9 list these 
results for the three methods of parameter estimation. These tests were not carried out for FGM 
copula for MOM method as the estimated dependence is very close to the limiting dependence 
for this copula and may create instability in numerical computation while processing bootstrap 
samples. For Galambos copula also the tests were not conducted as it requires substantial time 
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resource. All the results are on expected lines of inferences from the graphical test results. For 
MOM and MPL methods, all copulas show equal viability except for GH copula for which nS  
statistic provides ground for rejection. For IFM method, for which Clayton copula is noted 
earlier to have performed poorly, there is overwhelming evidence for rejection of Clayton copula 
as a viable model. GH copula also faces a feeble evidence for rejection for IFM method on the 
basis of nS  statistic. Significantly higher p-values for AMH copula for all three methods and for 
Clayton copula for MOM and MPL methods provides basis for these to be strong candidates for 
final selection. 
All the graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit test results indicate good performance 
and non-rejection of AMH copula as a suitable copula for the flood peak flow and duration data 
under consideration. Conformity of the tail dependence properties of AMH copula to those of the 
sample under consideration provides added basis for suitability of AMH copula. For this 
particular dataset, Clayton copula is also equally competitive when MOM and MPL methods are 
considered and may be preferable in view of its comprehensiveness. Thus, if the dataset of flood 
peak and duration at hand shows weaker dependence, as depicted by this dataset, and when there 
is no evidence of either tail dependences then AMH copula is preferable. In case there is 
likelihood of a moderate level of dependence or significance of lower tail dependence then the 
choice may be that of Clayton copula. 
4.4 Case III: Peak Volume and Duration 
4.4.1 Dataset and Marginal Distributions 
The peak volume and duration data for Greenbrier river as discussed in Section 4.2.1 and given 
in Appendix D1 is used for this case. The time series of peak volume PVX =  in 10
3
 cusec-day 
and flood duration PDY =  in days, are given in Figure 4.36. The scatter plots of this bivariate 
data and of their scaled ranks, along with the respective histograms, are shown in Figures 4.37(a) 
and (b). As finalized in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.4.1, the distributions for peak volume and duration 
are taken as 3-parameter Weibull (W3) and 3-parameter gamma (P3). The maximum likelihood 
estimates (MLEs) of parameters for these two marginals are obtained as 
,185.122ˆ,361.28ˆ == XX αγ  326.1ˆ =Xβ , and ,465.8ˆ,879.4ˆ == YY αγ  502.1ˆ =Yβ . The 




Seγ ,338.1ˆ =YSeα   218.0ˆ =YSeβ . The overlay of the probability density curves of 
these distributions and the corresponding histograms are shown in Figure 4.37(c) and (d), 
respectively. The corresponding QQ plots, along with 95% confidence intervals, are given in 
Figure 4.38. The narrow confidence bands indicate comparatively lesser uncertainty in parameter 
estimation that is expected for a 110 years long dataset. 
4.4.2 Copula Test Space and Parameter Estimation 
The scatter plots in Figures 4.37(a) and (b) indicate a very strong positive association between 
annual peak volume and duration data. The sample estimates of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, 
Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho 0.933, 0.759, and 0.919 with corresponding p-values of all 
three being <<0.001 corroborate this assertion. This strong positive dependence is also indicated 
by both Chi- and K-plots, given in Figure 4.39. The Chi-plots in Figure 4.40 exhibit lower and 
upper tail dependence features wherein most points close to 1=iλ  show significance and 
indicate lower and upper tail dependence. Based on the sample Kendall’s tau value of 0.759 and 
the features of lower and upper tail dependence, Galambos and GH copulas become obvious 
candidates. Clayton and Frank copulas can also be considered in view of their being 
comprehensive copulas although they do not strictly satisfy any of the tail dependence 
characteristics and are likely to fail the hypothesis tests later. AMH and FGM copulas should not 
become valid options in this case as they admit much lower positive dependence. 
The point estimates of dependence parameter alongwith standard errors and the interval 
estimates are given for the three estimation methods in Table 4.11. It may be seen from these 
results that the standard errors of the dependence parameter estimates from MPL method are 
much lower than those for the MOM and IFM methods. For MPL method, the maximum log-
likelihood value for Galambos copula is largest, very closely followed by the GH copula. Similar 
to Case III, the maximized log-likelihood value for Clayton copula is significantly lower for IFM 
method whereas for Frank copula it is similar for both the methods. Although maximized log-
likelihood values for IFM method for Galambos and GH copulas are almost same as those for 
MPL method, the corresponding standard errors are much larger for IFM method. The lower 
maximized log-likelihood value for Clayton copula is also associated with lower value of 
dependence parameter and very high standard errors for IFM method, resulting in elimination of 
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values it may be stated that Galambos copula, followed closely by GH copula perform better for 
























Figure 4.26 Comparison of observed and IFM method-based random samples for Case II for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent 
observed data. Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding 
Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
4.4.3 Assessment of Copula Fitting 
The relative suitability of plausible copula families is ascertained in multiple ways by employing 
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Figure 4.27 Comparison of empirical and MOM method-based computed probabilities for Case 
II for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.28 Comparison of empirical and MPL method-based computed probabilities for Case II 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.29 Comparison of empirical and IFM method-based computed probabilities for Case II 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.30 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MOM method-based estimation for 
Case II for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
4.4.3.1 Graphical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The comparison of observed and randomly generated samples of size 500 is shown for the three 
methods in Figures 4.41 to 4.43. It may be seen from these plots that the general nature of the 
spread of observed data matches with that of random samples for Galambos and GH copulas. For 
Clayton and Frank copulas the scatter of random samples at higher values is much greater than 
that in the observed data. And this scatter is more for Clayton copula then Frank copula. Also, 
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methods, respectively and corresponds to increasing deviation from the sample estimates of 
Kendall’s tau values. The inadequate representation of higher values in case of Clayton copula 
for IFM method is apparent and it may be seen that it fails to simulate the extreme values. At the 
same time the higher volumes with low duration or higher duration with low volumes that are 
generated by Clayton copula for both MPL and IFM methods do not find corresponding behavior 






















Figure 4.31 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MPL method-based estimation for 
Case II for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
 
The comparison of empirical probabilities with computed probabilities is given in Figures 
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three cases reflect the performance of copulas with respect to the maximized log-likelihood 
values discussed earlier. The matching for Galambos and GH copulas is equally good for all the 
three methods. The matching for Clayton copula progressively deteriorates for MOM, MPL, and 
IFM methods respectively. For Frank copula the matching is inferior than Galambos and GH 
copulas in the higher ranges of the two variables but is similar for the three methods and 
corresponds to marginal difference between sample estimate of Kendall’s tau and those 






















Figure 4.32 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for IFM method-based estimation for 
Case II for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.33 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MOM method-based 
estimation for Case II for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= .  
The comparison of empirical and computed probability distributions of the BIPIT variate 
( )wK n  and ( )wK nθ  is given in Figures 4.47 to 4.49 for the three methods. The inference from 
these figures is similar to that made from the comparison of empirical and computed 
probabilities as discussed above. These plots provide a slightly better clarity while comparing.  
As seen earlier, the Galambos and GH copulas provide closer match than Frank copula that has 
larger deviations in the higher ranges of the variables. The inferior matching of Clayton copula is 
highlighted in these figures, showing very poor match for IFM method. The generalized K-plots 
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BIPIT variate. These comparisons strongly corroborate various inferences made on the basis of 
previous comparison of ( )wK n  and ( )wK nθ . The relative superiority can be further established 





















Figure 4.34 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MPL method-based 
estimation for Case II for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
4.4.3.2 Various Error Statistics of Fit 
Although the graphical tests for Galambos and GH copulas show good matching for MOM 
method, it may not be a preferable owing to higher standard errors and consequent wider 
confidence intervals. The maximized log-likelihood values for Galambos and GH copulas, as 
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given in Table 4.11, are the two highest values for MPL and IFM methods and indicate their 
superiority over the other two methods. The Frank, Galambos, and GH copulas are able to 
capture the dependence characteristics quite efficiently for both MPL and IFM methods. An 
account of comparison of other error statistics RMSE, MN-A-ERR, MN-ERR, and MX-A-ERR 
is given in Table 4.12. It may be observed that the errors are least for Galambos and GH copulas 
for all methods. The errors for Frank copula are slightly more but similar for all the three 
methods as it could capture the dependence parameter appropriately. For the Clayton copula for 
MPL and IFM methods wherein the methods fail to capture the correct dependence structure the 
errors are much higher. The errors for Clayton copula for IFM method are more than those of 
MPL method as the dependence parameter returned for IFM method is significantly less than that 
returned by the MPL method. Thus, from the point of view of all these error statistics, Galambos 
and GH copulas may be taken to have performed better for all the three methods, followed by 
Frank copula, and this is consistent with the inference from graphical results. 
4.4.3.3 Analytical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The formal goodness-of-fit tests are carried out for the three parameter estimation methods by 
evaluating the Cramer-von Mises type statistics nCM , nS , and nT . Tables 4.13 to 4.15 list 
these results for the three methods of parameter estimation. These tests are not carried out for 
Galambos copula as it required substantial time resource. All the results are on expected lines of 
inferences from the graphical test results. For all the three methods, there is overwhelming 
evidence of the observed test statistics for Clayton copula to be greater than critical values and 
thus it is rejected as a viable copula model. Frank copula is also rejected for all the methods on 
the basis of nCM  and nS  statistics. On the basis of these formal tests, GH copula can be 
considered a viable model as no ground for rejection is indicated by any of the statistics. In fact, 
Galambos copula also performed similar to GH copula and must be equally satisfactory as an 
alternative model. 
All the graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit test results indicate good performance 
and non-rejection of Galambos and GH copulas as suitable for the flood peak volume and 
duration data under consideration. Conformity of the tail dependence properties of Galambos and 
GH copulas to those of the sample under consideration provide added basis for their suitability. 
Thus, if the dataset of flood volume and duration at hand shows stronger dependence, as depicted 
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then Galamabos and GH copulas are preferable. In case there is likelihood of insignificance of 
















Figure 4.35 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for IFM method-based 
estimation for Case II for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
4.5 Discussion 
Several graphical and formal goodness-of-fit tests are employed in order to identify suitable 
copula structures for the data under consideration. The performance of three estimation 
procedures is also studied in terms of resulting standard errors and efficiency in capturing the 
dependence characteristics. Different copulas exhibit a variety of characteristics, some of which 
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may be common to others and some may be specific to particular models. Different hydrological 
processes also show a variety of features and although these processes are expected to have 
certain distinct features in terms of dependence structure, they may vary significantly for 
different rivers or regions and specially for different data lengths. It is obvious that for shorter 
records of observed data the properties of the hydrological processes may not get reflected 
adequately. In view of this, it is expected that no single copula model would be suitable for all 
kinds all hydrological processes. Even for a particular type of process, a copula model that is 
suitable for one case may not be so for another, owing to either inadequate data at hand or 
inherent regional variation in the characteristics of the process itself. 
 
Table 4.7 Various error statistics for Case II for the six copulas under consideration with respect 
























RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
MOM 
AMH 0.013 0.011 0.007 0.036 
Clayton 0.014 0.010 0.007 0.040 
FGM 0.015 0.013 0.006 0.034 
Frank 0.014 0.012 0.006 0.033 
Galambos 0.016 0.013 0.007 0.041 
GH 0.016 0.013 0.006 0.039 
MPL 
AMH 0.012 0.010 0.003 0.034 
Clayton 0.014 0.010 0.007 0.040 
FGM 0.016 0.013 0.009 0.036 
Frank 0.014 0.012 0.005 0.032 
Galambos 0.017 0.014 0.008 0.044 
GH 0.016 0.013 0.007 0.041 
IFM 
AMH 0.012 0.010 0.003 0.034 
Clayton 0.027 0.023 0.022 0.061 
FGM 0.017 0.014 0.010 0.038 
Frank 0.014 0.012 0.006 0.033 
Galambos 0.020 0.017 0.014 0.053 
GH 0.019 0.015 0.012 0.049 
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Table 4.8 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case II for MOM method. S* implies critical value of test 














Table 4.9 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case II for MPL method. S* implies critical value of test 
statistic at a significance level of 5% and “P-val” indicates the p-values of the observed test 
statistic. 
 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
AMH 2.184 3.996 0.633 4.321 0.621 4.239 0.619 
Clayton 2.244 3.525 0.490 4.093 0.586 4.086 0.558 
Frank 2.516 3.924 0.360 3.871 0.384 3.858 0.380 n
CM  
GH 3.002 4.038 0.141 3.924 0.204 3.976 0.204 
AMH 0.102 0.203 0.439 0.214 0.486 0.211 0.479 
Clayton 0.051 0.171 0.930 0.215 0.889 0.207 0.904 
Frank 0.165 0.185 0.080 0.196 0.114 0.194 0.106 n
S  
GH 0.215 0.204 0.030 0.203 0.035 0.199 0.035 
AMH 1.027 1.182 0.520 1.193 0.516 1.205 0.508 
Clayton 0.766 1.047 0.600 1.128 0.657 1.120 0.650 
Frank 1.119 1.225 0.540 1.218 0.498 1.218 0.506 n
T  
GH 1.111 1.198 0.535 1.220 0.509 1.227 0.500 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
AMH 1.817 6.347 0.810 5.543 0.803 5.841 0.814 
Clayton 2.238 5.087 0.620 5.599 0.626 5.608 0.639 
FGM 3.125 5.118 0.32 5.254 0.32 5.227 0.317 
Frank 2.397 3.739 0.500 4.126 0.504 4.131 0.511 
nCM  
GH 3.164 4.493 0.230 4.812 0.297 4.830 0.291 
AMH 0.077 0.214 0.810 0.190 0.806 0.197 0.794 
Clayton 0.051 0.197 0.960 0.201 0.934 0.202 0.932 
FGM 0.196 0.208 0.080 0.218 0.099 0.228 0.102 
Frank 0.157 0.194 0.140 0.206 0.167 0.196 0.135 
nS  
GH 0.227 0.214 0.050 0.234 0.055 0.234 0.058 
AMH 0.960 1.124 0.600 1.147 0.556 1.139 0.542 
Clayton 0.765 1.058 0.710 1.063 0.704 1.070 0.704 
FGM 1.159 1.218 0.560 1.237 0.489 1.237 0.493 
Frank 1.112 1.197 0.510 1.210 0.498 1.206 0.503 
nT  
GH 1.119 1.226 0.410 1.220 0.520 1.225 0.508 
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Table 4.10 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case II for IFM method. S* implies critical value of test 

















The multivariate flood process involving flood peak flow, volume and duration is studied 
with respect to copula identification for pair-wise combinations of these variables with the help 
of three case studies. As mentioned above, although these processes show a general trend in their 
behavior, they may not follow the trend strictly in each case. Thus, an a priori prescription can 
not be made, in general, for every hydrological process. However, it is apparent that the 
framework of copula selection that is employed in these case studies provides sufficient 
information as to which copulas would make potential candidates for any particular application 
and data at hand. Short listing of copulas on the basis of comparison of their dependence 
structure vis-à-vis the sample dependence structure is very effective in restricting the otherwise 
wide copula test space. Tallying the lower and upper tail characteristics in this short listing 
exercise allows further narrowing of the test space. Various graphical goodness-of-fit tests 
provide a qualitative assessment of the performance of the models. This assessment is invariably 
corroborated by the quantitative statistical tests that help make copula selection much more 
objective. 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
AMH 1.852 4.562 0.800 5.498 0.832 5.745 0.799 
Clayton 8.651 4.689 0.010 5.657 0.007 5.653 0.006 
FGM 3.378 5.243 0.250 4.922 0.231 5.048 0.236 
Frank 2.497 4.147 0.430 3.970 0.459 4.018 0.451 
nCM  
GH 4.241 4.310 0.060 4.856 0.088 4.891 0.102 
AMH 0.080 0.188 0.660 0.188 0.804 0.190 0.783 
Clayton 0.359 0.222 0.010 0.213 0.000 0.212 0.003 
FGM 0.208 0.233 0.080 0.231 0.083 0.223 0.069 
Frank 0.164 0.201 0.170 0.203 0.124 0.197 0.116 
nS  
GH 0.289 0.255 0.020 0.254 0.029 0.247 0.025 
AMH 0.975 1.142 0.550 1.162 0.520 1.152 0.543 
FGM 1.165 1.223 0.510 1.250 0.490 1.245 0.487 
Clayton 1.157 1.151 0.010 1.151 0.018 1.151 0.014 
Frank 1.118 1.211 0.540 1.204 0.508 1.215 0.508 
nT  
GH 1.154 1.256 0.570 1.263 0.512 1.261 0.507 
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Figure 4.36 Time series of annual peak volume (VP, in 10
3
 cusec-days) and corresponding flood 
duration (DP, in 10
3




























Figure 4.37 Characteristics of observed bivariate annual peak volume (VP, in 10
3
 cusec-days) and 
corresponding flood duration (DP, in days) at Alderson on Greenbrier river (Case III) – (a and b) 
scatter plot and histograms in original domain and of ranks; (c and d) histograms with 3-
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Figure 4.38 QQ plots for Case III for peak volume (VP) and duration (DP) data fitted with 3-












Figure 4.39 Characterization of dependence between annual flood peak volume and duration for 







Figure 4.40 Characterization of (a) lower and (b) upper tail dependence between annual flood 
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Figure 4.41 Comparison of observed and MOM method-based random samples for Case III for 












Figure 4.42 Comparison of observed and MPL method-based random samples for Case III for 
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Figure 4.43 Comparison of observed and IFM method-based random samples for Case III for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500), whereas “+” symbols represent 
observed data. 
Table 4.11 Point and interval dependence parameter estimates for Case III for the four copulas 
under consideration with respect to the three estimation methods. Interval estimates correspond 


















Clayton 6.292 4.436 8.148 1.856 0.947 - 
Frank 14.732 10.960 18.504 3.772 1.924 - 
Galambos 3.440 2.512 4.368 0.928 0.474 - 
GH 4.146 3.218 5.074 0.928 0.473 - 
MPL 
Clayton 3.433 2.676 4.190 0.757 0.386 76.946 
Frank 13.964 13.620 14.308 0.344 0.175 96.787 
Galambos 3.223 2.668 3.778 0.555 0.283 104.122 
GH 3.924 3.428 4.420 0.496 0.253 104.036 
IFM 
Clayton 1.982 -1.000 >100.000 >10.000 >100.000 43.410 
Frank 13.607 13.263 13.951 0.344 0.175 95.693 
Galambos 2.978 -8.038 13.994 11.016 5.621 103.529 
GH 3.681 -5.333 12.695 9.014 4.599 103.328 
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Table 4.12 Various error statistics for Case III for the six copulas under consideration with 

























RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
MOM 
Clayton 0.026 0.020 0.008 0.060 
Frank 0.016 0.013 0.006 0.038 
Galambos 0.011 0.009 0.006 0.027 
GH 0.011 0.009 0.006 0.027 
MPL 
Clayton 0.038 0.030 0.024 0.082 
Frank 0.017 0.013 0.008 0.040 
Galambos 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.027 
GH 0.012 0.010 0.007 0.027 
IFM 
Clayton 0.055 0.044 0.043 0.103 
Frank 0.017 0.014 0.008 0.041 
Galambos 0.013 0.011 0.009 0.031 
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Figure 4.44 Comparison of empirical and MOM method-based computed probabilities for Case 
III for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.45 Comparison of empirical and MPL method-based computed probabilities for Case 
III for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.46 Comparison of empirical and IFM method-based computed probabilities for Case III 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 4.47 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MOM method-based estimation for 
Case III for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ











Figure 4.48 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MPL method-based estimation for 
Case III for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
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Figure 4.49 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for IFM method-based estimation for 
Case III for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK n  and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ



















Figure 4.50 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MOM method-based 
estimation for Case III for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
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Figure 4.51 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MPL method-based 
estimation for Case III for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 




















Figure 4.52 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for IFM method-based 
estimation for Case III for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= .  
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Table 4.13 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case III for MOM method. S* implies critical value of 











Table 4.14 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case III for MPL method. S* implies critical value of 














Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for 
a run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
Clayton 8.067 2.584 0.000 2.300 0.000 2.396 0.000 
Frank 3.237 2.309 0.010 2.712 0.014 2.621 0.011 nCM  
GH 1.424 2.177 0.560 2.468 0.530 2.426 0.536 
Clayton 0.191 0.077 0.000 0.069 0.000 0.072 0.000 
Frank 0.089 0.077 0.020 0.081 0.027 0.081 0.028 nS  
GH 0.051 0.063 0.220 0.074 0.273 0.073 0.267 
Clayton 1.082 0.761 0.000 0.741 0.001 0.749 0.000 
Frank 0.735 0.724 0.040 0.722 0.037 0.728 0.041 nT  
GH 0.602 0.667 0.230 0.728 0.293 0.728 0.289 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for 
a run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
Clayton 17.600 3.848 0.000 4.045 0.000 4.184 0.000 
Frank 3.431 2.774 0.010 2.614 0.008 2.657 0.008 nCM  
GH 1.671 2.690 0.580 2.767 0.496 2.855 0.490 
Clayton 0.348 0.121 0.000 0.123 0.000 0.126 0.000 
Frank 0.092 0.088 0.050 0.081 0.026 0.082 0.025 nS  
GH 0.058 0.083 0.350 0.084 0.287 0.083 0.292 
Clayton 1.142 0.845 0.000 0.907 0.004 0.912 0.003 
Frank 0.700 0.730 0.290 0.731 0.283 0.737 0.291 nT  
GH 0.581 0.779 0.530 0.775 0.515 0.770 0.494 
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Table 4.15 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case III for IFM method. S* implies critical value of the 











Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
Clayton 36.919 5.155 0.000 4.956 0.000 4.930 0.000 
Frank 3.549 2.608 0.000 2.634 0.004 2.637 0.006 nCM  
GH 2.118 3.201 0.280 3.041 0.272 2.990 0.261 
Clayton 0.755 0.177 0.000 0.157 0.000 0.159 0.000 
Frank 0.094 0.081 0.010 0.080 0.023 0.082 0.023 nS  
GH 0.070 0.089 0.210 0.089 0.166 0.088 0.161 
Clayton 1.546 1.002 0.000 0.982 0.000 0.982 0.000 
Frank 0.692 0.746 0.520 0.740 0.514 0.739 0.522 nT  
GH 0.631 0.785 0.430 0.791 0.339 0.786 0.322 
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CHAPTER 5 
COPULAS FOR MULTIVARIATE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS 
OF EXTREME RAINFALL VARIABLES 
5.1 Important Multivariate Extreme Rainfall Variables 
Characterization of rainfall processes has been an important aspect of many multivariate 
hydrological studies in the past. Frequency analysis of average storm intensity, duration, volume 
and inter-arrival time is useful for simulation studies, rainfall simulators, better planning and for 
deriving flood frequency distributions, among others. The correlation structure among these 
features reflects regional climatic characteristics and may have a significant effect on surface 
runoff.  Bivariate frequency modeling of these rainfall processes has been proposed and done in 
the past by employing bivariate exponential, bivariate normal, Box-Cox-transformed bivariate 
normal and bivariate Gumble distributions. Such conventional distributions are restrictive in 
having to use marginals from the same family of distributions and sometimes in having 
restrictions on the range of admissible dependence. A copula-based approach for rainfall related 
distributions overcomes these limitations and provides scope for expressing multivariate 
distributions in terms of marginals probabilities of the variables in their native forms. 
Furthermore, wider dependence range can be modeled through selection of suitable copula from 
a variety of available copula types. 
Modeling annual maximum storm features is vital for risk based hydrological designs. 
Various characteristics of annual maximum storm such as storm depth (i.e., volume per unit 
area), storm duration, average storm intensity, and maximum storm intensity provide essential 
information for hydrological designs. Simultaneous consideration is crucial in instances where 
probability of disruption of services or failure is a function of two or more of these variables. 
Whereas total storm depth is important in itself as an indicator of the extent of flooding it may 
create, storm duration determines for how long the inflows would continue even after cessation 
of rainfall event. Similarly, maximum storm intensity, specially when sustained for sufficient 
time, is an indicator of the levels that the flood wave may attain. The questions, such as: (a) what 
is the probability of inflows exceeding a certain amount given that the duration of storm 
exceeded a certain time period, (b) what is the probability of maximum storm intensity to exceed 
a certain amount given that the storm depth is within a certain interval, or (c) what is the average 
storm intensity for storms of certain duration when both these are exceeded once in 100 year 
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period, can be answered by deriving their pair-wise frequency distributions. Such considerations 
are important for agencies involved in hydrological designs. Three cases in that direction are 
studied and presented in this chapter, with an objective of finding suitable copula types that can 
adequately represent the pair-wise datasets of annual maximum storm depth, duration, average 
intensity and maximum intensity. For this, data from Baton Rouge rainfall station in Louisiana 
State has been considered. These three cases involving annual maximum storm data are: 
Case I:    Storm duration and storm depth 
Case II:   Storm duration and average storm intensity  
Case III:  Storm depth and maximum storm intensity 
The copula selection framework for these bivariate rainfall variables is studied by 
employing six copulas and ascertaining suitability of various copula structures. The relative 
performance of the three parameter estimation methods and a number of graphical and formal 
goodness-of-fit tests, including parametric bootstrap-based technique, is evaluated.  
5.2 Case I: Storm Duration and Depth 
5.2.1 Dataset and Marginal Distributions 
The hourly rainfall data from the Baton Rouge metropolitan airport station in Louisiana, USA for 
60 hydrological years from 1947 to 2006 is considered. A period of six hours of rainfall hiatus is 
considered for defining rainfall events in order to enhance mutual independence of various rain 
events. A minimum of one tenth of an inch of rainfall qualifies to be counted as a rainfall event. 
The yearly extreme event is selected on the basis of the storm that has the largest rainfall volume 
(i.e., rainfall depth), resulting in identification of 60 rain storms. From the hourly observations of 
these annual maximum storms, storm depth (i.e., volume per unit area) 
P
V  in inches, storm 
duration 
P
D  in hours, average storm intensity 
A
I  in inches per hour, and maximum storm 
intensity 
M
I  in inches per hour are obtained. The left-side panel of Figure 5.1 shows the time 
series of these four variables. 
Several candidate distributions, such as normal, 2 and 3-parameter lognormal (LN2 and 
LN3), 2-paramter gamma (G2), Pearson type III (P3), log-Pearson type III (LP3), largest extreme 
value (LEV), and 2 and 3-parameter Weibull are considered for fitting the annual maximum 
storm depth, duration, average intensity and maximum intensity on a univariate basis. On the 
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basis of Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Anderson Darling, and Chi-Squared fit statistics and the overall 
fit of the QQ plots, LP3, W3, LP3, and P3 distributions were selected as marginal distributions 
for these four variables respectively. The maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) and 
corresponding standard errors for the parameters of these marginals are given in Table 5.1. The 
overlay of probability density curves of these distributions and the corresponding histograms are 
shown in the right-side panel of Figure 5.1. The corresponding QQ plots, along with 95% 
confidence intervals, are given in Figure 5.2. The confidence bands indicate comparatively 
moderate uncertainty in parameter estimation that is expected for a 60 years long dataset. 
5.2.2 Dependence Structure and Copula Test Space 
The scatter plots of the bivariate data of annual maximum storm duration ( )
P
DX =  and depth 
( )
P
VY = , of their scaled ranks, and of the computed probabilities ( )
YX
FF ˆ,ˆ , along with the 
respective histograms, are shown in Figure 5.3. Being empirical probabilities, scaled ranks are 
roughly uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The histograms for computed probabilities are 
not nearly as uniform as those of the scaled ranks as observed data is not large enough to 
satisfactorily match the expected frequency of occurrence in all ranges. These scatter plots 
indicate a moderate positive association between storm duration and depth. The sample estimates 
of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho 0.445, 0.238, and 0.351 
with corresponding p-values 3.0e-04, 0.007, and 0.006, respectively, corroborate this assertion. 
A strong negative dependence is also indicated by both Chi- and K-plots, given in Figures 5.4(a) 
and (b). Considering data exclusively from the lower-left and upper-right quadrants, as suggested 
by Abberger (Abberger, 2005), the Chi-plots in Figures 5.4(c) and (d) exhibit lower and upper 
tail dependence features. It is apparent from Figure 5.4(c) that there is no evidence of the lower 
tail dependence as none of the points close to 1=
i
λ  show significance. Figure 5.4(d) does not 
indicate upper tail dependence convincingly as only one point in the end zone is barely beyond 
the control limits corresponding to a p-value of 0.95. Based on sample Kendall’s tau value of 
0.238 and features of lower and upper tail dependence, six copulas AMH, Clayton, FGM, Frank, 
Galambos, and GH are selected. Although, FGM copula admits Kendall’s tau value of up to 2/9 
only, it is also short-listed as sometimes the estimated value by optimization may be lower than 
this limiting value. Although more copulas could have been considered at this initial screening 
stage, only these six are included in the copula test space, in order to keep the process shorter. 
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Figure 5.1 Time series (left-side panel) and histograms (right-side panel) of annual maximum 
storm depth 
P
V  (in inches), duration 
P
D  (in hours), average intensity 
A
I  (in inches/hour), and 
maximum intensity 
M
I  (in inches/hour) for Baton Rouge rainfall station. The fitted probability 
density functions of log-Pearson type III (LP3), 3-parameter Weibull (W3), log-Pearson type III 
(LP3), and Pearson type III (P3) distributions are plotted over the respective histograms. 
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Table 5.1 Maximum likelihood parameter estimates for finalized distributions for annual 
maximum storm depth 
P
V , storm duration 
P
D , average storm intensity 
A
I , and maximum storm 
intensity 
M
I  for Baton Rouge rainfall station. 
Parameters Estimates Standard Errors 
Variable Finalized  
Distribution Location Scale Shape Location Scale Shape 
P
V  LP3 0.281 0.116 11.432 0.493 0.053 9.268 
P
D  W3 6.383 18.891 1.238 0.306 2.137 0.144 
A
I  LP3 -0.401 -0.331 3.055 0.279 0.166 2.328 
M




























Figure 5.2 QQ plots for annual maximum storm depth 
P
V , storm duration 
P
D , average storm 
intensity 
A
I , and maximum storm intensity 
M
I   for Baton Rouge rainfall station data fitted with 
log-Pearson type III (LP3), 3-parameter Weibull (W3), log-Pearson type III (LP3), and Pearson 















Figure 5.3 Scatter plots and histograms of observed bivariate annual maximum storm duration 
( )
P
DX =  and corresponding storm volume ( )
P
VY =  data of Baton Rouge rainfall station in (a) 














Figure 5.4 Characterization of dependence between annual maximum storm duration and depth 
for Case I, using (a) Chi-plot, (b) K-plot, (c) Chi-plot for lower tail, and (d) Chi-plot for upper 
tail. 
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5.2.3 Estimation of Dependence Parameter 
The dependence parameters for the six copula families under consideration are estimated by (a) 
moment-like (MOM) inversion of dependence measures and (b) maximum pseudo-likelihood 
(MPL), and “inference from margins” (IFM) methods. These point estimates along with standard 
errors and the interval estimates, corresponding to a coverage probability of 0.95, are given in 
Table 5.2. For MOM method, the estimates are based on the relationship between Kendall’s tau 
τ  and dependence parameter θ  as given in Eq. (3.21), utilizing their closed-forms as given in 
Table 3.2, wherever available. The estimate for FGM copula is not obtainable for this data set, as 
the value of τ  is beyond the admissible limits of -2/9 to 2/9 (or -0.222 to 0.222). 
The dependence parameters, based on MPL estimation method, are computed by 
employing the log-likelihood function given in Eq. (3.30). The maximized log-likelihood values 
(LLmax) for the six copula families are included in Table 5.2. It may be seen from these results 
that the standard errors of the dependence parameter estimates from this method are much lower 
than those for the MOM method. It is noted that for the FGM copula the optimal value of 
dependence parameter lie at the end of the parameter space and corresponds to marginally lower 
value of τ  than that obtained from the sample data set. The maximum log-likelihood value for 
Galambos copula is largest among all, followed by that of GH copula.  
The parameters, based on IFM method, are computed by employing the log-likelihood 
function given in Eq. (3.32). The maximized log-likelihood values for the six copula families are 
given in Table 5.2. The values for Galambos copula followed by GH copula are higher for this 
method also. Except for the Clayton copula, the standard errors for the dependence parameter 
estimates from this method are similar to those for the MPL method. For Clayton copula the 
standard errors are substantially lesser for MPL method and this corresponds to the much lower 
value of dependence parameter and consequently Kendall’s tau value that is returned by the IFM 
method. 
Thus, from the point of view of maximum log-likelihood values it may be stated that 
Galambos copula followed by GH copula are better for both MPL and IFM methods. 
Comparison of standard errors and confidence intervals among different copulas is not 
appropriate as dependence parameter has different scaling and sensitivity with respect to the 
association measures for various copulas. The MPL and IFM methods may be preferable over 
MOM method as they result in significantly lower standard errors for respective copulas. 
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Table 5.2 Point and interval dependence parameter estimates for Case I for the six copulas under 
consideration with respect to the three estimation methods. Interval estimates correspond to a 
coverage probability of 0.95. 
 
5.2.4 Assessment of Copula Fitting 
The relative suitability of plausible copula families is ascertained in multiple ways, as outlined in 
Chapter 3, by employing (a) graphical methods, (b) error statistics, and (c) formal goodness-of-
fit statistics.  
5.2.4.1 Graphical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
First, the observed data are compared with a set of large number of generated random samples. 
For this application, a set of random samples of size 500 is generated for each of the six copula 
families under consideration, utilizing MOM, MPL, and IFM method-based parameters and 
employing the approach outlined in Chapter 3. As FGM copula does not cover the expected 
dependence range for MOM method, it is not included in these plots. The Galambos copula is 
also dropped in order to maintain evenness in the figure. This comparison of observed and 


















AMH 0.811 0.238 0.422 1.201 0.390 0.199 - 
Clayton 0.626 0.238 0.064 1.188 0.562 0.287 - 
Frank 2.251 0.238 0.559 3.943 1.692 0.863 - 
FGM 0.580 0.238 0.264 0.897 0.316 0.161  
GH 1.313 0.238 1.032 1.594 0.281 0.143 - 
MPL 
AMH 0.802 0.235 0.574 1.030 0.228 0.117 3.918 
Clayton 0.543 0.214 0.360 0.726 0.183 0.093 3.937 
FGM 0.995 0.221 0.800 1.190 0.195 0.100 3.778 
Frank 2.290 0.242 2.042 2.538 0.248 0.126 3.929 
Galambos 0.633 0.268 0.417 0.849 0.216 0.110 5.369 
GH 1.351 0.260 1.126 1.576 0.225 0.115 5.130 
IFM 
AMH 0.804 0.236 0.582 1.026 0.222 0.113 4.546 
Clayton 0.385 0.161 0.067 0.703 0.318 0.162 3.244 
FGM 0.995 0.221 0.808 1.182 0.187 0.096 4.466 
Frank 2.491 0.261 2.246 2.736 0.245 0.125 4.717 
Galambos 0.593 0.248 0.397 0.789 0.196 0.100 5.868 
GH 1.315 0.240 1.102 1.528 0.213 0.109 5.473 
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to 5.7. It may be seen from these plots that the general nature of the spread of observed data 
matches with that of random samples. However, a closer look reveals that AMH, Clayton, and 
FGM copulas do not represent higher duration higher depth data well enough. The Frank copula 
also fails to represent the observed data with respect to IFM method. The Galambos and GH 
copula represent these extreme values better and indicate the possibility of dataset possessing the 
upper tail dependence. 
Secondly, comparison of empirical probabilities with computed probabilities, as depicted 
in Figures 5.8 to 5.10 for the three methods of parameter estimation, reveals the extent to which 
the computed copula surface would fit the empirical copula surface of the scaled ranks of 
observed data. This comparison is shown in two ways: (a) as scatter plots with diagonal line 
signifying equivalence, as in top panels of these figures, and (b) as plots with respect to the 
ranked observation #s, as in the lower panels. The matching for GH copula is better than others 
for MOM method, specially for higher joint probability region. For MPL and IFM methods, both 
Galambos and GH copulas are better than all others even when the differences in the lower 
region of probability are not significant. For Clayton copula for IFM method, in which there is a 
significant underestimation of dependence strength, the differences are not perceivable to that 
extent. 
Thirdly, the comparison of empirical and computed probability distributions of the BIPIT 
variate ( )wK
n
 and ( )wK
nθ
, given in Figures 5.11 to 5.13 for the three methods shows that the 
matching is best for Galambos and GH copulas, specially in the higher ranges of w . The 
matching for Clayton copula for the IFM method is most inferior and this may again be 
attributed to underestimation of the dependence parameter. Lastly, the generalized K-plots in 
Figures 5.14 to 5.16 provide comparison of observed and expected order statistics of the BIPIT 
variate. This comparison reveals the differences more effectively and it may be seen that the 
matching for Galambos and GH copulas is much better and that for the Clayton copula is worst. 
5.2.4.2 Various Error Statistics of Fit 
A quantitative assessment of performance of various copula families is made by comparing 
maximized log-likelihood values. As all the copula models considered in this study involve 
fitting a single parameter, comparing the maximized log-likelihood value or AIC value would be 
equivalent. The maximized log-likelihood values for Galambos and GH copulas, as given in 
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the above graphical goodness-of-fit tests. An account of comparison of other error statistics 
RMSE, MN-A-ERR, MN-ERR, and MX-A-ERR described in Chapter 3, is given in Table 5.3. It 
may be observed that the errors for all the three methods are comparable with the exception of 
Clayton copula for IFM method. The reasoning for the poor performance of the Clayton copula 
for IFM is rooted in its inefficiency in capturing the correct dependence of the sample. Thus, 














Figure 5.5 Comparison of observed and MOM method-based random samples for Case I for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
5.2.4.3 Analytical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The formal goodness-of-fit tests are carried out for the three parameter estimation methods by 




S , and 
n
T , as given in Eqs. (3.35) to 
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sizes 100, 1000, and 10,000. The values of these three statistics, their p-values and the critical 
values at 5% significance level are computed. Two simulations are run for each combination of 
sample size, copula model and method of estimation, except for the Galambos copula for which 
runs are not made owing to large time requirements and FGM for which the dependence 
parameter is out of the desirable range. An important observation in all cases is that the values of 
these statistics stabilize sufficiently when the sample size is 10,000 and this is in agreement with 
the observations made by Genest and Favre (2007a). Tables 5.4 to 5.6 list these results for the 
three methods of parameter estimation. The results for all the three statistics from any of the 
three methods do not provide any evidence for rejecting any of the copulas, except that Clayton 
copula is at the verge of rejection on the basis of a few instances. Significantly higher p-values of 














Figure 5.6 Comparison of observed and MPL method-based random samples for Case I for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Thus, all the graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit test results indicate non-rejection of 
the Galambos and GH copulas and indicate their suitability for the annual maximum storm 
duration and depth data under consideration. Other copulas, even when they do not result in 
rejection by formal tests may not be preferred for this dataset as they do not fair well with respect 
to matching with random samples. Most comparisons being similar for the Galambos and GH 
copulas, those obtained from IFM method may be preferred as the association parameter 

















Figure 5.7 Comparison of observed and IFM method-based random samples for Case I for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.8 Comparison of empirical and MOM method-based computed probabilities for Case I 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for computed probabilities. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of empirical and MPL method-based computed probabilities for Case I 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for computed probabilities. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.10 Comparison of empirical and IFM method-based computed probabilities for Case I 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for computed probabilities. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.11 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MOM method-based estimation for 
Case I for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
5.3 Case II: Storm Duration and Average Intensity 
5.3.1 Dependence Structure and Copula Test Space 
The datasets and marginal distributions of annual maximum storm duration ( )
P
DX =  and 
average intensity ( )
A
IY =  are obtained as mentioned in Section 5.2.1 and plotted in Figure 5.1 
and 5.2. The scatter plots of this bivariate data, of their scaled ranks, and of the computed 
probabilities ( )
YX
FF ˆ,ˆ , along with the respective histograms, are shown in Figure 5.17. Being 
empirical probabilities, scaled ranks are roughly uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The 
histograms for computed probabilities are not nearly as uniform as those of the scaled ranks as 
observed data is not large enough to satisfactorily match the expected frequency of occurrence in 
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all ranges. This combination of variables is an interesting case as it results in negative association 
as evident from the scatter plots. The scatter plot of the scaled ranks points to a rather stronger 
negative dependence. The sample estimates of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Kendall’s tau 
and Spearman’s rho -0.651, -0.554, and -0.725 with corresponding p-values 1.81e-08, 4.09e-10,  
and 5.87e-11, respectively, confirm this assertion. A strong negative dependence is also indicated 
by both Chi- and K-plots, given in Figures 5.18(a) and (b) wherein the points plot in the lower 
half. As this is a case of stronger negative dependence, there are lesser chances of having lower 
and upper dependence. However, the lower and upper tail Chi-plots are given in Figure 5.18(c) 
and (d) in which the points plot in the lower half instead of upper half which would have 
indicated tail dependence. Based on sample Kendall’s tau value of -0.554, both AMH and FGM 
copulas disqualify on account of permitting much lower negative association. Also, Galambos 
and GH copulas being extreme value copulas serve for the positive dependence only. Thus, from 
a limited pool of six copulas being considered, only two Clayton and Frank are selected. 
Although more copulas could have been considered at this initial screening stage, only these six 
are included in the copula test space, in order to keep the process shorter. 
5.3.2 Estimation of Dependence Parameter 
The dependence parameters for the two copula families Clayton and Frank under consideration 
are estimated by (a) moment-like (MOM) inversion of dependence measures and (b) maximum 
pseudo-likelihood (MPL), and “inference from margins” (IFM) methods. These point estimates 
along with standard errors and the interval estimates, corresponding to a coverage probability of 
0.95, are given for these methods in Table 5.7. The maximized log-likelihood values (LLmax) for 
the two copulas are included in this table. It may be seen from these results that the standard 
errors of dependence parameter estimates from this method for Frank copula are much lower 
than those for MOM method. For Clayton copula the estimated Kendall’s tau value is much 
lower than the sample estimate for both MPL and IFM methods. And consequently, the 
maximum log-likelihood value for Frank copula is larger among the two. Thus, from the point of 
view of maximum log-likelihood values it may be stated that Frank copula is better for both 
MPL and IFM methods.   
5.3.3 Assessment of Copula Fitting 
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Figure 5.12 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MPL method-based estimation for 
Case I for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
5.3.3.1 Graphical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
First, the observed data are compared with a set of large number of generated random samples. 
For this application, a set of random samples of size 500 is generated for the two copula families 
under consideration, utilizing MOM, MPL, and IFM method-based parameters. This comparison 
of observed and randomly generated samples is shown in Figures 5.19 to 5.21, respectively. It is 
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that have lower duration and lower intensity. These data seem to be out of sync with other data 
that show a well-defined reverse J type exponential left side boundary. Considering that these are 
correct data, they may pertain to years of low rainfall and low intensity and could be coming 
from another distribution on account of non-homogeneous nature of the extreme rainfall process.  
The matching for Clayton copula is much better for MPL and IFM methods as for these cases the 
optimized dependence value is much lower and the left boundary of Clayton distribution shifts to 
















Figure 5.13 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for IFM method-based estimation for 
Case I for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.14 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MOM method-based 
estimation for Case I for various copulas.  
Second, the comparison of empirical probabilities with computed probabilities is depicted 
in Figures 5.22 to 5.24 for the three methods of parameter estimation. The matching for Clayton 
and Frank copulas are similar for MOM method but that for Clayton copula for MPL and IFM 
method is inferior. This is attributable to the significant underestimation of dependence strength 
from these two methods. 
Third, the comparison of empirical and computed probability distributions of the BIPIT 
variate ( )wK
n
 and ( )wK
nθ
, given in Figures 5.25 to 5.27, shows that the matching is similar and 
satisfactory for both Clayton and Frank copulas for MOM method. The matching for Clayton 
copula for MPL and IFM methods is inferior and this may again be attributed to underestimation 
of the dependence parameter whereas for Frank copula it is similar to MOM method. Lastly, the 
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statistics of the BIPIT variate. This comparison reveals the differences more effectively and it 
may be seen that the matching for Clayton copula for MPL and IFM methods is much inferior 

















Figure 5.15 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MPL method-based 
estimation for Case I for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
5.3.3.2 Various Error Statistics of Fit 
A quantitative assessment of performance of the two copula families is made by comparing 
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given in Table 5.7, is greater than Clayton copula and support the conclusions based on the 
above graphical goodness-of-fit tests. An account of comparison of other error statistics RMSE, 
MN-A-ERR, MN-ERR, and MX-A-ERR, is given in Table 5.8. It may be observed that the 
errors for Clayton copula for both MPL and IFM methods is much higher than that for Frank 
copula and may be rooted in its inefficiency in capturing the correct dependence of the sample. 
The errors for Frank copula are comparable for MPL and IFM methods and these are also lesser 
than for corresponding values obtained from MOM method. Thus, from the point of view of 




















Figure 5.16 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for IFM method-based 
estimation for Case I for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
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5.3.3.3 Analytical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The formal goodness-of-fit tests are carried out for the two copulas and the three parameter 




S , and 
n
T , as 
given in Eqs. (3.35) to (3.37). For this, a parametric bootstrap procedure is employed for 
simulating random samples of sizes 100, 1000, and 10,000. The values of these three statistics, 
their p-values and the critical values at 5% significance level are computed. Two simulations are 
run for each combination of sample size, copula model and method of estimation. An important 
observation in all cases is that the values of these statistics stabilize sufficiently when sample 
size is 10,000 and this is in agreement with the observations made by Genest and Favre (2007a). 
Tables 5.9 to 5.11, respectively, list these results for the three methods of parameter estimation 
considered in this study. The results for the three statistics from MOM method do not provide 
any evidence for rejecting either of the two copulas. This confirms other graphical and error 
statistics results. For MPL and IFM methods, Clayton copula marginally avoids rejection at 5% 
significance level. Again, this is supported by the fact that these methods captured sample 
dependence inefficiently. It may however be noted that even for these cases, 
n
T  statistics does 
not provide any evidence for rejection and indicates a lower discriminatory power. 
Thus, all the graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit test results indicate non-rejection of 
the Frank copula and indicate its suitability for the annual maximum storm duration and average 
intensity data under consideration. The Clayton copula, even when it is not actually strictly 
rejected at 5% significance level may not be preferred for dataset as it does not fair well with 
respect to matching with random samples, various graphical tests and formal statistical tests. 
5.4 Case III: Storm Depth and Maximum Intensity 
5.4.1 Dependence Structure and Copula Test Space 
The datasets and marginal distributions of annual maximum storm depth ( )
P
VX =  and 
maximum intensity ( )
M
IY =  are obtained and plotted as discussed in Section 5.2.1. The scatter 
plots of this bivariate data, of their scaled ranks, and of the computed probabilities ( )
YX
FF ˆ,ˆ , 
alongwith the respective histograms, are shown in Figure 5.31. Being empirical probabilities, 
scaled ranks are roughly uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. The histograms for computed 
probabilities are considerably uneven as compared to those of the scaled ranks as observed data 
is not large enough to satisfactorily match the expected frequency of occurrence in all ranges. 
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The scatter plot of the scaled ranks points to a moderate level of positive dependence. The 
sample estimates of Pearson’s correlation coefficient, Kendall’s tau and Spearman’s rho 0.399, 
0.340, and 0.496 with corresponding p-values 0.002, 1.2e-04, and 5.52e-05, respectively, 
confirm this assertion. A positive dependence is also indicated by both Chi- and K-plots, given in 
Figures 5.32(a) and (b). The lower and upper tail Chi-plots are given in Figure 5.32(c) and (d) do 
not indicate any lower tail or upper tail dependence. Based on sample Kendall’s tau value of 
0.340, both AMH and FGM copulas disqualify on account of admitting lower positive 
association. The dependence range for AMH copula misses the sample dependence only 
marginally though. Also, Galambos and GH copulas being extreme value copulas exhibiting 
upper tail dependence may not turn out to be valid models. Frank copula matches the qualities of 
the sample the most, followed by Clayton copula for which the feature of upper tail 
independence is in line with sample properties. In order to allow MPL and IFM methods return a 
valid dependence parameter for AMH copula and also to explore performance for other copulas, 
the set of six copulas is considered. Although more copulas could have been considered at this 
stage, only these six are included in the copula test space, in order to keep the process shorter. 
5.4.2 Estimation of Dependence Parameter 
The dependence parameters for the six copula families under consideration are estimated by (a) 
moment-like (MOM) inversion of dependence measures and (b) maximum pseudo-likelihood 
(MPL), and “inference from margins” (IFM) methods. These point estimates along with standard 
errors and the interval estimates, corresponding to a coverage probability of 0.95, are given for 
these methods in Table 5.12. The estimates for AMH and FGM copulas are not obtainable for 
this data set for MOM method as the value of τ  is beyond the admissible limits. The maximized 
log-likelihood values (LLmax) for MPL and IFM methods for the six copula families are included 
in the table. It may be seen from these results that the standard errors of dependence parameter 
estimates for MPL and IFM methods are much lower than those for the MOM method. It is noted 
that for FGM copula the optimal value of dependence parameter lie at the end of the parameter 
space for both of these methods whereas that for AMH copula is within its admissible range. In 
line with graphical inference of overall and tail dependence properties as mentioned in Section 
5.4.1, the maximum log-likelihood values for Frank copula is largest among all, for both MPL 
and IFM methods. Except for the Clayton copula, the standard errors for the dependence 
parameter estimates from IFM method are similar to those for the MPL method. For Clayton 
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copula the standard errors are lesser for MPL method and this corresponds to the lower value of 
dependence parameter and consequently Kendall’s tau value that is returned by the IFM method. 
Table 5.3 Various error statistics for Case I for the six copulas under consideration with respect 
















Thus, from the point of view of maximum log-likelihood values it may be stated that 
Frank copula is better for both MPL and IFM methods. The MOM or MPL methods may be 
preferable over IFM method as they provide closer match of dependence strength as compared to 
sample estimates.   
5.4.3 Assessment of Copula Fitting 
The relative suitability of plausible copula families is ascertained in multiple ways, as outlined in 
Chapter 3, by employing (a) graphical methods, (b) error statistics, and (c) formal goodness of fit 
statistics.  
5.4.3.1 Graphical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
First, the observed data are compared with a set of large number of generated random samples. 




RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
MOM 
AMH 0.025 0.021 0.012 0.052 
Clayton 0.025 0.021 0.012 0.056 
Frank 0.023 0.021 0.012 0.049 
GH 0.021 0.018 0.012 0.045 
MPL 
AMH 0.025 0.021 0.012 0.052 
Clayton 0.026 0.022 0.015 0.058 
FGM 0.024 0.021 0.013 0.048 
Frank 0.023 0.020 0.011 0.050 
Galambos 0.020 0.016 0.008 0.049 
GH 0.020 0.017 0.009 0.048 
IFM 
AMH 0.025 0.021 0.012 0.052 
Clayton 0.029 0.024 0.021 0.062 
FGM 0.024 0.021 0.013 0.048 
Frank 0.023 0.020 0.009 0.053 
Galambos 0.020 0.017 0.010 0.046 
GH 0.021 0.018 0.011 0.045 
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families under consideration, utilizing MOM, MPL, and IFM method-based parameters and 
employing the approach outlined in Chapter 3. As AMH and FGM copulas do not cover the 
expected dependence range for MOM method, they are not included in these plots. This 
comparison of observed and randomly generated samples is shown in Figures 5.33 to 5.35. It 
may be seen from these plots that the general nature of the spread of observed data matches with 
that of random samples. However, a closer look reveals that Galambos and GH copulas 
significantly overestimate higher depth with higher maximum intensity data. The Frank copula 
for all three methods and Clayton copula for MOM method represent these extreme values better 
and indicate the possibility of dataset not possessing the upper tail dependence. 
Table 5.4 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case I for MOM method. S* implies critical value of the 



















Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
2.769 0.106 2.520 0.104 2.572 0.110 
AMH 2.199 
2.205 0.067 2.512 0.113 2.540 0.109 
2.460 0.100 2.503 0.083 2.514 0.088 
Clayton 2.275 
2.709 0.100 2.568 0.102 2.481 0.080 
2.616 0.220 2.454 0.153 2.405 0.166 
Frank 1.974 
2.284 0.150 2.377 0.170 2.436 0.153 




2.317 0.490 2.376 0.409 2.442 0.432 
0.296 0.353 0.251 0.266 0.265 0.294 
AMH 0.165 
0.261 0.292 0.269 0.306 0.266 0.287 
0.210 0.300 0.224 0.297 0.246 0.320 
Clayton 0.132 
0.218 0.330 0.225 0.310 0.238 0.310 
0.251 0.150 0.234 0.095 0.240 0.116 
Frank 0.207 
0.243 0.070 0.236 0.120 0.235 0.107 




0.253 0.140 0.250 0.095 0.243 0.103 
1.418 0.576 1.405 0.552 1.414 0.565 
AMH 1.104 
1.422 0.551 1.423 0.575 1.410 0.567 
1.308 0.510 1.242 0.515 1.268 0.535 
Clayton 0.911 
1.220 0.420 1.233 0.515 1.268 0.535 
1.423 0.520 1.418 0.454 1.418 0.487 
Frank 1.260 
1.422 0.480 1.412 0.490 1.420 0.485 




1.426 0.520 1.428 0.510 1.437 0.482 
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Second, comparison of empirical probabilities with computed probabilities, as depicted in 
Figures 5.36 to 5.38 for the three estimation methods, reveals the extent to which the computed 
copula surface would fit the empirical copula surface of the scaled ranks of observed data. The 
matching for Frank copula is better than others for all methods, specially for the lower joint 
probability region. For MPL and IFM methods, AMH, Clayton and FGM copulas do not provide 
satisfactory matching.  
Table 5.5 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case I for MPL method. S* implies critical value of the 






















Third, the comparison of empirical and computed probability distributions of the BIPIT 
variate ( )wK
n
 and ( )wK
nθ
, given in Figures 5.39 to 5.41 for the three methods, shows that the 
matching is best for Frank copula. The matching for Clayton copula is inferior for MPL and IFM 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
3.072 0.210 3.555 0.281 3.861 0.274 
AMH 2.211 
3.777 0.270 3.844 0.297 3.873 0.278 
3.848 0.150 3.932 0.223 3.734 0.214 
Clayton 2.417 
3.970 0.220 3.509 0.215 3.626 0.206 
2.509 0.250 2.494 0.230 2.615 0.229 
Frank 1.959 
2.606 0.210 2.617 0.236 2.606 0.225 




2.888 0.650 2.932 0.616 3.043 0.627 
0.224 0.280 0.239 0.275 0.240 0.291 
AMH 0.167 
0.216 0.210 0.249 0.302 0.243 0.286 
0.241 0.360 0.252 0.421 0.242 0.396 
Clayton 0.137 
0.210 0.370 0.236 0.410 0.237 0.392 
0.213 0.070 0.238 0.117 0.237 0.116 
Frank 0.206 
0.239 0.110 0.236 0.123 0.238 0.119 




0.259 0.150 0.254 0.166 0.265 0.189 
1.439 0.570 1.366 0.513 1.376 0.508 
AMH 1.114 
1.321 0.500 1.367 0.524 1.378 0.512 
1.264 0.490 1.267 0.559 1.247 0.544 
Clayton 0.960 
1.233 0.500 1.245 0.536 1.235 0.536 
1.429 0.420 1.396 0.470 1.401 0.492 
Frank 1.256 
1.368 0.430 1.398 0.496 1.403 0.489 




1.400 0.510 1.377 0.490 1.389 0.486 
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methods as compared to MOM method and this may again be attributed to underestimation of 
the dependence parameter. Lastly, the generalized K-plots in Figures 5.42 to 5.44 provide 
comparison of observed and expected order statistics of the BIPIT variate. This comparison 
reveals the differences more effectively and it may be seen that the matching for Frank copula is 
much better than others, specially in the lower ranges of w . 
Table 5.6 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case I for IFM method. S* implies critical value of the 




















5.4.3.2 Various Error Statistics of Fit 
A quantitative assessment of performance of various copula families is made by comparing 
maximized log-likelihood values. The maximized log-likelihood values for Frank copula, as 
given in Table 5.12, is the maximum among the six copulas considered and support the 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
3.704 0.210 3.919 0.282 3.882 0.283 
AMH 2.208 
2.987 0.220 3.659 0.269 3.798 0.281 
4.063 0.130 3.836 0.123 3.715 0.109 
Clayton 3.031 
3.834 0.110 3.612 0.109 3.719 0.107 
2.611 0.210 2.566 0.251 2.588 0.246 
Frank 1.918 
2.575 0.280 2.542 0.235 2.586 0.247 




2.887 0.550 2.983 0.562 3.063 0.560 
0.218 0.250 0.239 0.303 0.240 0.297 
AMH 0.167 
0.215 0.250 0.227 0.257 0.238 0.282 
0.268 0.280 0.252 0.229 0.250 0.219 
Clayton 0.185 
0.243 0.180 0.239 0.225 0.249 0.220 
0.223 0.140 0.230 0.118 0.232 0.121 
Frank 0.200 
0.237 0.100 0.237 0.126 0.230 0.117 




0.259 0.120 0.266 0.152 0.277 0.167 
1.309 0.430 1.383 0.506 1.375 0.514 
AMH 1.112 
1.335 0.470 1.362 0.514 1.369 0.510 
1.390 0.630 1.389 0.511 1.390 0.509 
Clayton 1.076 
1.374 0.520 1.390 0.488 1.390 0.507 
1.394 0.580 1.387 0.494 1.378 0.491 
Frank 1.236 
1.351 0.600 1.378 0.475 1.378 0.489 




1.405 0.550 1.411 0.498 1.415 0.493 
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conclusions based on the above graphical goodness-of-fit tests. An account of comparison of 
other error statistics RMSE, MN-A-ERR, MN-ERR, and MX-A-ERR described in Chapter 3, is 
given in Table 5.13. It may be observed that the errors for MOM method are lower than MPL 
and IFM methods. For Clayton copula the errors progressively increase for MPL and IFM 
methods owing to underestimation of dependence strength. Thus, from the point of view of these 














Figure 5.17 Scatter plots and histograms of observed bivariate annual maximum storm duration 
( )
P
DX =  and corresponding average storm intensity ( )
A
IY =  at Baton Rouge rainfall station 
(Case  II) in (a) original domain, (b) as ranks, and (c) as W3 and LP3 computed probabilities, 
respectively. 
5.4.3.3 Analytical Goodness-of-Fit Tests 
The formal goodness-of-fit tests are carried out for the three parameter estimation methods by 




S , and 
n
T , as given in Eqs. (3.35) to 
(3.37). For this, a parametric bootstrap procedure is employed for simulating random samples of 
sizes 100, 1000, and 10,000. The values of these three statistics, their p-values and the critical 
values at 5% significance level are computed. Two simulations are run for each combination of 
sample size and method of estimation for Clayton, Frank and GH copulas. Runs for Galambos 
copula are not made owing to large time requirement whereas those for AMH copula are made 
for MPL and IFM methods only as the dependence parameter is within the admissible range for 
these two methods. An important observation in all cases is that the values of these statistics 
stabilize sufficiently when the sample size is 10,000 and this is in agreement with the 
observations made by Genest and Favre (2007a). Tables 5.14 to 5.16 list these results for the 







































































evidence for rejecting any of the copulas. This is corroborated by appropriate capture of 
dependence strength by this method. For IFM method for which dependence is severely 
underestimated for Clayton and GH copulas, there is evidence of rejection at 5% significance 
level on the basis of  
n
CM  and 
n
S  statistics. The 
n
T  statistics fail to indicate such rejection, 
indicating its lower discriminating power. 
Thus, all the graphical and analytical goodness-of-fit test results indicate non-rejection of 
the Frank copula and indicate its suitability for the annual maximum storm depth and maximum 
intensity data under consideration. The Clayton and GH copulas are rejected for IFM method and 
were comparatively closer to rejection even for MPL method. Thus Frank copula is the clear 















Figure 5.18 Characterization of dependence between annual maximum storm duration and 
average storm intensity (Case II) using (a) Chi-plot (b) K-plot, (c) Chi-plot for lower tail, and (d) 
Chi-plot for upper tail. 
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20 40 60 80 100
Clayton: -0.71 (-0.55)
20 40 60 80 100
Frank: -6.81 (-0.55)
Table 5.7 Point and interval dependence parameter estimates for Case II for the two copulas 
under consideration with respect to the three estimation methods. Interval estimates correspond 












Figure 5.19 Comparison of observed and MOM method-based random samples for Case II for 
the two copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 


















Clayton -0.713 -0.554 -0.815 -0.611 0.102 0.052 - 
Frank -6.808 -0.554 -9.518 -4.098 2.710 1.382 - 
MPL 
Clayton -0.471 -0.308 - - - - 14.422 
Frank -6.455 -0.537 -6.700 -6.210 0.245 0.125 21.814 
IFM 
Clayton -0.459 -0.298 - - - - 15.559 
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Clayton: -0.47 (-0.31)











20 40 60 80 100
Clayton: -0.46 (-0.30)











Figure 5.20 Comparison of observed and MPL method-based random samples for Case II for the 
two copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 










Figure 5.21 Comparison of observed and IFM method-based random samples for Case II for the 
two copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
values in parenthesis. 
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Clayton: -0.71 (-0.55)
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Clayton: -0.71 (-0.55)


















Figure 5.22 Comparison of empirical and MOM method-based computed probabilities for Case 
II for the two copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
























0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Clayton: -0.47 (-0.31)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Frank: -6.46 (-0.54)
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Figure 5.23 Comparison of empirical and MPL method-based computed probabilities for Case II 
for the two copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
























0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Clayton: -0.46 (-0.30)
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Frank: -6.17 (-0.52)
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Figure 5.24 Comparison of empirical and IFM method-based computed probabilities for Case II 
for the two copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
















0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Clayton: -0.71 (-0.55)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Frank: -6.81 (-0.55)
Table 5.8 Various error statistics for Case II for the two copulas under consideration with respect 


















Figure 5.25 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MOM method-based estimation for 
Case II for the two copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 




RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
MOM 
Clayton 0.019 0.016 0.011 0.058 
Frank 0.022 0.015 0.012 0.062 
MPL 
Clayton 0.033 0.025 -0.022 0.082 
Frank 0.021 0.015 0.010 0.058 
IFM 
Clayton 0.034 0.026 -0.024 0.084 












0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Clayton: -0.47 (-0.31)
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Clayton: -0.46 (-0.30)










Figure 5.26 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MPL method-based estimation for 
Case II for the two copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 










Figure 5.27 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for IFM method-based estimation for 
Case II for the two copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.28 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MOM method-based 
estimation for Case II for the two copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 









Figure 5.29 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MPL method-based 
estimation for Case II for the two copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 











0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Clayton: -0.46 (-0.30)
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Frank: -6.17 (-0.52)
 
Figure 5.30 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for IFM method-based 
estimation for Case II for the two copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau values in parenthesis. 
 
Table 5.9 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case II for MOM method. S* implies critical value of test 











Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run 
of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
2.032 0.550 2.056 0.512 2.097 0.495 
Clayton 1.319 
2.096 0.600 2.148 0.506 2.095 0.484 
2.249 0.270 2.297 0.282 2.325 0.278 n
CM  
Frank 1.714 
2.407 0.330 2.381 0.264 2.360 0.271 
6.304 0.540 6.302 0.488 6.223 0.500 
Clayton 3.859 
5.830 0.400 6.248 0.474 6.268 0.502 
1.768 0.510 1.844 0.476 1.863 0.489 n
S  
Frank 1.229 
1.847 0.470 1.944 0.486 1.870 0.492 
5.262 0.550 5.246 0.497 5.238 0.521 
Clayton 4.440 
5.109 0.440 5.238 0.494 5.246 0.521 
3.317 0.560 3.396 0.513 3.403 0.525 n
T  
Frank 2.918 
3.388 0.480 3.440 0.526 3.403 0.529 
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Table 5.10 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case II for MPL method. S* implies critical value of test 















Table 5.11 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case II for IFM method. S* implies critical value of test 













Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run 
of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
4.307 0.090 4.845 0.114 5.218 0.117 
Clayton 3.859 
4.304 0.060 4.871 0.102 5.161 0.121 
3.145 0.520 2.938 0.483 2.971 0.498 n
CM  
Frank 1.528 
2.861 0.550 2.968 0.477 2.960 0.494 
1.441 0.100 1.495 0.099 1.471 0.085 
Clayton 1.418 
1.405 0.040 1.469 0.072 1.467 0.079 
1.845 0.520 1.688 0.469 1.685 0.469 n
S  
Frank 1.161 
1.566 0.430 1.651 0.458 1.676 0.460 
3.101 0.910 3.117 0.917 3.100 0.916 
Clayton 2.937 
3.078 0.900 3.087 0.910 3.103 0.914 
3.390 0.580 3.256 0.523 3.265 0.523 n
T  
Frank 2.843 
3.209 0.480 3.233 0.511 3.255 0.511 
Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a 
run of N = 




S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
4.464 0.080 5.087 0.089 5.169 0.097 
Clayton 4.188 
4.310 0.070 4.775 0.089 5.065 0.093 
3.552 0.580 2.978 0.580 2.953 0.588 n
CM  
Frank 1.400 
2.867 0.530 2.865 0.605 2.948 0.594 
1.380 0.050 1.417 0.060 1.421 0.066 
Clayton 1.394 
1.443 0.060 1.418 0.063 1.409 0.059 
1.619 0.440 1.571 0.446 1.595 0.437 n
S  
Frank 1.114 
1.649 0.510 1.619 0.459 1.585 0.439 
3.039 0.860 3.058 0.895 3.062 0.894 
Clayton 2.882 
3.031 0.950 3.059 0.878 3.064 0.891 
3.226 0.510 3.183 0.516 3.195 0.521 n
T  
Frank 2.782 












Figure 5.31 Scatter plots and histograms observed of bivariate annual maximum storm depth 
( )
P
VX = and corresponding maximum storm intensity ( )
M
IY =  at Baton Rouge rainfall station 















Figure 5.32 Characterization of dependence between annual maximum storm duration and depth 
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Table 5.12 Point and interval dependence parameter estimates for Case III for the six copulas 
under consideration with respect to the three estimation methods. Interval estimates correspond 

































Clayton 1.031 0.340 0.369 1.692 0.661 0.337  
Frank 3.388 0.340 1.638 5.137 1.749 0.892  
Galambos 0.789 0.340 0.458 1.121 0.332 0.169  
GH 1.515 0.340 1.185 1.846 0.331 0.169  
MPL 
AMH 0.879 0.268 0.669 1.089 0.210 0.107 7.071 
Clayton 0.771 0.278 0.579 0.963 0.192 0.098 6.098 
FGM 0.995 0.221 0.735 1.255 0.260 0.132 6.930 
Frank 3.441 0.345 3.196 3.686 0.245 0.125 8.145 
Galambos 0.737 0.317 0.504 0.970 0.233 0.119 7.317 
GH 1.459 0.315 1.223 1.695 0.236 0.120 6.977 
IFM 
AMH 0.847 0.254 0.638 1.056 0.209 0.107 6.075 
Clayton 0.507 0.202 0.274 0.740 0.233 0.119 3.719 
FGM 0.995 0.221 0.734 1.256 0.261 0.133 6.113 
Frank 2.982 0.306 2.737 3.227 0.245 0.125 6.435 
Galambos 0.578 0.240 0.340 0.816 0.238 0.122 5.097 
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Figure 5.33 Comparison of observed and MOM method-based random samples for Case III for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.34 Comparison of observed and MPL method-based random samples for Case III for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.35 Comparison of observed and IFM method-based random samples for Case III for 
various copulas. Solid circles are random samples (size 500) and “+” symbols are observed data. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.36 Comparison of empirical and MOM method-based computed probabilities for Case 
III for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.37 Comparison of empirical and MPL method-based computed probabilities for Case 
III for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.38 Comparison of empirical and IFM method-based computed probabilities for Case III 
for various copulas. In top-panel, the comparison is in the form of a scatter plot with diagonal 
line signifying equivalence. In lower-panel, the comparison is with respect to ranked observation 
#s with solid circles for empirical probabilities and solid line for the computed probability. 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.39 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MOM method-based estimation for 
Case III for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.40 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for MPL method-based estimation for 
Case III for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.41 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using K-plots for IFM method-based estimation for 
Case III for various copulas. Step functions are empirical distributions ( )wK
n
 and curves are 
theoretical distributions ( )wK
nθ
 of the bivariate integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . 
Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter estimates with corresponding Kendall’s tau 
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Figure 5.42 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MOM method-based 
estimation for Case III for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
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Figure 5.43 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for MPL method-based 
estimation for Case III for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 
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Figure 5.44 Graphical goodness-of-fit test using generalized K-plots for IFM method-based 
estimation for Case III for various copulas. The diagonal line indicates equivalence between 
observed ( )iW  and corresponding expected niW :  order statistics of the bivariate probability 
integral transform variable ( )VUCW ,= . Numbers in name strips are dependence parameter 








Table 5.13 Various error statistics for Case III for the six copulas under consideration with 































RMSE MN-A-ERR MN-ERR MX-A-ERR 
MOM 
Clayton 0.022 0.018 0.011 0.056 
Frank 0.019 0.016 0.011 0.037 
Galambos 0.020 0.017 0.011 0.049 
GH 0.020 0.017 0.011 0.048 
MPL 
AMH 0.027 0.022 0.020 0.061 
Clayton 0.027 0.022 0.019 0.064 
FGM 0.032 0.028 0.027 0.065 
Frank 0.018 0.015 0.011 0.036 
Galambos 0.022 0.018 0.014 0.054 
GH 0.022 0.018 0.014 0.054 
IFM 
AMH 0.028 0.024 0.022 0.062 
Clayton 0.036 0.031 0.029 0.072 
FGM 0.032 0.028 0.027 0.065 
Frank 0.022 0.018 0.016 0.043 
Galambos 0.031 0.025 0.024 0.071 
GH 0.031 0.025 0.024 0.071 
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Table 5.14 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case III for MOM method. S* implies critical value of 





























Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
2.139 0.220 2.350 0.258 2.415 0.266 
Clayton 1.712 
2.614 0.330 2.432 0.256 2.435 0.273 
2.106 0.660 2.431 0.681 2.406 0.689 
Frank 1.271 
2.214 0.660 2.411 0.669 2.384 0.686 




2.240 0.400 2.436 0.481 2.346 0.484 
0.166 0.440 0.193 0.424 0.187 0.436 
Clayton 0.091 
0.240 0.440 0.192 0.435 0.188 0.432 
0.179 0.270 0.205 0.314 0.206 0.322 
Frank 0.140 
0.203 0.360 0.196 0.330 0.206 0.322 




0.179 0.050 0.209 0.104 0.207 0.110 
1.044 0.630 1.063 0.615 1.050 0.623 
Clayton 0.746 
1.100 0.620 1.044 0.636 1.052 0.630 
1.279 0.500 1.291 0.480 1.289 0.487 
Frank 1.157 
1.278 0.490 1.284 0.477 1.293 0.485 




1.301 0.530 1.305 0.490 1.313 0.492 
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Table 5.15 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case III for MPL method. S* implies critical value of 






























Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
4.040 0.220 3.887 0.205 4.037 0.212 
AMH 2.547 
3.592 0.190 3.896 0.213 4.030 0.209 
3.645 0.180 3.764 0.164 3.659 0.166 
Clayton 2.623 
3.012 0.100 3.477 0.161 3.550 0.166 
2.553 0.780 2.586 0.758 2.567 0.759 
Frank 1.231 
2.294 0.830 2.629 0.786 2.553 0.752 




2.910 0.450 3.010 0.402 2.982 0.388 
0.220 0.310 0.253 0.266 0.242 0.272 
AMH 0.162 
0.211 0.280 0.243 0.276 0.238 0.263 
0.247 0.300 0.232 0.254 0.226 0.263 
Clayton 0.144 
0.201 0.220 0.212 0.241 0.217 0.253 
0.206 0.310 0.209 0.382 0.204 0.387 
Frank 0.138 
0.186 0.390 0.207 0.388 0.204 0.384 




0.301 0.120 0.231 0.111 0.238 0.106 
1.297 0.580 1.282 0.532 1.298 0.547 
AMH 1.018 
1.265 0.530 1.281 0.536 1.296 0.540 
1.080 0.300 1.112 0.362 1.102 0.353 
Clayton 0.917 
1.090 0.320 1.097 0.331 1.103 0.347 
1.306 0.510 1.272 0.485 1.275 0.492 
Frank 1.153 
1.279 0.440 1.269 0.458 1.272 0.480 




1.309 0.520 1.311 0.459 1.313 0.486 
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Table 5.16 Goodness-of-fit statistics for Case III for IFM method. S* implies critical value of 





































Critical Test Statistic S* and P-value for a run of N = 
100 1000 10,000 Statistic Copula 
Observed 
Statistic 
S* P-val S* P-val S* P-val 
4.199 0.120 3.955 0.141 3.936 0.145 
AMH 2.841 
3.963 0.220 3.708 0.151 3.891 0.149 
3.346 0.020 3.652 0.020 3.708 0.019 
Clayton 4.594 
3.523 0.010 3.684 0.021 3.758 0.021 
2.630 0.350 2.577 0.371 2.587 0.387 
Frank 1.693 
2.606 0.350 2.530 0.385 2.582 0.383 




2.704 0.010 3.080 0.030 3.027 0.026 
0.238 0.160 0.234 0.150 0.241 0.160 
AMH 0.187 
0.205 0.120 0.235 0.146 0.240 0.161 
0.269 0.040 0.242 0.019 0.242 0.023 
Clayton 0.281 
0.256 0.010 0.237 0.021 0.244 0.024 
0.233 0.170 0.220 0.207 0.216 0.201 
Frank 0.170 
0.209 0.180 0.210 0.182 0.216 0.206 




0.258 0.000 0.284 0.014 0.274 0.016 
1.326 0.460 1.329 0.525 1.324 0.515 
AMH 1.061 
1.287 0.460 1.342 0.529 1.331 0.526 
1.322 0.230 1.268 0.187 1.264 0.185 
Clayton 1.127 
1.286 0.190 1.272 0.188 1.278 0.196 
1.314 0.530 1.328 0.492 1.321 0.493 
Frank 1.191 
1.305 0.510 1.310 0.484 1.321 0.481 




1.407 0.490 1.416 0.493 1.417 0.481 
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CHAPTER 6 
COPULAS FOR REDUCING UNCERTAINTY IN 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER ESTIMATES 
FOR INCOMPLETE BIVARIATE DATA 
6.1 Utilizing Incomplete Multivariate Hydrological Data 
Sufficiently long periods of data are required for sound hydrological designs based on frequency 
distributions. Such long-term and good quality data are often a difficult proposition, especially in 
partially-gauged basins around the world. Hydrological design estimates based on inadequate 
data lengths invariably involve larger uncertainties. As variances are inversely proportional to 
data lengths, hydrological gauging networks are required to operate for sufficiently long periods 
in order to keep uncertainties at lower levels. Such structural measures, although requiring 
considerable installation and operational costs, produce important base information that is 
irreplaceable by any data generation technique. However, there is considerable scope of reducing 
uncertainties by extracting additional information from the existing hydrological information set 
up from in or around the gauging station under consideration. As design methods in statistical 
hydrology, to a large extent, have been based on univariate analysis, such additional information 
has not been fully harnessed for the purpose of uncertainty reduction. Non-structural measures, 
such as station-year method for precipitation, or index flood method for flood frequency and 
regional regression techniques have been evolved for reducing biases and uncertainties by 
pooling information from a region. These methods, except those developed later, e.g., the 
generalized least square technique (Stedinger and Tasker, 1985), do not fully incorporate 
dependence characteristics that are inherent in such combined data. Bivariate and multivariate 
frequency distributions are sometimes used, but mostly when multiple processes require 
simultaneous consideration rather than from the point of view of uncertainty reduction. 
Furthermore, only concurrent portions of data are normally utilized in studies involving 
bivariate or multivariate analysis. As hydrological information invariably contains a lot of 
dependent but staggered and unequal size data series, a bulk of non-concurrent data remains 
unused. There is therefore a significant untapped potential for reducing parameter uncertainties 
by considering a multivariate framework that allows simultaneous consideration of partially-
concurrent information in a composite manner. There have been a few such studies in the past 
that have utilized partially-concurrent or incomplete bivariate or multivariate datasets. However, 
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these studies employed conventional bivariate or multivariate frequency distributions that are 
restrictive in having to choose marginals from the same distribution types. As these conventional 
distributions represented very few marginal types, the methodology has been utilized in a limited 
way only.  
It is obvious that the choice of marginals must be dictated by the type of distribution that 
best represents the data under consideration. When arbitrary marginals are involved, copula-
based multivariate distributions can be advantageously employed to combine such marginals. For 
this, a “Composite Likelihood Approach” employing copula-based multivariate distributions that 
utilizes available concurrent and non-concurrent data in an integrated manner is developed. The 
approach comprises univariate, bivariate and/or multivariate likelihood components based on the 
periods of concurrency in the available data. The necessary details for variance estimates for 
univariate and bivariate distribution parameters, computation of information gain, and scaling 
dependence parameter with respect to commonly used dependence parameters are worked out. 
Application of the approach is demonstrated for six different cases, wherein the information 
gain, expressed as relative information, is presented and evaluated. It is opined that this approach 
offers tremendous potential for improving precision of distribution parameter estimates as it is 
simple to implement and yield significant gains in terms of uncertainty reduction. 
6.2 Multivariate Hydrological Frequency Analysis with Incomplete Data 
Some studies, as early as in the 1950s, aimed at utilizing cross-correlation among associated 
variables or neighboring stations for augmenting limited data available at a station. Most of these 
studies assumed variables to be jointly normally distributed or worked with data transformed to 
normality. Anderson (1957) presented maximum likelihood estimates of bivariate normal 
distribution when some data for one of the variables were missing. His approach involved 
linearly regressing missing data with the help of additional data of the other variable. Anderson 
(1957) also listed similar contributions by Lord (1955) and Edgett (1956) that handled trivariate 
normally distributed variables, with a different arrangement of the missing data. Fiering (1962) 
extended these works by introducing random errors about simple and multiple linearly regressed 
flow values. He also presented exact and asymptotic maximum likelihood formulations for 
relative information, corresponding to small and large samples, based on results obtained by 
other researchers (Cochran, W.G. and Thomas, H.A. Jr.) cited therein. It was concluded that for 
most cases of large sample sizes and adequate correlation there was a gain in information with 
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respect to estimates of means and variances. However, for very small sample sizes and/or having 
very small correlation, it was stated that there sometimes can be a loss of information. Matalas 
and Jacobs (1964) concluded that when the noise component to regressed estimates was added or 
not added, a minimum correlation coefficient of 0.5 and 0.85, respectively, was required for 
reducing uncertainty in the mean and variance estimates.  
Extending the investigation of reducing uncertainty in parameter estimates to non-
Gaussian distributions, Clarke (1980) considered augmenting shorter annual streamflow records 
with longer annual precipitation records that were assumed to be bivariate gamma distributed. A 
significant gain in information for the estimate of mean annual streamflow by way of employing 
bivariate over univariate distribution using the maximum likelihood method was reported. The 
information content was reported to increase with increasing ratio of lengths, and correlation 
among streamflow and precipitation records and with decreasing shape parameter for streamflow 
record. Rueda (1981) employed a bivariate normal distribution as well as two forms of bivariate 
extreme value Gumbel distributions. He concluded that for all three cases the information gain 
for parameter estimates of shorter series increased with the increase in the ratio of sizes of longer 
series and the concurrent data period. Another important result was that whereas for bivariate 
normal case there was no information gain for parameters of the longer series, there was a 
significant such gain in the two cases of bivariate Gumbel distributions. It was also inferred that 
information gain in all cases was larger for higher correlation among the constituent series. On 
the basis of simulation studies, the applicability of asymptotic formulations in the above cases 
was also confirmed for sample sizes as small as 10. It was conjectured that further information 
gain may be possible by multivariate considerations as compared to bivariate cases and also 
recommended similar studies for other distributions, such as for gamma and log-Pearson type III 
distributions. Raynal-Villasenor (1985) also employed three types of bivariate extreme value 
distributions and found reduction in uncertainty of flood estimates even when the sample sizes of 
marginals were equal. Improved estimators for mean and variance, over that proposed by Fiering 
(1962) and Matalas and Jacobs (1964), for augmentation of shorter normally distributed data 
were provided by Vogel and Stedinger (1985). The advantages and limitations of these 
estimators for augmenting annual flood data and serially correlated monthly streamflow records 
were also discussed. 
Escalante and Raynal-Villasenor (1998) employed trivariate distributions, with largest 
extreme value (Gumbel) marginals, to regional flood frequency analysis, in order to investigate if 
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there was reduction in uncertainty of estimated parameters. The conclusions reached with respect 
to gain in information for shorter and longer series were similar to those by Rueda (1981). It was 
also reported that the gain in information was more for quantile estimates of larger return 
periods. Further, the study confirmed appropriateness of maximum likelihood based asymptotic 
estimates for as small sample sizes as 20 by conducting simulation analysis. Similar conclusions 
of uncertainty reduction were drawn by Escalante (2007) and Escalante and Raynal-Villasenor 
(2008) with respect to the use of bivariate Weibull, and mixed Weibull and trivariate general 
extreme value distributions respectively. Comparisons of the standard error of fit and mean 
absolute relative deviations was made by Raynal-Villasenor and Salas (2008) for two pairs of 
flood data series with unequal sizes and employing univariate and bivariate forms of the general 
extreme value distribution. The univariate procedure was found to be better in one case, whereas 
obtaining parameter estimates from bivariate consideration was found better in the other. 
In all of the above studies, the bivariate or multivariate distributions employed had the 
same type of marginals, such as normal, largest extreme value (Gumbel), general extreme value, 
Weibull, or mixed Weibull. Intuitively, the choice of a marginal must be dictated by the type of 
distribution that best represents the data under consideration. When arbitrary marginals are 
involved, copula-based formulation can advantageously provide means for combining such 
marginals. Chowdhary and Singh (2009) employed copula-based approach and reported 
significant reduction in confidence intervals for estimated quantiles for shorter log-Pearson Type 
III distributed annual peak flood data by utilizing a longer largest extreme value distributed 
annual flood data from a downstream station. The investigations presented in this chapter are 
motivated by this work and the objective here is to develop a copula-based composite likelihood 
approach for reducing uncertainty in the estimates of frequency distribution parameters and test 
it by evaluating the expected information gain for different combinations of marginals. 
6.3 Information Gain by Composite Likelihood Approach 
The maximum likelihood estimation method is frequently applied in hydrologic applications 
owing to its large sample properties of yielding consistent estimates with minimum variance, in 
general. Under certain regularity conditions, these estimates for large samples are considered as 
good as any other estimates (Mood et al., 1974). The asymptotic variance is obtained from the 
Cramer-Rao theorem that provides the lower bound on dispersion of the estimates. Estimates for 
small samples are also invariably approximated on this basis and have found general acceptance 
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in practice. These estimates are assumed to be normally distributed, with estimated values as the 
mean vector and asymptotic variance-covariance matrix representing the dispersion parameters. 
The dispersion or uncertainty in parameter estimates of a univariate distribution can be reduced 
by simultaneously considering other data from the same or adjoining station(s), exhibiting a 
certain level of association and having some concurrent period. The composite likelihood 
approach considers concurrent and non-concurrent parts of datasets in an integrated manner and 
provides more precise estimates. In a way, this approach helps transfer information from an 
associated dataset to the data set under consideration. The amount of this additional information 
depends on the level of dependence among the variables and the ratios of lengths of periods of 
concurrent and non-concurrent portions of datasets. This gain in information is quantified in 
terms of relative information, by comparing the variances of estimates as obtained by simple and 
composite likelihood approaches. This methodology assumes insignificant serial correlation and 
stationary properties among individual variables and in their dependence characteristics. Starting 
with a simple likelihood function, the composite likelihood approach is described in the 
following sub-sections, providing quantitative expressions for the information gain.  
6.3.1 Dispersion Matrix from Simple Likelihood Function 
Considering a multivariate random variable ( )kXXX ,..., 21=X , having its k-dimensional 
probability density function (p.d.f.) ( )ψx |f  in kR  space and r-dimensional parameter vector 
( )rψψψ ,..., 21=ψ , the likelihood function L  with respect to n  independent and identically 
distributed (iid) observations of X  is given as 







|| ψxxψ   
The corresponding log-likelihood function l  is given as 







|log|log ψxxψ  (6.1) 
For brevity ( )ψx |f  is written as ( )xf , ( )xψ |L  as ( )xL  or L , and ( )xψ |log L  as ( )xLlog  or 
Llog  or l , hereafter in the text. The maximum likelihood estimates pψ̂  for rp :1=  are 























The Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) provides the lower bound on the dispersion of 
parameters obtained by any estimation method. Such variance-covariance matrix is inversely 
proportional to the Fisher information matrix. The steps for obtaining the Fisher information 
matrix, as adapted from Wilks (1962), Rao (1973), and Cox and Hinkley (1974), are reported in 
Appendix B. From Eq. (B6) therein, the ( )th,qp  element of the Fisher information matrix with 
respect to the above multivariate likelihood function L  is given by 
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 is its 
first derivative with respect to parameter rq :1= . The Fisher information matrix I  is then 
obtained as  
 AI nani p,q
rxr
p,q ===  
where 
rxr
qpa ,=A  and p,qa , the information content derivable from a single observation of X , 
using Eq. (6.2), is given by 







pqvc=VC , for the asymptotically efficient estimates, is then 
obtained by inverting the Fisher information matrix as 
 BAIVC
nn
11 11 === −−  (6.4) 
with matrix ( ) 1−== AB p,qb . 
6.3.1.1 Special Case I: Univariate Distribution 
As a special case, considering X=X  to be a univariate random variable, the elements of the 
information matrix, using Eq. (6.2), are given as 
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,=A  and again, p,qXa , the information content derivable from a single 
observation of X , using Eq. (6.5), is given by 









For asymptotically efficient estimates, the corresponding variance-covariance matrix 
rxr
pq
XX vc=VC , taking a matrix ( )
1−== X
p,q
XX b AB , is given as 
 ( ) ( ) XXXX
nn
BAIVC
11 11 === −−  (6.7) 
6.3.1.2 Special Case II: Bivariate Distribution 
Considering ( )YX ,=X  to be a bivariate random variable, the elements of the information 
matrix, using Eq. (6.2), are given as 
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,=A  and again, p,qXYa , the information content derivable from a single 
observation of ( )YX , , using Eq. (6.8), is given by 
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−===  (6.9) 
For asymptotically efficient estimates, the corresponding variance-covariance matrix 
rxr
pq
XYXY vc=VC , considering a matrix ( )
1−== XY
p,q
XYXY b AB , is given as 
 ( ) ( ) XYXYXYXY
nn
BAIVC
11 11 === −−  (6.10) 
For the sake of brevity, subscript XY  has been used in lieu of YX ,  in the above. 
6.3.2 Composite Likelihood Function 
Keeping the discussion at a simple level, an incomplete bivariate data set ( )YX ,  is considered 
that has certain missing periods due to non-observance or otherwise. This results in some 
concurrent and some exclusive periods of X  and Y , as illustrated in Figure 6.1. XN  and YN  are 
the total lengths (sample sizes) of the two data series, available individually. Of these lengths, 
XYn  is of the concurrent period and Xn  and Yn  are of exclusive periods where one of the two is 
missing. These periods have been shown contiguous for the sake of clarity only and without loss 
of generality these represent cases with intermittent data availability periods as well. Let 
( )δ;xf X  and ( )η;yfY  represent marginal p.d.f.s and ( )ψ;,, yxf YX  the bivariate p.d.f. of ( )YX , . 
Here, { }δδδδ r...,, 21=δ , { }ηηηη r...,, 21=η , and { } { }rψψψ ...,,,, 21== θηδψ  are the parameter 
vectors of these distributions, respectively. { }θθθθ r,..., 21=θ  is the dependence parameter vector 
appearing in the bivariate p.d.f.. For the purpose of brevity these p.d.f.s are hereafter written as 
( )xf , ( )yf , and ( )yxf , .  
The whole set of information in Figure 6.1 can be considered as coming from a 
composite event, Ce , comprising three independent individual events, Xe , Ye  and XYe , 
occurring in the two exclusive and one concurrent period, respectively. Let the likelihood 
functions corresponding to the samples from these three individual events be XL , YL  and XYL  
and their joint likelihood, termed here as the “composite likelihood function”, be CL . Owing to 
the mutual independence of events in these three periods, the composite likelihood can be 
expressed as the product of the individual likelihoods as 
 XYYXC LLLL =  
The corresponding log-likelihood is the sum of the individual log-likelihoods as  
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 XYYXCC LLLLl loglogloglog ++==  (6.11) 
This can easily be extended from the above bivariate case to any multivariate case, simply by 
induction. Taking, for example, a trivariate random variable ( )ZYX ,,  and using similar 
notations, the composite log-likelihood can be expressed as 
 XYZZXYZXYZYXCC LLLLLLLLl loglogloglogloglogloglog ++++++==  
Depending on the presence of certain exclusive and concurrent periods in the trivariate data set, 










 Figure 6.1 Arrangement of incomplete data sample from a bivariate random variable ( )YX , . 
6.3.3 Dispersion Matrix from Composite Likelihood Function 
The maximum likelihood estimates pψ̂  for rp :1=  in case of composite events, illustrated in 
Figure 6.1, are obtained by maximizing the composite log-likelihood function and solving the 

















Again, using Eq. (B6) in Appendix B, the ( )th,qp  element of the Fisher information matrix with 
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In the above equality, the expectation term within the second summation sign is expressed as the 
product of their expectations owing to independence among events ie  and je  where 
{ }XYYxji e,e,ee,e =  and ji ee ≠ . Further, from Eq. (C4) in Appendix C, all these expectations 






























































The three expectation terms in the above equality correspond to elements of the Fisher 
information matrix for univariate and bivariate distributions, as given above in Eqs. (6.5) and 







C iiii ++=  
This summation of information from the constituent events of a composite event is supported by 
the simple fact that Fisher information matrices of independent observations (here observations 
from Xe , Ye  and XYe ) are additive. Taking the lengths of exclusive and concurrent periods as 
Xn , Yn , and XYn  respectively, with 0>XYn , the above result can be expressed in terms of 
p,qa s, 






































































































Taking the ratios of total lengths of X  and Y  and concurrent period as XYXX nNm = and 
XYYY nNm = respectively, the elements of the information matrix for the composite event 
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becomes 
 ( ) ( )[ ]p,qXYp,qYYp,qXXXYp,qC aamamni +−+−= 11  (6.12) 











,=A  and p,qCa , the information content corresponding to a single concurrent 
bivariate observation and proportional contributions from the exclusive univariate portions is 
given as 







  (6.13) 
For the asymptotically efficient estimates, the corresponding variance-covariance matrix 
rxr
pq
CC vc=VC , taking a matrix ( )
1−== C
p,q
CC b AB , is given as 







11 11 === −−  (6.14) 
In case, the exclusive period of X  or Y  is absent then XYX nN =  or XYY nN = , resulting in 
1=Xm  or 1=Ym , respectively. In such cases, elements 
p,q
Ca  in Eq. (6.13) reduce to 
( ) p,qXYp,qYY aam +−1  or ( ) p,qXYp,qXX aam +−1 , respectively. It however becomes a simple bivariate 




C aa = . 
These results for elements of information and variance-covariance matrices can be easily 
extended by induction from the above bivariate case to any multivariate case. Taking, for 
example, a trivariate random variable ( )ZYX ,,  case as illustrated in Figure 6.2, the elements of 
the Fisher information matrix that are the basis of all further computations, using similar 
notations as above, can be expressed as 
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Various length ratios used in the above equality are intuitive and can be obtained by considering 
the total univariate and bivariate period lengths as ZYX NNN ,,  and ZXYZXY NNN ,,  respectively, 
the trivariate concurrent period length as XYZn  and taking XYZXX nNm = ,  XYZYY nNm = , 
XYZZZ nNm = , XYZXYXY nNm = , XYZYZYZ nNm = , and XYZZXZX nNm = . If only certain 
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exclusive and concurrent periods in the trivariate data set are present then those components only 
need to be retained for further computations. It may be noted that the above formulation assumes 
presence of a trivariate concurrent period, i.e., 0>XYZn  to be true. Even when the trivariate 
concurrent period is absent, the available trivariate data set can still be advantageously pooled for 
reducing uncertainty by employing this approach. In that case, the first equality of Eq. (6.15), in 















Figure 6.2 Arrangement of incomplete data sample from a trivariate random variable ( )ZYX ,, . 
6.3.4 Computation of Information Gain 
Simplified expressions for gain in information for asymptotically efficient estimates, in 
comparison to that obtainable from univariate consideration, based on the composite likelihood 
approach can be derived in terms of elements of variance-covariance matrices. As information is 
a measure of reciprocal of dispersion in the parameter estimates, the ratio of reciprocals of 
corresponding elements of variance-covariance matrices obtained by the composite likelihood 
approach and univariate approach would signify gain in information. Terming such an element-
wise ratio, corresponding to thp  and thq  asymptotically efficient estimates of the distribution 
function for variable X , as relative information pqXRI , it can be expressed in terms of elements of 
















































































































Similarly, the relative information pqYRI , corresponding to asymptotically efficient estimates of 































































In case, exclusive periods of X  or Y  are absent, it respectively results in 1=Xm  or 1=Ym , and 
the expressions in the above equality simplify accordingly. With minor changes in the subscripts, 
the above equalities are extendible for a trivariate or even higher-dimensional variates. When the 
relative information ratio is more than unity it would mean that the composite likelihood 
approach has yielded extra information, thereby reducing uncertainty in parameter estimates. In 
all cases that have been reported in literature and several new cases presented here, the relative 
information is equal or more than unity and significantly more than unity in most cases. This 
demonstrates the main advantage of this approach which systematically pools together available 
data, including staggered instances from in and around a station of interest, and reduces 
uncertainty in parameter estimates.  
Another way of looking at the relative gains is in terms of virtual data augmentation. As 
variances are inversely proportional to the length of data, a reduction in variance is equivalent to 
augmenting the data by a certain length. Assuming constants of proportionality VXk  and VYk  for 
X  or Y  respectively and that by employing the composite likelihood approach, the effective (or 
virtual) lengths of longer and shorter series be CXN  and 
C
YN  respectively, these lengths are 
















































RI ===  
In other words, equivalent augmented (virtual) lengths of longer and shorter series are equal to 
the product of relative information and the actual lengths. Thus, the percent gain in information 
indirectly indicates the percent gain in the length of data series. 
6.3.5 Scaling Dependence Parameter 
Dependence parameters appear in joint distributions either as real valued θ  or as a vector 
{ }θθθθ r,..., 21=θ . In all the six applications considered in section 6.4 it is real valued. 
Significance of this parameter θ  as a measure of association is, obviously, different for different 
distributions and this makes it unsuitable as a reference, while presenting or comparing results of 
information gain. In order to assess the role of dependence among random variables, information 
gain is required to be related to certain association measures that have common meaning for 
different distributions. The parametric linear correlation coefficient or Pearson correlation 
coefficient ρ  is a commonly used association measure. Spearman’s “rho” or Spearman’s 
correlation coefficient sρ , and Kendall’s “tau” τ , are two other rank-based non-parametric 
parameters that are also used. In order to use any one of these, they are required to be related to 
the dependence parameter θ . This is done from the first principle, by following the definitions of 




( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )










==ρ  (6.22)  
All expectation terms in the above equality are obtainable by integration, using the respective 
p.d.f.s ( )xf , ( )yf , and ( )yxf , . 
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A definition of the Spearman’s correlation coefficient based on correlation of the ranks of 
the constituent variables was given in Chapter 3. Alternatively, it is proportional to the difference 
in probabilities of concordance and discordance of two bivariate random vectors, both of which 
have the same set of marginals but whereas one set has dependent marginals, the second has 
independent marginals. The relation between Spearman’s correlation coefficient sρ  and 














For the conventional bivariate distribution, this relationship can be written as 
 
( ) ( ) ( )









With a minor but important difference, Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ  is defined to be 
proportional to the difference in probabilities of concordance and discordance of two bivariate 
random vectors, both of which have the same marginals and joint distributions. An alternative 
definition based on the numbers of concordant and discordant pairs was given in Chapter 3. 
Nelson (2006) gives the relation between τ  and dependence parameter θ  in terms of the copula 
density and probability as 
 14 −= ∫ dvducC θθτ  (6.25) 
In case of conventional bivariate distributions, this relationship can be written as 
 ( ) ( )  1,,4 ∫ −= dydxyxFyxfτ  (6.26) 
Using the above correspondence between dependence parameter θ  and the three association 
measures, ρ , sρ , and τ , their inter-relationships can be established and visualized. Normally, 
the correlation coefficient ρ  is used as a measure of linear association among variables that are 
normally distributed. However, for non-Gaussian distributed data, the ρ  values can be 
misleading at times as significant non-linear association that may in fact be present is not 
reflected by it. This necessitates relating the dependence parameter θ  with other measures such 
as Spearman’s or Kendall’s correlation coefficients. Such scaling of dependence parameter in 
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terms of these three association measures is illustrated for the six different combinations of 
univariate distributions that are considered in Section 6.4.3. 
6.4 Application of Composite Likelihood Approach 
As mentioned earlier, information gain in parameter estimates for a few distributions have been 
investigated in the past by employing associated bivariate or trivariate distributions. These cases 
have been for normal distribution using bivariate or trivariate normal distributions (Anderson, 
1957; Fiering, 1962; Rueda, 1981), for largest extreme value or Gumbel distribution using 
different forms of bivariate and trivariate Gumbel distributions (Rueda, 1981; Raynal-Villasenor, 
1985; Escalante and Raynal-Villasenor, 1998), for gamma distribution using bivariate gamma 
distribution (Clarke, 1980), for Weibull distribution using bivariate Weibull and mixed Weibull 
distributions (Escalante, 2007), or for general extreme value distribution using bivariate and 
trivariate general extreme value distributions (Escalante and Raynal-Villasenor, 2008; Raynal-
Villasenor and Salas, 2008).  Applications made in these studies, for example, were for 
extending shorter annual streamflow record using longer precipitation record, or extending 
shorter flood record by using longer flood records from one or more adjoining stations. One of 
the limitations in all of these studies has been in having the marginals from the same type of 
distribution for modeling the concurrent bivariate or trivariate parts. The variety of applications 
can widen tremendously if this limitation is overcome. For this, copula-based bivariate and 
multivariate distributions can be advantageously employed for representing the concurrent parts 
of the composite event. Information gained by employing composite likelihood approach is 
analyzed and presented here for six cases, involving four univariate distributions that are 
differently paired up and by employing two conventional bivariate distributions and one bivariate 
copula for modeling the concurrent part.  
In order to keep focus and emphasis on the main advantages of this approach, a 
simplified arrangement of the composite event, as shown in Figure 6.3, is considered. As 
compared to the arrangement in Figure 1, only the exclusive period of X  and the concurrent 
period of ( )YX ,  are considered and therefore 0=Yn  and XYY nN = . The data of the random 
variable X  that has a certain exclusive period along with certain concurrent period would 
hereafter be called “longer series”, and that for random variable Y , which only has concurrent 
period, would be called “shorter series”. The main objective is to see if uncertainty in 
distribution parameter estimates of X  and Y  reduces by considering such exclusive and 
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concurrent periods together and employing the composite likelihood approach. Further, to study 
and compare the characteristics of gains made by shorter and longer series, six cases, as listed in 
Table 6.1, are analyzed for different marginals and bivariate distributions in order to study the 
nature of information gain for different combinations. The four marginals considered are normal 
(NOR), largest extreme value or Gumbel (LEV), gamma (G2), and log-Pearson Type III (LP3). 
Cases I and II involve conventional bivariate normal and Gumbel distributions, respectively. 
These have been studied earlier as well (Rueda, 1981; Raynal-Villasenor, 1985) but are 
presented here for the purpose of comparison and completeness. In order to be able to combine 
different marginals, the other four cases, Cases III to VI, employ Frank Archimedean copula, 
without loss of generality and limitation on using other copula types. Frank copula has been 
chosen here as it allows full coverage of positive and negative dependence and has been 
frequently and favorably reported as a plausible bivariate distribution for hydrological 
applications (De Michele and Salvadori, 2003; Favre et al., 2004; Grimaldi and Serinaldi, 2006a; 










Figure 6.3 Simplified arrangement of incomplete data sample from a bivariate random variable 
( )YX ,  with no exclusive period for variable Y . 
The combination of marginals considered in these six cases has direct relevance for 
applications that may typically be undertaken for hydrologic studies. For example, the 
combination of two normal distributions (Case I) may be suitable for normally distributed 
variables, such as annual flows and/or annual rainfall from adjoining gauging stations or 
watersheds. The combination of two largest extreme value distributions (Case II) may be of use 






















rainfall, or maximal water quality parameters that exhibit a certain level of association.  The 
combination of normal and largest extreme value or gamma marginals (Case III and IV) could be 
employed where data for an extreme value variable, such as annual peak flood, is of shorter 
length but there is availability of an associated normally distributed variable, such as annual 
precipitation or annual flow volume, for a sufficiently longer period. Similarly, the combination 
of gamma and largest extreme value distributions (Case V) or largest extreme value and log-
Pearson Type III distributions (Case VI) could be employed where data for an extreme value 
variable, such as largest extreme value or log-Pearson Type III distributed annual peak flood, is 
of shorter length but there is availability of another associated extreme value distributed variable, 
such as gamma distributed maximum storm depth or largest extreme value distributed annual 
peak flood data from nearby station on the same or adjoining river for a longer period. Such a 
possibility of arbitrarily combining different types of marginals can be advantageously employed 
for many other hydrologic applications, covering variables of precipitation, evaporation, flow, 
soil moisture, groundwater, water quality and other processes, where one or more variables have 
limited data availability but there is sufficiently long-term availability of one or more associated 
variables. 
Table 6.1 Six cases for which application of composite likelihood approach has been illustrated. 
Marginal Distribution of 





I NOR NOR Bivariate normal 
II LEV LEV Bivariate Gumbel Type A 
III NOR LEV Frank copula-based 
IV NOR G2 Frank copula-based 
V G2 LEV Frank copula-based 
VI LEV LP3 Frank copula-based 
6.4.1 Frequency Distributions Used 
Several univariate distributions, covering a wide range of hydrological processes are frequently 
used in hydrology; such as normal, lognormal, exponential, gamma, log-Pearson, extreme value, 
Weibull, generalized-Pareto and Wakeby, among others. For the purpose of this study, four 
distributions – normal, largest extreme value or Gumbel, gamma and log-Pearson Type III – 
have been selected. Two conventional and one Frank copula-based distributions are employed to 
represent the concurrent bivariate period in different cases. The two conventional bivariate 
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distributions used are bivariate normal and bivariate Gumbel Type A, and the copula-based 
distributions considered are based on Frank copula. As expressions of p.d.f.s and c.d.f.s of these 
distributions are required for obtaining elements of the information matrix, these are given here 
for a quick reference, even when these are fairly standard. 
6.4.1.1 Univariate Distributions 
Normal, largest extreme value, gamma and log-Pearson Type III distributions have been 
employed for this application. Considering a random variable X , the p.d.f.s and c.d.f.s for these 
distributions are denoted here by common notations ( )xf  and ( )xF  for the sake of brevity.  





z , are given as 


















−−=  (6.27) 
 ( ) ( )zxF NORΦ=  (6.28) 
where parameters mean and variance are ∞<<∞− µ  and 02 >σ , respectively, and  
∞<<∞− x , ∞<<∞− z , and the density and probability function for the standard normal 
variate are given as 
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z , are given as 





















−=  (6.29) 














expexp  (6.30) 
where location and scale parameters are ∞<<∞− γ  and 0>α , respectively, and ∞<<∞− x , 
∞<<∞− z  and the density and probability function for the standard normal variate are given as 
 ( ) ( )[ ]zzzLEV −−−= expexpφ  
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 ( ) ( )[ ]zzLEV −−=Φ expexp  
The p.d.f. and c.d.f. for gamma distribution, in terms of the standard variate 
α
x














































where scale and  shape parameters are ∞<<∞− α , 0>β , respectively; 00 >∀≥ αx , 








































































where location, scale and  shape parameters are ∞<<∞− γ , ∞<<∞− α , 0>β , respectively;  
and ( ) 0exp >∀≥ αγx , ( ) 0exp0 <∀≤< αγx , and ∞<≤ z0 . 
6.4.1.2 Bivariate Distributions 
Bivariate normal, bivariate Gumbel Type A and Frank copula-based distributions have been 
employed here for illustrating the composite likelihood approach. Although these functions are 
invariably available in any standard text book, they are given here for ready reference. 
Considering a bivariate random variable ( )YX , , the p.d.f.s and c.d.f.s for these distributions are 
denoted by common notations ( )yxf ,  and ( )yxF , . The p.d.f. and c.d.f. of bivariate normal 
















= , are given as 
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=  (6.35) 
 ( ) ( )YX zzyxF ,, BVNΦ=  (6.36) 
where parameter vectors for mean and variance are ∞<<∞− YX µµ , , and 0,
22 >YX σσ ,  
respectively, and ∞<<∞− yx, , 11 <<− θ , ∞<<∞− YX zz , . And p.d.f. and c.d.f. of the 
standard bivariates are given as 
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The dependence parameter θ  in the bivariate normal distribution is, in fact, equal to the Pearson 
product moment correlation coefficient or simply Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . 
The Type A bivariate Gumbel distribution, dependence properties of which were 
analyzed by Gumbel and Mustafi (1967), comprises the Gumbel form of marginals given above. 
The distribution was later studied by Rueda (1981) with respect to information gain features for 
















= , are given as 









=  (6.37)  
 ( ) ( )θ;,, , YXZZ zzFyxF YX=  (6.38) 
where location and scale parameters are ∞<<∞− YX γγ ,  and 0, >YX αα , respectively, and 
∞<< yx,0 , 10 ≤≤ θ , and standard variates are ∞<<∞− YX zz , . The c.d.f. of the standard 
bivariate Type A Gumbel distribution is given as 
 ( ) ( )[ ]1, exp, −−− −+−+−−= YXYXYX zzzzYXZZ eeeezzF θ  
The p.d.f. is obtained by double differentiating the above c.d.f. and is given as 













































The Frank copula probability and joint c.d.f. and p.d.f. for Frank copula-based distributions were 
derived in Chapter 3. The Frank copula probability is given as 






















The c.d.f. and p.d.f. of ( )YX , , in terms of the c.d.f.s  and p.d.f.s, are given as 
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,  (6.39) 
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6.4.2 Asymptotic Variances 
Expressions for exact variances can be worked out for parameter estimates that can be expressed 
in explicit form. Obtaining expressions for parameter estimates that can not be expressed in 
closed-form may become a formidable task. Asymptotic variances are used in such situations as 
a good approximation when sample size is large enough. Rueda (1981) showed that even for as 
small sample sizes as 10 and 20, asymptotic variances provide acceptable estimates of exact 
variances for bivariate normal and bivariate Gumbel Type A distributions in incomplete data 
situations. Elements of the information matrix can be derived from the expectation terms in 
either of the last two equalities of Eq. (6.2). Asymptotic variances can be obtained for a 
univariate or a bivariate distribution as the inverse of the information matrix. 
6.4.2.1 Information Matrices for Univariate Distributions 
Considering n  observations of a univariate random variable X , the elements of information 
matrices for normal, largest extreme value, gamma and log-Pearson Type III distributions can be 
obtained from Eq. (6.2). As information matrices are symmetric, it suffices to write the elements 
of upper diagonal matrices. For estimates of mean and variance of normal distribution, the 











σσµ nI NOR =  (6.41) 
For the largest extreme value distribution, the information matrix for location and scale 












I LEV  (6.42) 








, 22 nIG =  (6.43) 
here ( )βψ '  is called “psi” or “trigamma” function, given by 





















For the log-Pearson Type III distributions, the information matrix for location, scale and shape 
parameters is given as 
 ( )

















= nI LP  (6.44) 
6.4.2.2 Information Matrices for Bivariate Distributions 
Obtaining elements of information matrices for bivariate distributions quickly becomes an 
involved process as one moves from bivariate normal to other non-Gaussian distributions such as 
the bivariate Gumbel Type A or the copula-based distribution being considered here. For 
bivariate normal distribution, these elements of information matrix can be worked out in closed-
form. Considering n  observations of a normally distributed bivariate random variable ( )YX , , 
the information matrix with respect to means, variances and dependence parameter is given as 
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For the bivariate Gumbel Type A distribution, getting elements of information matrix in closed-
form becomes cumbersome and therefore expectation terms in Eq. (6.2) are obtained through 
numerical integration. It is easier, in this case, to work with score functions ( )yxS p ,  rather than 
their derivatives ( )yxS pq , . Using Eq. (6.37), the score functions, with respect to location, scale 
and dependence parameters, { }θαγαγψ ,,,, YYXXp = , are given as 













Similarly, for copula-based distributions, the expectations in Eq. (6.2) are difficult to obtain 
algebraically and recourse is taken to numerical integration. Using Eq. (6.19), the derivatives 
( )yxS p ,  for copula-based distributions can be obtained as  
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The first two derivatives in the last equality are the score functions of the two marginals and 
therefore when { }δ=pψ  or { }η=pψ  the score function for the other marginal becomes zero. 
After obtaining score functions ( )yxS p ,  with respect to all the parameters, the elements of 
information matrix can be obtained numerically using Eq. (6.2). Subsequently, the variance-
covariance matrix is obtained through matrix inversion as given in Eq. (6.4). 
6.4.3 Scaling Dependence Parameter for Various Cases 
Owing to its widespread use and familiarity, the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ  is used as a 
measure of association. However, this measure is representative of only the linear association 
among variables. As mentioned earlier, for non-Gaussian distributed bivariate data, ρ  values 
can be misleading at times as significant non-linear association that may in fact be present is not 
reflected by it. For this reason, the dependence parameter is required to be related to other 
measures such as Spearman’s correlation coefficient sρ  or Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ . 
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For the bivariate normal case, using Eq. (6.22), it is easy to see that θρ = , indicating that 
dependence parameter is the same as the linear correlation coefficient. As θ  ranges from -1 to 
+1, ρ  also has the same range. For the other five cases, closed-form solutions are not easily 
forthcoming and numerical integration is employed. For the bivariate Gumbel Type A 
distribution, it may be seen that corresponding to the admissible range of 10 ≤≤ θ , the possible 
ranges for dependence parameters are 320 ≤≤ ρ , 5874.00 ≤≤ sρ , and  4183.00 ≤≤ τ  only. 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient sρ  for copula-based distributions given in Eq. (6.23) 
can be simplified for Frank copula-based distributions (Nelson, 2006) as 




1 −−=s  
where, for any positive integer K , K
th
 Debye function is given as 
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For conventional distributions, the relationship between dependence parameter θ  and 
Spearman’s correlation coefficient sρ  is obtainable from Eq. (6.24). For bivariate normal 





















ρ s  
For bivariate Gumbel Type A distribution, Gumbel and Mustafi (1967) and Balakrishna and Lai 



























































ρ s  
Kendall’s correlation coefficient τ  for copula-based distributions is given by Eq. (6.25). From 
this, a simplified relationship for Frank copula-based distributions is obtained (Nelsen, 2006) as 
 ( )[ ]1D41 1 −+= θθ
τ  
For conventional distributions, the relationship between dependence parameter θ  and Kendall’s 
correlation coefficient τ  is obtainable from Eq. (6.26). For bivariate Gumbel Type A 
distribution, τ  is obtained for any value of θ  by performing numerical integration. For bivariate 
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normal distribution, Kruskal (1958) obtained the relationship in closed-form as 









Using the above correspondence between dependence parameter θ  and the three association 
measures, ρ , sρ , and τ , their inter-relationships can be studied and visualized through 
superimposed plots. Such plots for the six cases considered in Table 6.1 are given in Figure 6.4. 
The relationship between ρ  and θ  involves marginal p.d.f.s and therefore are different for 
different combination of marginals. For location-scale distributions, that appear in Cases I to III, 
the relationship is valid for any member of the marginals under consideration. Gamma 
distribution is one of the marginals in Cases IV and V and it requires the relationship to be 
established for specific shape parameter values. A shape parameter of 12=Yβ  is considered for 
these two cases. Similarly, for log-Pearson Type III distribution in Case VI, both scale and shape 
parameters appear implicitly in the relationship and thus it has to be worked out for their specific 
values. Scale and shape parameters of 25.0=Yα  and 12=Yβ  have been considered for this 
case. These specific values have been taken for purposes of illustration and without loss of 
generality the composite likelihood approach is applicable for any other admissible values. The 
relationships between sρ  and θ , and τ  and θ  presented for the six cases are valid for any 
members of respective marginals as Cases 1 and II involve location-scale marginals and Cases 
III to VI are for copula-based bivariate distribution that does not involve properties of marginals. 
The linear correlation coefficient ρ  is the most familiar association measure to hydrologists, in 
general, and in order to be able to easily relate to the other association measures or dependence 
parameter, it has been used as abscissa in all these plots. It is interesting to see how curves of sρ  
and τ  shift about the diagonal line for different cases, indicating the difference between these 
parameters and the linear correlation coefficient ρ .  
The superimposed plots in Figure 6.5(a), between positive ρ  and sρ  for all the six cases 
being considered, illustrate reasons of possible misrepresentation of dependence by ρ . It is seen 
from these plots that whereas the curve between ρ  and sρ  for the bivariate normal distribution 
almost coincides with the diagonal line, the curves for other non-Gaussian distributions are away 
from it. The negative deviation for bivariate Gumbel Type A distribution, even when these are 
non-Gaussian in nature, is attributable to the fact that both marginals are identical. For the 
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remaining four non-Gaussian distributions, ρ  underestimates the magnitude of dependence 
which is reflected by sρ  being above the diagonal line. The positive deviations increase when 
increasingly skewed distributions are involved, such as the three curves for Case VI, with LP3 
marginal having different scale parameters 35.0or,25.0,10.0=Yα . Scatter plots of 500 
randomly generated data for these three cases for the same dependence parameter 10=θ , in 
Figures 6.5(b) to 6.5(d), illustrate such declining linear correlation for increasing skewness. 
Dependence is better represented in such cases, with apparent significant non-linear association, 
by non-parametric measures such as Spearman’s or Kendall’s correlation coefficients sρ  or τ .  
6.4.4 Computation of Information Gain for Various Cases 
The relative information for parameters of the two marginals in all the six cases is computed on 
the basis of Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17). As relative information is a function of length ratios 
XYXX nNm =  rather than individual lengths of longer and shorter series, the results can be 
generalized for any lengths such that 1≥Xm . The results are therefore presented in the form of 
charts of relative information plotted against length ratios Xm  and different levels of 
dependence. All computations are made for different levels of Pearson correlation coefficient ρ  
as it is a more familiar measure to the practitioners, even when it is not the most suitable one to 
be used for the non-Gaussian distributions. The values of equivalent Spearman’s correlation 
coefficients sρ  are therefore shown, together with values of ρ  in all the plots, for reference and 
use. For Cases I to III, the relative information is a function of ratio Xm  and association measure 
ρ  or sρ  only. Therefore, the results in these cases are valid for any member of the involved 
marginals, i.e., for any values of the constituent parameters. For Cases IV to VI, the relative 
information is also a function of shape parameters of gamma and log-Pearson Type III 
distributions. Therefore, computations for these cases are required to be done for specific values 
of the shape parameters that may be of interest. For both these marginals, a shape parameter of 
12=Yβ  has been taken for the purpose of illustration, without loss of applicability of any other 
admissible member of the distribution. Furthermore, for Case VI involving log-Pearson Type III 
distribution, the relationship between the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ  and dependence 
parameter θ  also involves its scale parameter. A value of scale parameter of 25.0=Yα  has been 
taken for illustration purposes, again, without loss of generality of applicability of the 
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methodology for any other admissible values. 
The relative information for all the cases is computed for a range of Xm  from 1 to 5. 
Such a range would easily cover most hydrological applications, e.g., when a shorter series is 
available for about 20 years (or observations) and a longer series is available for about 40 to 60 
years. However, the slopes of relative information curves in various plots can easily provide a 
rough idea of what may be expected beyond Xm  equal to 5, which may not often be required 
though. Further, the dependence levels in increments of 0.1 of Pearson correlation coefficient ρ  
are considered in the range of 0.1 to 0.9, wherever admissible. A common characteristic 
observed in the results of all the cases is that relative information for parameters of longer series 
decreases with increase in values of Xm , whereas for shorter series it increases with increasing 
Xm  values. This is obvious to expect, as when the value of Xm  increases there is relatively lesser 
proportion of contribution that the longer series can gain from the shorter series. On the other 
hand, shorter series can gain more from relatively larger contribution from longer series when 
the value of  Xm  increases. For the purposes of comparison and reporting, a value of  Xm  equal 
to 1 for longer series would be used, indicating the scenario of maximal gain for such marginals 
if there is availability of the other marginal having about the same length. For shorter series a 
value of 3=Xm  would be used, which may be more practical to expect in real-life situations.  
Similarly, 7.0=ρ  (i.e., coefficient of determination 49.02 =R ), a moderate value to expect for 
the supposedly associated variables under consideration, can be of practical value as a reference. 
However, a higher dependence is expected among the related variables and for that reason results 
are also reported and discussed with reference to higher values, e.g.,  for 9.0=ρ  ( 81.02 =R ) 
wherever admissible. Information gain for longer series is summarized numerically in Table 6.2 
and that for shorter series in Table 6.3. The results for all six cases are presented and discussed in 
the following subsections. 
6.4.4.1 Case I: Normal Marginals  
The objective in this case is to see if there is gain in information for a normally distributed 
shorter series when data of another associated normally distributed longer series is utilized in a 
composite manner. At the same time it may be seen if the longer series also gains from this 
approach. As all required variance-covariance matrices in this case are available in closed-form 
(Rueda, 1981), relative information for parameters of longer and shorter series can be obtained 
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analytically. Considering XN  and YN  observations of X  and Y , the asymptotic variance-
covariance matrix of parameter estimates are obtainable in closed-form by matrix inversion of 

































































































































































































































Figure 6.5 Comparison of Pearson and Spearman’s correlation coefficients ρ  and sρ  for 
Gaussian and non-Gaussian combination of distributions; (a) Plot of ρ  vs. sρ   for six different 
bivariate distributions; (b) to (d) randomly generated samples (of size 500) from Frank copula 
with LEV and LP3 marginals, with scale and shape parameters of LP3 distribution as 
35.0or,25.0,10.0=Yα  and 12=Yβ  respectively, showing decreasing linear correlation but 
about same non-linear association. 
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Table 6.2 Percent information gain for distribution parameter estimates for longer series X . 
Series % Information Gain for Parameter Estimates of X  at 1=Xm  
For moderate ρ  For high ρ  
Case 












I NOR NOR 0.7 0 0 - 0.9 0 0 - 
II LEV LEV 0.6 2 12 - 0.67 3 29 - 
III NOR LEV 0.7 18 8 - 0.9 65 41 - 
IV NOR G2 0.7 16 6 - 0.9 51 24 - 
V G2 LEV 0.7 - 8 8 0.9 - 30 29 
VI LEV LP3 0.4 18 12 - 0.5 40 27 - 
 
Table 6.3 Percent information gain for distribution parameter estimates for shorter series Y . 
Series % Information Gain for Parameter Estimates of Y  at 3=Xm  
For moderate ρ  For high ρ  
Case 












I NOR NOR 0.7 49 19 - 0.9 117 78 - 
II LEV LEV 0.6 27 33 - 0.67 33 49 - 
III NOR LEV 0.7 76 27 - 0.9 221 137 - 
IV NOR G2 0.7 - 13 14 0.9 - 79 80 
V G2 LEV 0.7 76 27 - 0.9 180 92 - 
VI LEV LP3 0.4 8 10 10 0.5 27 35 33 
 
Using Eqs. (6.41) and (6.45), the elements of Fisher information matrix for the composite event 
considered in Figure 6.3 can be obtained from Eq. (6.12) as 
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The corresponding variance-covariance matrix can now be obtained in closed-form by inverting 
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The relative information for mean and variance for longer and shorter series is obtained using 
Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) from the variance-covariance matrices given in Eqs. (6.46), (6.47) and 
(6.49) as 
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From the expressions of variance-covariance terms for longer series X , it is apparent that 
relative information remains unity for both mean and variance for any dependence level. In other 
words, the longer series does not gain at all from the composite likelihood approach when both 
marginals are normal, irrespective of the level of cross-correlation. From the expressions of 
variance-covariance terms for the shorter series Y  it may be seen that for 1=Xm , the relative 
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information for both parameters is unity, irrespective of the dependence level. Furthermore, 
when the two series are independent, i.e., when 0=θ , relative information is again unity for 
both parameters, irrespective of the length ratio Xm . Also, when there is a perfect association, 
i.e., when 1=θ , the relative information for both parameters is equal to Xm . In other words, for 
perfectly correlated variables the relative information curve is a straight line passing through 
origin and having unit slope and thus for 3=Xm , for example, both these gains would be 200%. 
The graphical results of relative information for mean and variance parameters of the 
shorter series, { } { }2,4,3 YYpp pRI σµ==∀  are given in Figure 6.6. The tabular results for both, 
longer and shorter series, are given in Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. It may be seen that there 
is a greater gain in information for mean as compared to variance. For a value of 3=Xm  and 
7.0=ρ , the gain for mean is 49% and for variance it is 19%. For a higher correlation of 















Figure 6.6 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates of normal distribution of 
shorter series, with normal distributed incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio 
XYXX nNm =  and Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to mean and 
variance parameters { } { }2,4,3 YY σµ≡  of shorter series Y . Values within parenthesis are equivalent 
Spearman’s correlation coefficients sρ . 
6.4.4.2 Case II: LEV Marginals 
In this non-Gaussian case, the objective is to see upto what degree both, shorter and longer 
Gumbel distributed series, when considered simultaneously, can benefit in terms of relative 


















































information. Relative information is obtained for longer and shorter series using Eqs. (6.16) and 
(6.17), on the basis of information matrices for univariate Gumbel distribution given in Eq. 
(6.42) and that obtained numerically for the composite likelihood approach involving bivariate 
Gumbel Type A distribution. 
The graphical and tabular results of the relative information for location and scale 
parameters of longer and shorter series, { } { }YYXXpp pRI αγαγ ,,,4,3,2,1 ==∀ , are given in 
Figure 6.7, and Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. It may be seen that for 6.0=ρ , the gain for 
location parameter Xγ  of longer series is insignificant at 2% level. For the scale parameter 
though, the gain is higher at 12%. For a higher 3/2=ρ , which is the maximum admissible value 
of correlation for this distribution, these gains are 3% and 29%, respectively. The shorter series 
gains significantly for both parameters; gains being 27% and 33% for 6.0=ρ , and 33% and 
49% for higher 3/2=ρ , respectively. 
6.4.4.3 Case III: NOR and LEV Marginals 
This case is a combination of Gaussian and non-Gaussian distributions, with Frank copula 
providing the basis for their joint distribution. It is important to see if relative information 
characteristics in this case are significantly different from the previous two cases. The relative 
information for longer and shorter series is obtained using Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17), on the basis of 
information matrices for normal and largest extreme value distributions given in Eqs. (6.41) and 
(6.42), and that obtained numerically for Frank copula-based bivariate distribution.  
The graphical and tabular results of relative information for mean and variance, and 
location and scale parameters of longer and shorter series, 
{ } { }YYXXpp pRI αγσµ ,,,4,3,2,1 2==∀ , are given in Figure 6.8 and Tables 6.2 and 6.3, 
respectively. It may be seen that for a linear correlation of 7.0=ρ , gains for mean and variance 
of longer series are 18% and 8%, respectively. For a higher correlation of 9.0=ρ , these gains 
are 65% and 41%, respectively. These gains have interesting comparison with Case I wherein 
there were no such gains for normally distributed longer series. The shorter series gains are 
significantly greater for both location and scale parameters, at 76% and 27% levels for 7.0=ρ . 
For a higher 9.0=ρ , the gains are 221% and 137%, respectively. Comparison with 































Figure 6.7 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates of Gumbel Type A 
distributions, with Gumbel distributed incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio 
XYXX nNm =  and Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to location 
and scale parameters { } { }XX αγ ,2:1 ≡  of longer series X  and { } { }YY αγ ,4:3 ≡  of shorter series 
Y . Values within parenthesis are equivalent Spearman’s correlation coefficients sρ . 
6.4.4.4 Case IV: NOR and G2 Marginals  
This case is similar to Case III, except for gamma distribution replacing the largest extreme value 
distribution. It would be important to see if the relative information characteristics for normally 
distributed longer series are different in the two cases. The relative information is obtained for 
the two series using Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17), on the basis of information matrices for gamma and 
largest extreme value distributions given in Eqs. (6.41) and (6.43) and that obtained numerically 
for the composite likelihood approach involving Frank copula-based bivariate distribution. 




















































































































































Figure 6.8 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates NOR and LEV marginals, 
with Frank copula-based incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio XYXX nNm =  and 
Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to mean and variance parameters 
{ } { }XX σµ ,2:1 ≡  of longer series X  and location and scale parameters { } { }YY αγ ,4:3 ≡  of 
shorter series Y . Values within parenthesis are equivalent Spearman’s correlation coefficients 
sρ . 
  The graphical and tabular results of relative information for mean and variance, and scale 
and shape parameters of longer and shorter series, { } { }YYXXpp pRI βασµ ,,,4,3,2,1 2==∀ , are 
given in Figure 6.9 and Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. It may be seen that for 7.0=ρ , the 
gains for mean and variance of longer series are 16% and 6%, respectively. For a higher 9.0=ρ , 








































































































case of shorter series being largest extreme value distributed, although the results cannot be 
generalized since these pertain to specific shape parameter 12=Yβ . The shorter series gains 
moderately for both scale and shape parameters by 13% and 14%, respectively. For a higher 
correlation of 9.0=ρ  though, the gains are significantly higher at 79% and 80%. 
6.4.4.5 Case V: G2 and LEV Marginals 
This case is similar to Case III, except for longer series being gamma distributed instead of 
normal distributed. It would be important to see if the relative information characteristics for the 
shorter largest extreme value distributed series are different in the two cases. The relative 
information is obtained for the two series using Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) on the basis of information 
matrices for gamma and largest extreme value distributions given in Eqs. (6.43) and (6.42) and 
that obtained numerically for the composite likelihood approach involving Frank copula-based 
bivariate distribution. 
The graphical and tabular results for relative information for scale and shape and location 
and scale parameters of longer and shorter series, { } { }YYXXpp pRI αγβα ,,,4,3,2,1 ==∀ , are 
given in Figure 6.10 and Tables 6.2 and 6.3, respectively. It may be seen that for a moderate 
correlation of 7.0=ρ , gains for scale and shape parameters of longer series are marginal at 8% 
each. For a higher correlation of 9.0=ρ , these gains are moderately higher at 30% and 29%, 
respectively. For moderate correlation of 7.0=ρ , the gains for shorter series are higher for 
location than for scale and are 76% and 27%, respectively. In fact, the levels of these gains are 
exactly the same as that in Case III wherein longer series was normally distributed instead of 
gamma distributed. However, a generalized statement of this effect may not be appropriate in 
view of the specific shape parameter 12=Yβ  involved in the computations. For the higher 
correlation of 9.0=ρ , the gains are significantly greater at 180% and 92% respectively. 
However, these gains are substantially less than those in Case III. 
6.4.4.6 Case VI: LEV and LP3 Marginals 
This case is slightly different from all other cases in that it involves log-Pearson Type III 
marginal. It may be of interest from the point of view of log-Pearson Type III being a prescribed 
distribution for flood frequency analysis in the United States. The relative information is 
obtained using Eqs. (6.16) and (6.17) on the basis of information matrices for largest extreme 
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value and log-Pearson Type III distributions given in Eqs. (6.42) and (6.44) and that obtained 


























Figure 6.9 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates of NOR and G2 marginals, 
with Frank copula-based incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio XYXX nNm =  and 
Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to mean and variance parameters 
{ } { }XX σµ ,2:1 ≡  of longer series X  and scale and shape parameters { } { }YY βα ,4:3 ≡  of shorter 
series Y . Values within parenthesis are equivalent Spearman’s correlation coefficients sρ . 
The graphical and tabular results for relative information for scale and shape, and 
location, scale and shape parameters of longer and shorter series, 
{ } { }YYYXXpp pRI βαγβα ,,,,5,4,3,2,1 ==∀ , are given in Figure 6.11 and 6.12 and Tables 6.2 
and 6.3, respectively. As mentioned earlier, linear correlation coefficient ρ  hugely 
underestimates the actual association that may be of non-linear nature. For example, values of 












































































































4.0=ρ  and 5.0=ρ  correspond to Spearman’s correlation coefficient of 78.0=sρ  and 
92.0=sρ , respectively, indicating higher association. These two values of Pearson and 
corresponding Spearman’s correlation coefficients will be used here while referring to moderate 
and higher association levels. It may be seen that for a correlation of 4.0=ρ , the gains for 
location and scale parameters of longer series are moderate at 18% and 12%, respectively. For a 
higher correlation of 5.0=ρ , these gains increase to 40% and 27%, respectively. Gains for 
shorter series are marginal for all three parameters at 8%, 10% and 10%, respectively, for 
moderate 4.0=ρ . For higher correlation of 5.0=ρ , gains are higher at 27%, 35% and 33%, 
respectively. Another observation from these results is that gains for the log-Pearson Type III 
series do not grow significantly for increasing values of Xm . 
6.5 Discussion 
On the basis of the six different cases studied, it can be stated that the composite 
likelihood approach can be advantageously employed for improving precision of estimates of 
distribution parameters in of limited data availability situations and when dissimilar marginals 
are involved. It is seen that the average and maximum gains for moderate level of association are 
about 30% and 75%, respectively. For higher association levels these average and maximum 
gains could be as high as 90% and 220%, respectively. Such gains are indicative of virtual 
augmentation of available data and could be very useful in a limited data availability situation. 
Although the methodology has been applied for specific combinations of Gaussian and non-
Gaussian marginals, it is safe to conjecture that gains of similar order of magnitudes would be 
accruable for other distributions as well and hydrologic design procedures in limited data 
scenarios can significantly benefit from this approach in terms of improving precision of 
parameter estimates. As illustrated by Chowdhary and Singh (2009), such improvement in 
precision of parameter estimates results in narrower confidence intervals for estimated quantiles, 

















Figure 6.10 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates of G2 and LEV 
marginals, with Frank copula-based incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio 
XYXX nNm =  and Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to scale and 
shape parameters { } { }XX βα ,2:1 ≡  of longer series X  and location and scale parameters 
{ } { }YY αγ ,4:3 ≡  of shorter series Y . Values within parenthesis are equivalent Spearman’s 
















































































































































Figure 6.11 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates of LEV and LP3 
marginals, with Frank copula-based incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio 
XYXX nNm =  and Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to location 
and scale parameters { } { }XX αγ ,2:1 ≡  of longer series X . Values within parenthesis are 















































































Figure 6.12 Plots of relative information ppRI  for parameter estimates of LEV and LP3 
marginals, with Frank copula-based incomplete bivariate data, as a function of ratio 
XYXX nNm =  and Pearson correlation coefficient ρ . Subscripts "" pp  correspond to location, 
scale and shape parameters { } { }YYY βαγ ,,5:3 ≡  of shorter series Y . Values within parenthesis 










































































































Numerous studies in literature suggest importance of multivariate consideration of hydrological 
variables in the design of hydraulic infrastructure. The main limitation of conventional 
multivariate distributions in having to force the selection of marginals from the same distribution 
families can be overcome by the copula approach. In view of plethora of available copula 
models, selection of suitable copula for various hydrological applications becomes an important 
first step. A number of case studies involving extreme flood flow and rainfall processes 
demonstrate use and effectiveness of a copula selection framework for a variety of combinations 
of marginal distribution types. The copula method is also advantageously employed for 
developing a “Composite Likelihood Approach” that allows incorporation and use of available 
concurrent and non-concurrent hydrological data in an integrated manner enhancing precision of 
parameter estimates of distribution functions. Specific conclusions made on the basis of various 
case studies with respect to these two themes are given here. 
7.2 Copula Selection for Multivariate Hydrological Frequency Analyses 
The following conclusions are made with respect to the copula selection framework for 
hydrological applications on the basis of results of various case studies involving six specific 
copula types. 
(a) Matching of tail dependence features and overall dependence strength with empirical 
estimates from the hydrological data under consideration is very useful in restricting the 
copula test space and in a priori determination of potential copula models. 
(b) As MPL and IFM methods are based on maximizing the probability of occurrence of a 
given sample, the optimized dependence parameter may be significantly different than 
that obtained from the MOM method. This deviation of dependence estimate is 
observed to be larger in IFM method as compared to MPL method.  
(c) As results of MOM method are based on a single sample rather than on any 
probabilistic estimate as in case of MPL or IFM methods, the latter methods may be 
preferred.  In some cases the deviation in the estimated dependence may be quite large 
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and such cases must be looked into on case to case basis. In any case, it is suggested 
that multiple estimation methods should invariably be employed in order to avoid 
misspecification due to such failures that may otherwise remain unnoticed.  
(d) The return of a dependence strength that is different than the empirical estimates in case 
of IFM method is also due to the fact that limited observed data under consideration is 
seldom perfectly represented by the assumed frequency distribution. This results in an 
imperfect uniformly distributed probability integral transformed variate as against an 
expected perfect uniformly distributed variate. This failure to capture the dependence 
appropriately is significant in many cases and may result in exclusion of a copula 
model that is identified as valid model on the basis of other methods.  
(e) Although graphical inference tests provide useful indication of suitability or 
unsuitability of copulas, their use remains largely subjective. The Cramer-von Mises 
type test statistics, obtained by the parametric bootstrap method, prove effective in 
objectively rejecting copulas that may not adequately represent the data under 
consideration.  
(f) Although each graphical and formal goodness-of-fit tests focuses on specific features of 
differences between empirical and computed joint probability distribution, these 
invariably mutually corroborate the the findings.  
The following conclusions are made with respect to identification of suitable copulas for 
modeling pairs of extreme flow and rainfall variables. Although these conclusions are valid only 
for the specific datasets considered in the study, they provide a broader understanding of 
applicability of the six copula models for the studied bivariate combinations. 
(a) The peak flow and volume data do not conform to the definition of component-wise 
maximal order statistic that is required for a joint extreme value process. The upper tail 
independence in the data is evidenced by 110 years of a fairly long record from the 
Greenbrier river. The Clayton copula may be considered appropriate for such process, 
specially when upper tail independence can be established. However, in cases of 
weaker dependence and shorter data length, other copulas may become equally 
competitive. 
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(b) The peak flow and duration data is expected to show comparatively lesser dependence 
strength devoid of any tail dependence and for such cases more copulas become 
potential candidates for selection. 
(c) The flood volume and duration data will normally show a high dependence together 
with significant tail dependence characteristics. Although a generalization can not be 
made, Galambos and GH copulas may likely become valid choices for such processes. 
(d) Storm duration and volume data corresponding to the annual maximum rainfall events 
exhibit moderate level of dependence and weak upper tail dependence. In view of this, 
although more than one copulas become viable, Galambos and GH copulas are more 
likely candidates than others. 
(e) Frank copula adequately represents the negatively associated annual maximum storm 
duration and average intensity data. 
(f) Frank copula is a clear choice for representing moderately associated annual maximum 
storm duration and corresponding maximum storm intensity data that does not exhibit 
any tail dependence.  
7.3 Copula-Based Composite Likelihood Approach 
It is established that significant gains can be accrued in terms of improving precision of 
frequency distribution parameter estimates by considering available non-concurrent and 
concurrent hydrological data in an integrated manner. The approach is extremely useful in 
limited hydrological data availability situations where significant virtual data augmentation can 
be effected. Following conclusions are drawn from the application of this approach to specific 
combinations of marginals and copula-based bivariate models. 
(a) Significant information gain is achievable for shorter series that are of primary interest 
in this approach, even at moderate association levels.  
(b) There is information gain even for the longer series, except for the bivariate normal 
case. 
(c) Gains for longer series decrease with increasing values of the length ratio whereas they 
increase for shorter series. 
(d) Gains for shorter series increase with increasing levels of association among 
constituents of the bivariate data. 
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(e) For shorter series in a bivariate normally distributed data, when there is near perfect 
association, the limiting gains are equal to the length ratio. This indicates tremendous 
benefit of this approach when two highly correlated normal data series are under 
consideration.  
(f) Gains for location parameter for shorter largest extreme value distributed series are 
substantially higher when combined with a longer normally distributed series, as 
compared to that when combined with another largest extreme value series. These gains 
are exactly same when the longer series is gamma distributed. 
(g) The average and maximum information gains for moderate level of association are 
about 30% and 75%, respectively. For higher association levels these gains could be as 
high as 90% and 220%, respectively. 
(h) About 30% gain in precision of estimates of log-Pearson Type III distribution 
parameters is achievable when a largest extreme value distributed longer series, having 
fair amount of mutual association, is available for use. This may be advantageously 
used for improving estimates of design flood by utilizing information from another 
adjoining river gauging station with longer data availability. 
Overall, this composite likelihood approach is highly promising in improving precision of 
estimates obtained in hydrological frequency analysis by taking advantage of additional 
information that is normally available from the existing hydrological information system without 
incurring cost of collecting additional data. Such gains are indicative of virtual augmentation of 
available data and could be very useful in a limited data availability situation. Although the 
methodology has been applied for specific combinations of Gaussian and non-Gaussian 
marginals, it is safe to conjecture that gains of similar order of magnitudes would be accruable 
for other distributions as well and hydrologic design procedures in limited data scenarios can 
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APPENDIX A 
PEARSON’S CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR EXPONENTIALLY 
TRANSFORMED VARIABLES 
Considering a bivariate random vector ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]1,;,1,0,0BVN~, ρρYX  and its exponential 
transform ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]YXZZ exp,exp, 21 =   
 ( ) ( )22,0NOR~2and2;1,0NOR~and YXYX  
and 
 ( ) ( )ρ22,0NOR~ ++YX  
Taking the moment generating function of X  as ( )tXM , the covariance of ( )21 ,ZZ  is then given 
by 
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CRAMER-RAO LOWER BOUND THEOREM 
The Cramer-Rao theorem on lower bound of variance of the best unbiased estimator of 
frequency distribution parameter and its proof given here have been adapted from Casella and 
Berger (1990). Considering a sample of length n  of the multivariate random variable X , as 




...,,=X  of parameterψ , this 
theorem states that the variance of such estimator is 
















































n   
Its proof is rooted in the Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality which is given for any two variables 1Z  and 
2Z  as 












Z ≥  (B1) 
Choosing 1Z  to be ( )nW :1X  and 2Z as ( )XLlogψ∂
∂
 in Eq. (B1), we get 
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Next, the expressions on the right hand side of the above inequality are simplified. From Eq. 




 is zero and therefore the covariance term in 
Eq. (B2) is equal to the expectation of the product of ( )XW  and ( )
ψ∂
∂ XLlog
 and is obtained as 
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 is equal to the expectation of its square and utilizing 
Eq. (C5), is given as 
 













































































Utilizing Eq. (B3) and (B4), the variance of ( )nW :1X  in Eq. (B2) can be expressed as 
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The denominator in the above inequalities is called the expected information number or expected 
Fisher information, and utilizing Eq. (C5), it is given as 
 
 






































































Cox and Hinkley (1974), section 8.3, and Rao (1973), section 5a.3, give extension of the above 





, i.e., a vector of length r , in in 
Eq. (B5) above, the lower bound on the covariance among any two parameter estimates qp ψψ ,  
is obtained as 
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,Cov   
Again, the denominator in the above inequality is the expected information number or expected 
Fisher information, and utilizing Eq. (C5) it may be written as 
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PRELIMINARY ALGEBRAIC STEPS 
The algebraic steps required for obtaining some of the derivatives and expectations that are used 
for obtaining the Fisher information and variance-covariance matrices in Appendix B are given 
here. Considering a multivariate random variable X , for any rp :1= , the first derivative of its 
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For the p.d.f. ( )xf , we know that  
 ( ) 1
kR
=∫ xx df   
Assuming that for any function ( )xh  that is not a function of ψ , ( )xf  allows for the regularity 
condition of interchangeability of integral and differentiation operation as 









k ψψ ∫∫ =   
Differentiating the above with respect to pψ , for rp :1= , and utilizing Eq. (C1), we get 



























































= , we get  
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= , we get 
 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )[ ]XXX pqqp SSS EE −=   
Using Eq. (6.1), the expectation of the first derivative of log-likelihood function with respect to 
any parameter is also zero and is obtained as 
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The expectation of the product of the first derivatives of the log likelihood function with respect 
to two different parameters is similarly obtained as 
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In the second summation above, since ix and jx  are independent, the expectation of the product 
of the two terms is written as the product of their expectation. As from Eq. (C2), these individual 
expectations are equal to zero, and thus the above equality, also using Eq. (C3), becomes 
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The observed annual maximum flood flow and annual maximum storm datasets used in various 
case studies given in Chapters 4 and 5 are given here. 
D.1 Annual Maximum Flood Flow Data of Greenbrier River 
The case studies (Case I to III) presented in Chapter 4 involve annual maximum flood flow data 
from Alderson river gauging station on Greenbrier river in West Virginia. This data is given in 
Table D1 below. The peak flows in 1000 cusecs are denoted by PQ , flood volumes in 1000 
cusecs-day are denoted by PV , and flood duration in days is denoted by PD , respectively. The 
flood duration is originally available in multiple of whole days. Uniform distributed random data 
from -0.5 to 0.5 has been added to these values in order to avoid ties in the data that is supposed 
to have come from a continuous distribution. Thus, original flood duration data is obtainable by 
rounding the values to the nearest integers. 
Table D1 Annual maximum flood peak flow, volume and duration data of Alderson station on 
Greenbrier river. 
S.No. Year PQ  PV  PD  S.No. Year PQ  PV  PD  
1 1896 28.8 91.2 9.05 56 1951 29.3 71.1 10.09 
2 1897 54.0 216.0 24.77 57 1952 27.6 55.2 7.92 
3 1898 52.5 90.1 8.03 58 1953 47.1 85.7 8.09 
4 1899 48.9 313.1 35.75 59 1954 29.7 59.4 7.96 
5 1900 17.1 95.9 15.83 60 1955 44.4 336.0 41.33 
6 1901 56.8 100.4 8.84 61 1956 18.2 93.2 18.19 
7 1902 43.8 262.6 27.04 62 1957 28.9 222.1 26.38 
8 1903 48.9 88.6 8.81 63 1958 26.7 165.2 24.88 
9 1904 25.7 30.2 4.77 64 1959 23.9 60.5 11.24 
10 1905 37.6 96.7 10.65 65 1960 35.5 220.2 18.66 
11 1906 26.0 74.9 10.57 66 1961 31.4 328.8 52.13 
12 1907 52.5 123.0 11.95 67 1962 35.5 86.8 10.13 
13 1908 52.5 125.7 11.32 68 1963 49.8 342.5 31.57 
14 1909 20.0 45.7 8.00 69 1964 39.6 198.3 19.88 
15 1910 45.9 147.9 17.16 70 1965 28.4 66.4 10.36 
16 1911 43.8 158.6 24.88 71 1966 26.4 96.1 11.56 
17 1912 35.5 246.5 32.56 72 1967 60.6 258.5 27.72 
18 1913 64.0 107.7 8.68 73 1968 27.5 124.6 20.09 
19 1914 16.4 60.7 13.06 74 1969 44.6 60.4 6.58 
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20 1915 40.8 320.6 39.43 75 1970 45.1 92.9 8.14 
21 1916 27.2 40.3 6.08 76 1971 28.0 188.3 29.47 
22 1917 43.0 367.8 40.24 77 1972 47.2 174.0 15.71 
23 1918 77.5 413.3 51.15 78 1973 26.2 79.3 12.74 
24 1919 49.0 109.8 9.80 79 1974 63.5 280.2 29.90 
25 1920 38.0 104.2 13.84 80 1975 25.6 193.8 25.07 
26 1921 11.5 29.7 6.42 81 1976 31.7 77.0 10.26 
27 1922 22.2 75.2 10.98 82 1977 59.9 106.7 8.77 
28 1923 19.5 102.1 13.15 83 1978 47.0 229.6 24.60 
29 1924 36.2 104.3 14.73 84 1979 32.9 199.1 22.33 
30 1925 15.1 32.1 6.21 85 1980 28.2 299.4 47.54 
31 1926 20.7 80.4 10.05 86 1981 29.5 118.5 19.10 
32 1927 40.2 135.7 14.55 87 1982 35.0 155.6 22.69 
33 1928 18.0 73.1 12.20 88 1983 21.4 59.5 9.63 
34 1929 32.7 168.0 15.64 89 1984 38.7 166.2 21.62 
35 1930 34.4 66.1 7.23 90 1985 20.7 47.1 7.49 
36 1931 14.5 108.1 23.40 91 1986 90.6 111.0 7.78 
37 1932 45.8 112.3 13.29 92 1987 33.8 241.5 33.44 
38 1933 26.4 106.9 14.18 93 1988 25.9 53.7 7.76 
39 1934 32.3 138.8 12.31 94 1989 38.5 215.6 21.71 
40 1935 45.4 129.9 14.14 95 1990 32.2 101.7 16.49 
41 1936 53.1 294.5 33.95 96 1991 35.2 161.2 23.58 
42 1937 34.3 156.2 20.92 97 1992 26.9 50.8 7.66 
43 1938 32.8 117.6 14.99 98 1993 36.2 218.4 24.62 
44 1939 38.6 227.1 25.61 99 1994 44.5 291.4 38.85 
45 1940 29.9 70.9 9.55 100 1995 39.9 102.5 13.67 
46 1941 11.5 39.5 7.98 101 1996 94.0 212.7 17.13 
47 1942 35.3 116.4 12.71 102 1997 41.4 131.5 15.12 
48 1943 34.0 139.9 15.97 103 1998 32.4 100.4 15.95 
49 1944 25.2 145.3 24.03 104 1999 18.8 46.6 7.73 
50 1945 19.0 41.1 6.82 105 2000 32.6 96.4 12.61 
51 1946 39.9 118.7 13.31 106 2001 30.0 53.9 7.24 
52 1947 24.4 58.7 9.44 107 2002 31.6 184.4 26.37 
53 1948 40.3 124.2 14.93 108 2003 46.1 269.0 34.68 
54 1949 37.1 83.6 10.50 109 2004 45.4 142.1 16.23 
55 1950 31.5 158.3 18.03 110 2005 23.7 127.4 23.26 
 
D.2 Annual Maximum Storm Data of Baton Rouge Rainfall Station 
The case studies (Case I to III) presented in Chapter 5 involve annual maximum storm data from 
Baton Rouge rainfall station in Louisiana. This observed data is given in Table D2 below. The 
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total storm depth in 100
th
 of an inch are denoted by PV  (volume per unit area), storm duration in 
hours are denoted by PD , and maximum storm intensity in 100
th
 of an inch per hour with respect 
to hourly measurement is denoted by MI , respectively. The mean storm intensity AI  in 100
th
 of 
an inch per hour used in the analysis is obtained as the ratio of total storm depth and storm 
duration. The storm depth, duration and maximum intensity are originally available in 100
th
 of an 
inch, whole hours, and 100
th
 of inches/hour, respectively. Three different sets of uniform 
distributed random data from -0.5 to 0.5 has been added to these variables in order to avoid ties 
in the data that is supposed to have come from a continuous distribution. Thus, original duration 
data is obtainable by rounding the values to the nearest integers. 
Table D2 Annual maximum storm data for Baton Rouge rainfall station. 
S.No. Year PV  PD  MI  S.No. Year PV  PD  MI  
1 1947 300.71 45.08 61.11 31 1977 375.39 28.86 85.14 
2 1948 426.51 8.91 188.60 32 1978 880.36 36.52 85.31 
3 1949 384.71 29.36 68.49 33 1979 786.64 30.43 139.69 
4 1950 333.66 19.86 76.40 34 1980 472.96 16.10 107.96 
5 1951 377.00 31.79 107.17 35 1981 252.27 12.87 48.79 
6 1952 471.78 13.55 188.38 36 1982 1009.06 64.18 106.65 
7 1953 496.22 12.35 184.79 37 1983 432.03 8.75 306.98 
8 1954 555.12 41.39 108.11 38 1984 565.96 26.24 204.73 
9 1955 410.19 52.73 62.36 39 1985 504.38 66.12 38.29 
10 1956 359.60 21.70 159.63 40 1986 891.81 30.97 352.33 
11 1957 298.60 15.89 69.68 41 1987 431.50 17.98 129.80 
12 1958 350.72 7.85 178.73 42 1988 973.09 20.18 204.51 
13 1959 386.89 14.88 110.07 43 1989 616.35 13.04 137.00 
14 1960 458.79 28.56 120.48 44 1990 438.14 7.67 313.16 
15 1961 696.76 13.32 224.86 45 1991 574.34 26.42 143.35 
16 1962 339.86 6.52 117.95 46 1992 901.56 22.97 113.70 
17 1963 418.15 23.59 110.03 47 1993 452.21 19.71 44.73 
18 1964 888.35 42.37 117.48 48 1994 715.83 13.76 357.87 
19 1965 409.27 29.19 88.83 49 1995 768.58 24.99 113.40 
20 1966 1261.11 29.90 241.65 50 1996 430.17 12.51 87.88 
21 1967 277.71 7.71 96.64 51 1997 593.29 51.79 73.38 
22 1968 628.47 12.72 189.47 52 1998 362.36 30.87 79.03 
23 1969 477.67 12.98 161.46 53 1999 323.22 20.16 69.18 
24 1970 431.37 24.96 162.90 54 2000 1577.36 59.97 229.82 
25 1971 484.92 15.00 240.84 55 2001 427.72 13.09 108.24 
26 1972 634.76 28.31 124.68 56 2002 417.26 27.27 173.80 
27 1973 466.85 11.16 191.45 57 2003 443.90 31.99 112.24 
28 1974 408.49 19.86 46.74 58 2004 929.93 25.74 213.29 
29 1975 361.32 8.34 104.89 59 2005 217.04 10.74 106.79 
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